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Teaching Guides 1 – 8 have been designed to support teachers using We Learn English 
textbooks 1 – 8. The primary objective of these guides is to assist teachers in planning their 
lessons in a way which allows them to achieve their learning objectives in a fun and 
interactive classroom environment. The guide contains individual teaching sessions offering 
a wide variety of approaches to learning and teaching.
The Teaching Guide offers:

• Objectives and Learning Outcomes
  These help both teachers and students focus at imparting and acquiring the concepts 

and skills being taught.

• Teaching methodology
 Lesson plans are explained in an easy manner. They aim at providing students with 

ample opportunities to interact with the language meaningfully in order to achieve the 
learning outcomes. Teacher demonstrations along with shared reading and shared 
writing are a prominent feature of many suggested lesson plans. A wide variety of 
whole class, group, pair, and individual tasks are also set which involve reading, 
writing, speaking, and listening actively.

• Suggested lesson outlines
 The suggested lesson outline breaks up the lesson into easy-to-follow stages, each 

with its own estimated time slot.

• Additional worksheets
 Additional worksheets act as useful classroom tools to provide further practice and 

help students become active English-language learners.

A wide range of abilities, interests, and motivations exist in the average classroom. It is 
not realistic or practical, therefore, to stick rigidly to any lesson plan or activity outlined 
within. All the suggestions in this guide, therefore, allow flexibility and may be adapted 
depending on the individual classroom situation.

Introduction
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LESSON 1

OBJECTIVES

•	 To create awareness in students about the lives and special needs of people with 
disabilities, inculcating in them the spirit to share

•	 Understand that a lot can be achieved by perseverance and efforts in the right direction
•	 Comprehend/interpret text by reading critically and actively

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students should be able to:
•	 understand that people with disabilities and impairments also have their own needs 

and goals, but that there usually are obstacles to these being accomplished;
•	 think about the lives and needs of a person with a disability and explore why everyday 

tasks can be very challenging, especially without the right support;
•	 comprehend/interpret text by reading critically and actively;
•	 answer questions in their own words;
•	 understand meanings of words in context.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 pictures of Albert Einstein, Thomas Edison, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Christopher Reeve, 
Stephen Hawkings

•	 for blindfold activity: a blindfold, box full of different objects (stationery, fruits, toys, 
etcetera.)

METHOD

•	 Introduction: Write the following questions on the board and discuss them briefly.
	 Do you have any friends, relatives, or neighbours who have a disability? Have you 

seen any such individuals in any shopping centre lately? What kind(s)? How do they 
make up for their disability? This is a usual five minute discussion exercise. 

Special people
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Ask students to raise their hands if they understand what a disability is. Prompt them 
with questions to help them formulate their answers. Are people with disabilities 
unable to complete all daily activities in a certain way? Is disability always physical? 
Can a disability be invisible (you cannot see it just by looking at someone)? Then, 
discuss the kinds of disabilities people might suffer from. Now ask your students what 
they think a disabled person feels as he or she tries to go about his or her life and to 
try and imagine what it means to live with a disability.

•	 Quiz on famous people: Find and show pictures of the following famous people: 
Albert Einstein, Thomas Edison, Franklin Roosevelt, Christopher Reeve, and Stephen 
Hawking. Ask the student to identify and say what they know about each famous 
personality and then share the following information with them.

 Albert Einstein was a world famous mathematician and physicist. He was brilliant but 
he had a learning disability. He did not speak until he was three years of age. 
Mathematics in school was quite challenging for him. It was also very hard for him to 
express himself through writing.

 Thomas Edison is one of the greatest inventors in history. He possessed more than a 
1,000 patents and his inventions are in use in our daily life. At a young age, it was 
believed he had a learning disability. He was unable to read till he was twelve years old. 
His first invention was a phonograph. He became famous for inventing the electric light 
bulb and the telegraph system.

 Franklin D. Roosevelt a famous politician, first gained importance  as the governor of 
New York State. He was then elected President of the United States for four terms. In 
1921, Franklin Roosevelt contracted a near-fatal case of polio that left him disabled. 
Due to polio, Roosevelt used a wheelchair and stood with the aid of steel leg braces. 
He tried many treatments, but was never able to walk on his own again.

 Christopher Reeve the man more popularly known as Superman, won the British 
Academy Award as best actor. Christopher Reeve was crippled after a horse-riding 
injury and was unable to move and even breathe without the help of a respirator. He 
was dedicated to increasing public awareness about spinal cord injury and to raising 
money for research for a cure. Reeve died at age 52 on October 10, 2004.

•	 Reading time (Pages 1 and 2): Tell the students that they will read about another 
famous personality who despite her physical disability was able to amaze the world by 
her achievements. Ask them if they have heard about Helen Keller before. After taking 
in their feedback, read the text on Helen Keller and discuss the information in the 
passage. Ask simple questions to check comprehension.

•	 Writing time (Page 2): Ask students to work in pairs to complete the writing task.
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•	 Activity time (Page 3): Ask students what it might feel like to be unable to see or 
hear or speak. Will they be able to use other senses effectively to carry out their daily 
activities? Take two volunteers from the classroom; blindfold them and place a box full 
of different objects in front of them. The box might contain anything: stationery, fruits, 
play dough, plastic bags, etc. Ask the volunteers to feel and identify these objects. 
Count the number of objects they were able to successfully identify and also ask them 
how difficult it was to identify these.

•	 Reading time (Page 3): Help increase students comprehension by asking them to 
practice an active reading strategy. An active reading strategy helps students to monitor 
their reading and understanding of the text. Introduce students to the cross and check 
method. Ask them to read the passage on Wilma Rudolph slowly. At the end of each line 
they must use a pencil either to mark a tick (√) if they feel they have completely 
understood or a cross (x) if they do not understand anything in the line. Let students read 
actively in this way. Next, ask those who have placed some crosses on their text to raise 
their hands. Discuss the lines which they found difficult to understand.

•	 Writing time (Pages 3 and 4): Ask students to complete exercise D independently. 
This will help re-inforce and check their comprehension of the passage just read. Next 
tackle exercises E and F as a whole class, eliciting students’ responses and 
summarizing them on the board.

•	 Activity time (Page 4): Divide the class into groups and ask each group to research 
and answer the given questions. Allow each group to share their findings with the rest 
of the class the next day.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (3 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1
1. Introduction: Students discuss briefly a few questions about 

people with disabilities. 20 min

2. Quiz: Students take a short quiz and learn more about famous 
people with disabilities. 20 min

2
3. Reading time: Students listen to and read the passage on 

Helen Keller. (pages 1 and 2) 20 min

4. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises A, 
B, and C on page 2. 20 min

3

5. Activity time: Students volunteer to blindfold themselves and 
take part in an activity to identify different objects. 15 min

6. Reading time: Students use the cross and check method to 
actively read the passage on Wilma Rudolph. 10 min

7. Writing time: Students work independently and complete 
exercises D, E, and F on page 4. 15 min
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EXTENDED ACTIVITY

•	 Awareness Campaign: Students try to raise awareness about contributions of people 
with disabilities. Divide students into groups. Ask each group to create posters about a 
famous personality with a disability and who has achieved a lot. They may choose:

 Albert Einstein (learning disabilities)
 Thomas Edison (hearing impairment)
 Helen Keller (vision and hearing impairment)
 Ray Charles (vision impairment)
 Christopher Reeve (spinal cord injury)
 Michael J. Fox (Parkinson’s disease)

LESSON 2

OBJECTIVES

•	 Review verb forms and illustrate use of regular and irregular verbs
•	 Learn how to form the simple present and past tense of verbs
•	 Understand the function and use of modal verbs and adverbs

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students should be able to:
•	 understand the difference between the past and present tense;
•	 understand the use of regular, irregular, and modal verbs;
•	 understand the use of adverbs.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 action verbs written on folded slips of paper and placed in a box
•	 copies of worksheet 1

METHOD

•	 Verbs and tenses: Explain to the students that verbs are ‘action words’ that tell us what 
someone ‘is’, ‘was’, or ‘will be’ doing and that verbs are different from other parts of 
speech because they change their form according to the time of the action. The time part 
of the form a verb takes is called its tense. Verbs used in sentences about things:

 1. that are happening now are in the present tense.
 2. that happened in the past are in the past tense.
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 To further illustrate this you may talk about events of the present day and write down 
the verbs used. Next ask students to talk about the events of yesterday, and make a 
list of those verbs. Look at the list of verbs and discuss their differences.

•	 Draw two columns on the board. Label them ‘past’ and ‘present.’ Brainstorm with your 
class various events, personal, and historical: cricket world cup, their birthday, a 
famous person’s birthday, holidays, current news, etc. List these events in the 
appropriate column labeled ‘past’ and ‘present.’

•	 Next, ask the students to choose one event from each column and write two 
sentences about that event. After they write their sentences, they must identify 
whether it is in past or present tense. Ask volunteers to read their sentences. List the 
verbs they are using on the board in the appropriate columns and provide feedback 
helping students to understand whether the correct tenses were used in their 
sentences.

 By now students should have an idea of how to use verbs to describe events in the 
past and present tense. Explain that both the texts, Helen Keller and Wilma Rudolph 
are written in the past tense. They must now select any five verbs written in the past 
tense from each passage and write them in the present tense.

•	 The simple present tense:  Explain that the simple present tense expresses a habit 
or often a repeated action.

 Example: She goes to work every day., I always wake up at 6 a.m., etc.
•	 Ask the students to write a brief paragraph about their daily routine and underline all 

the verbs in the simple present tense. Volunteers can now share their paragraphs with 
the class.

•	 Explain that this tense also expresses general truths or facts that are timeless. 
Example: The Sun rises in the east. Water boils at 100 degrees Celsius. Ahmed works 
in a toy factory.

•	 Ask the students to write at least two sentences that show general truths or facts and 
share them with the rest of the class.

•	 Now explain that we add –s or –es to a verb when we use it with he, she, it, and 
singular nouns.

 E.g. He likes to paint.
  She cooks very well.
  The car runs on petrol.
  Ahmed works in a chocolate factory.
  My teacher goes home by bus.
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•	 We use plural verbs (without s or es) with they, we, I, you, and plural nouns.
 E.g. They meet in the park on Thursdays.
  We play football in the park.
  I clean my room before sleeping.
  Do you feel happy when it’s a holiday?
  Sara and Sonya practise playing basketball every Friday.
•	 Practice drill: Write the following sentences on the board asking students to choose 

the correct form of the verb:
 1. He (want, wants) to eat pasta for lunch today.
 2. His brother (run, runs) faster than anyone else in school.
 3. Ahmed (washes, wash) the old car everyday and (wax, waxes) it beautifully.
 4 Dreams can never (causes, cause) harm; they just inspire us.
 5. The winding staircase (rises, rise) up to the second floor.
•	 Writing time (Page 5): Students work in pairs to read the information box on past and 

present tense and complete exercise G.
•	 The simple past tense: To introduce the topic ask simple questions about things that 

happened in the past. (1) What did you do after school yesterday? (2) Did you play cricket 
over the weekend? (3) What was the weather like yesterday? (4) Did you complete your 
homework? Take the student’s responses and note them down on the board, marking the 
form of the verbs so that students will observe the ‘-ed’ added to form the past tense.

	 (1) I played a video game. (2) Yes, I played cricket over the weekend. (3) It rained 
yesterday. (4) Yes, I completed my homework.

•	 Activity time: Write a few action verbs on slips of paper, fold and place the paper 
slips in a box. Ask students to choose a slip of paper and act out the verb written on 
it. The rest of the class needs to then describe what they saw in a single sentence. 
For example, a student selects a slip which has ‘dance’ written on it. He performs a 
few simple dance steps. Next, ask the class what the student did. They need to 
describe his action using the past tense. The correct response would be: He danced.  
Allow the students to perform verbs in this way a few times. Then point out that the 
past tense is used to describe actions completed at a certain point of time in the past.

 Example: He danced. She walked. He talked. They screamed. He cooked. They 
cleaned. etc.

 Explain that we usually add ‘–ed’ to form the simple past tense. Write down the 
following sentences on the board, asking students to change the verb in the bracket to 
the simple past tense.

 1. Sameer  in the yard (play)
 2. We  to go to the cinema. (decide)
 3. Sara  the biology lesson. (miss)
 4. They  the jewellery store. (rob)
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We play football in the park.
I clean my room before sleeping.
Do you feel happy when it’s a holiday?
Sara and Sonya practise playing basketball every Friday.

1. He (want, wants) to eat pasta for lunch today.
2. His brother (run, runs) faster than anyone else in school.
3. Ahmed (washes, wash) the old car everyday and (wax, waxes) it beautifully.
4 Dreams can never (causes, cause) harm; they just inspire us.
5. The winding staircase (rises, rise) up to the second floor.

1. Sameer  in the yard (play)
2. We  to go to the cinema. (decide)
3. Sara  the biology lesson. (miss)
4. They  the jewellery store. (rob)
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 Give a list of verbs and ask students to construct five sentences in the present tense 
and five sentences in the past tense.

•	 Irregular verbs: Explain that so far all the verbs that have been studied can be 
changed to the past tense by adding ed. However, not all verbs follow this pattern. 
There are many verbs which do not take an ed to form the past tense. These are 
called irregular verbs.

•	 Practice drill: Use the following list to revise irregular verbs. Read aloud the base 
form of the verb and ask the students to give the simple past tense of that verb.

Base form Simple past 
tense

Base form Simple past 
tense

Base form Simple past 
tense

awake awoke fight fought put put
be was, were find found read read
beat beat fly flew ring rang
become became forget forgot rise rose
begin began forgive forgave run ran
bite bit freeze froze say said
blow blew get got see saw
break broke give gave sell sold
bring brought go went sing sang
buy bought have hadt sit sat
catch caught hear heard sleep slept
choose chose hide hid speak spoke
come came hit hit swim swam
cost cost hold held take took
cut cut hurt hurt teach taught
dig dug keep kept tell told
do did know knew think thought
draw drew leave left throw threw
drink drank lose lost wake woke
eat ate make made wear wore
fall fell meet met win won
feel felt pay paid write wrote

•	 Writing time (Page 5): Ask the students to place a single line under regular verbs 
and a double line under irregular ones.

 1. Saba drew a beautiful portrait.
 2. The new girl opened the door.
 3. They came late to the concert.
 4. Maria played volleyball with the girls.
 Now ask students to work in pairs to complete exercise H on page 5.
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Base form Simple past 
tense

Base form Simple past 
tense

Base form Simple past 
tense

awake awoke fight fought put put
be was, were find found read read
beat beat fly flew ring rang
become became forget forgot rise rose
begin began forgive forgave run ran
bite bit freeze froze say said
blow blew get got see saw
break broke give gave sell sold
bring brought go went sing sang
buy bought have hadt sit sat
catch caught hear heard sleep slept
choose chose hide hid speak spoke
come came hit hit swim swam
cost cost hold held take took
cut cut hurt hurt teach taught
dig dug keep kept tell told
do did know knew think thought
draw drew leave left throw threw
drink drank lose lost wake woke
eat ate make made wear wore
fall fell meet met win won
feel felt pay paid write wrote
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•	 Types of verbs: Divide the board into three columns. Label each column with the 
following headings: Action verbs, Saying verbs, and Thinking or feeling verbs. Tell the 
students that they will be studying three types of verbs today. Explain that ‘Action verbs’ 
tell us what happens or what characters do, ‘Saying verbs’ tell us what characters say, 
and ‘Thinking or feeling verbs’ tell us what characters think or feel. Ask them to draw 
three columns in their journals and then read out the following list slowly. Instruct 
students to listen carefully and then write the verbs in the appropriate column.

 felt - changed - told - recovered - called - went - fell - shouted - sent - screamed - 
thought - placed - tried - travelled - suffered - ordered - broke - threw - cried - decided 

•	 Writing time (Page 6): Students can work in pairs to complete exercises I and J.
•	 Modal verbs: Explain that a modal verb is an extra verb, which is used before the 

main verb and it gives more information about the main verb. Examples include: can, 
could, may, might, must, shall, will, would, and should. Have to, have got to, and need 
are also used as modal verbs. To practice using modal verbs conduct the following 
activity. Write the following words on the board:

 Probable      Definite
 Call out different sentences illustrating how they change depending on whether a 

situation is probable or definite.
 He plays tonight. Point to probable and change this to ‘He might play tonight.’ Then 

point to Definite and change this to ‘He will play tonight.’
 Give the following sentences to your class and ask them to modify them to show both 

probable or definite situations.
 1. We go to the shopping mall.   4. She has coffee.
 2. I have a cold drink.     5. We work tonight.
 3. He sings tonight.
•	 Writing time (Page 7): Ask students to complete exercises K and L. Remind them 

that adverbs are used to describe verbs.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (5 class periods)

Period S. No. Task Time

1

1. Verbs and tenses: Students take part in an activity to understand 
the difference between the past and present tense. 15 min

2. The simple present tense: Students understand the function and 
use of the simple present tense. 10 min

3. Practice drill: Students complete sentences using the correct 
form of the verb. 10 min

4. Writing time: Students complete exercise G on page 5. 5 min
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Thinking Zzg Saying verbs ÔAction verbs 1geÃ&»>V~„™ŠØXCÙ»Ý6,Šg̀fsuìVÎ: ÷ÅZlx: 

ó…z{CD Action verbs XCÃCW`z{÷ÅZy&Zlx»_·™,ÐXzZãÙL or feeling verbs

Thinking or ó…z{CD™ŠZgëÔZzgL Saying verbs z̧q5+k,ƒ@*ìc*Z™ŠZgZxŠïXL
ó…z{CD™ŠZgÎ!c*Ck™DXCÐvz{ÐV»>VÃZLZL̀9~Ü™BZzg feeling verbs

QnŠ~ˆz„ÃW×p—WzZiÐ7,³XCÃt@Ze$Ùz{CÙ÷ÃÂzÐ[ZzgQZÐ´»Ý~KX
felt  -  changed  - told -  recovered  -  called  -  went  -  fell  - shouted  - sent  -  screamed  -  thought
placed -  tried  -   travelled  - suffered  -  ordered  -  broke  -   threw  -  cried  -  decided 

å™,X J Zzg I Ch-VÅßg]~w (: 6 –ð»z‰Ü)™ 

tCçzy÷Zq-ZŸ°÷ƒ@*ìÔZÝ÷Ð¬ZEwHY@*ìZzgZÝ÷Æ!*g}~'×h+ çzy÷: 

ÔHave to Xshould Zzg wouldÔwill Ôshall Ômust Ômigh Ômay Ôcould Ôcan ¥â]ÛZë™@*ìXVwÆîg6,:
ÆZEwÅwÆaŠg`fsu¤/òZx Ì/îgçzy÷ZEwKYDXçzy÷ need Zzg have got to

ŠØX1ge6,nŠb‰ZÖp’k,Ù:
Probable                                                 Definite

tÒy™DƒñZ¿ZŠZÙz{ßg]qwÆZkãc*DƒäÅãCŠ6,¾§bpsƒDX
~ps™ŠØXZ[DÅ§s  ‘He might play tonight.’ ZkãÅ§sZág{ÙZzg¿Ã He plays tonight.

~$+wŠØX ‘He will play tonight.’ Zág{ÙZzg¿Ã
ÃŠØZzgZyÐvz{Z¹ßg]qwÆZkãZzgDƒäÆÒpÐps™,X C Šg`fs¿

1.  We go to the shopping mall.
2.  I have a cold drink.
3.  He sings tonight.

4.  She has coffee.
5.  We work tonight.

å™äÆavXZ¹c*ŠŠ;ã™zZ÷ÃÒy™äÆa0÷ L Zzg K CÐw (: 7 –ð»z‰Ü)™ 

(ZEwKYDX Adverb)

ci+i( 5 $ÅD+gö»Xi{{)
z‰Ü »x Ñg ci+

415 CâèZzg÷âè~ÛtKÆaZq-u¤/ò~zBX ÷Zzgiâ:: X1

410 C‚Š{÷âè»»xZzgZEw−X ‚Š{÷âè: X2

410 ÷ÅŠg„^ÆZN[Åw™,X ®)) C/îg w: X3

45 å™,X G 6,Š~ˆw 5 C‚Š{÷âèÆ¦gÃ¢™äÆa™ –ð»z‰Ü: X4
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2
5. The simple past tense: Students learn the function and formation 

of the simple past tense through a short introduction. 20 min

6. Activity time: Students practise forming the simple past tense using a 
fun activity. Next, they make sentences in the present and past tenses. 20 min

3

7. Irregular verbs: Students understand the function of irregular verbs 
and learn how to from irregular verbs through an oral practice drill. 20 min

8.
Writing time: Students distinguish between regular and irregular 
verbs in sample sentences and complete exercise H on page 5 
for further practise with irregular verbs.

20 min

4
9. Types of verbs: Students learn to distinguish between action 

verbs, saying verbs, and thinking and feeling verbs. 20 min

10. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises I and 
J on page 6. 20 min

5
11. Modal Verbs: Students understand and practice the use of modal 

verbs through an activity. 20 min

12. Writing time: Students complete exercise K on page 7 to practice 
using modal verbs and exercise L on page 7 to review adverbs. 20 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES

•	 Writing activity: Think of a time when you were late for any event, class, or activity. 
Write why you were late and what happened as a result. Use the past tense to write 
your paragraph.

•	 Creating stories: Each group will work together to write a story using the simple past 
tense. Give each group a topic: For example, the topic may be ‘The best birthday ever.’ 
Student A begins the story with the first sentence. I can never forget my 12th birthday. Student 
B may continue: I wanted my own computer for my birthday. Student C can continue by 
adding another sentence. Each group will in this way create their own short story.

•	 Creating Rules: Students can practice using modal verbs by framing some rules. Ask 
students to work in groups. Each group may be given a place for example library, school, 
bus, shopping mall, amusement park, etc. Ask them to write rules that need to be followed 
at these place (using: must, mustn’t, have to, and don’t have to). Each group may then read 
out its set of rules to the rest of the class and others can guess the place they relate to.

•	 Ask students to complete Worksheet 1.

LESSON 3

OBJECTIVES

•	 Read and express opinion about poems
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students should be able to:
•	 understand the poet’s message;
•	 form and express their own opinion about a poem.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 pictures depicting loneliness

METHOD

•	 Introduction: Find a few pictures depicting loneliness. Show each picture to the 
students and ask them to describe what the situation of the person in the picture may 
be and how might he or she be feeling.

 Elicit responses which may state that the person seems to be lonely, miserable, 
depressed, dejected, isolated, unhappy, wretched, poor, left out, etc. Then, ask why 
the person in the picture might be feeling this way. Are his friends or peers 
responsible in making him feel this way? Should someone try to help him or her out?

•	 Reading time (Page 8): Now focus on the picture in the textbook on page 8. Ask the 
students to think about the girl in the wheelchair. What might she be feeling? Why 
might she be feeling this way? Can anything be done to help her?

 Next, read the title of the poem Alone. Ask the students if the title seems appropriate. 
Ask them to explain why. Recite the poem and discuss key words and phrases in the 
poem: alone, glare, I wish I could quickly sprint, lonely, friendless, and day by day. 
Ask your students why the girl seems to feel alone. Why does she sit and ‘glare’? 
What does she wish for? What is the effect of the last line?  

•	 Discussion time: Ask students to discuss the given questions with a classmate. After 
allowing students enough time to discuss, let each pair share their views with the rest 
of the class.
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SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (1 class period)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students take part in an activity and try to 
empathize with the characters depicted in pictures. 10 min

2. Reading time: Students focus on the picture on page 8 and 
read and discuss the poem ‘Alone’. 20 min

3. Discussion time: Students discuss the questions on page 8 
to form and express their opinion about the poem. 10 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITY

•	 Creating Poems: Ask students to work together to create their own poem titled, 
‘Alone’ describing the feelings of a child who does not have friends.
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LESSON 1

OBJECTIVES

•	 Read and understand text, and answer questions
•	 Use the dictionary to find the meaning of words
•	 Write a composition following conventions of essay writing

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 comprehend the text independently and answer questions;
•	 guess meanings using context and use a dictionary to find the meaning of vocabulary 

words;
•	 brainstorm for ideas and write essays on any given topics.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 chart papers (for poster activity)
•	 poster depicting your own strange invention
•	 few pictures showing strange machines
•	 access to the library which has encyclopedias to browse for information

METHOD

•	 Introduction: Write the word ‘technology’ on the board. Ask the students what this word 
means to them. They might come up with answers like: computers, phones, internet, 
email, etc. Now ask them when they think technology began. They will most probably give 
answers which refer to recent years, a few decades ago, or the beginning of the century.

 Explain that the word technology refers to any invention, including tools, machines, 
materials, and sources of power, that makes people’s work easier.

 Next, ask students to think again when technology began. Lead them to realize that if 
technology refers to any invention which makes people’s work easier, then the first 
time any human being used a rock or stick as a tool, it will be considered as the use 
of technology. The ability to create fire, plant crops, and use simple machines like a 
lever or a wheel for transport will also be considered technology. Point out how 
ancient the use of technology actually is.

Unit 2Unit 2
Technology
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•	 Poster activity: Ask the students what might be the most important technological 
discoveries in human history. Divide the class into groups of five students. Each group 
must brainstorm for the ten most important discoveries in human history, thinking of 
reasons why these discoveries are so important for mankind. Ask each group to create a 
poster illustrating these inventions and explaining their importance.

 When all the groups have completed their posters, allow each group to present and 
explain their work to the rest of the class. The posters may then be displayed on the 
class soft board.

•	 Reading time (Page 9): Tell the students that they will be reading about the most 
important technological discovery in human history. Ask them to guess what it might be. 
After considering their suggestions ask the students to open their textbooks to page 9 and 
read the passage. As different students continue reading, ask them to pause at the 
following words: technology, limited, revolutionary, access, and economical and guess the 
meanings of these words keeping in mind the way they are used in the passage. Draw 
three columns on the board titled: words, guessed meanings, and dictionary meanings. 
Note down the words and guessed meanings as reading progresses.

•	 Writing time (Pages 10 and 11): Ask students to work in pairs to complete exercises 
A, B, and C. Next, ask each student to share a sentence he or she wrote using a 
word or phrase in exercises B and C.

•	 Strange inventions: Tell the class that you are an inventor. You have thought of an 
amazing machine with tremendous powers. Tell them you thought long and hard last 
night and finally came up with a grand design of your own marvellous machine which 
you are about to show them. Reveal a poster which has a strange design on it. 
Explain the title and use of your machine to the class. Be imaginative when deciding 
your invention. Think of fun and creative ideas: a washer-drier which supposedly 
checks test books, a bicycle which floats over the clouds, shoes which make you grow 
taller, etc. You can also think of an entertaining, imaginative name for your machine.

 Next, tell the students they will be inventing their own machines. Ask them to complete 
exercise D. They must now think of a machine they would like to invent and write a 
paragraph describing what it looks like and what it does and also draw a picture to 
illustrate their machine. Afterwards ask volunteers to read their descriptions and show 
their inventions to the rest of the class.

•	 Reading time (Page 12): Tell the students to read the passage titled, ‘The Flying 
Machine’. After reading, ask each pair to raise their hands and discuss the lines which 
they could not understand and then proceed to the writing activity.

•	 Writing time (Pages 13 and 14): Allow students to work in pairs to complete exercise 
F. Next, review the definition of a noun and adjective with them. Give them random 
nouns: boy, girl, sky, car, flower and then ask them to think of at least five adjectives 
describing each. When you are sure they understand the definition and function of a 
noun and adjective, ask them to complete exercise G.
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 SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (4 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students discuss what technology means to 
them and when it might have begun. 10 min

2.
Poster and group activity: Students create a poster depicting 
the ten most important technological discoveries in human 
history. 

30 min

2
3.

Reading time: Students read a passage titled, ‘The machine 
that changed the world’ and try to guess the meanings of 
difficult words using context clues. 

20 min

4. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises A, 
B, and C. 20 min

3 5.
Strange inventions: Students see pictures of and discuss fun, 
strange inventions. Then they write an essay and create an 
illustration depicting their own amazing invention.

40 min

4
6. Reading time: Students read the passage titled, ‘The Flying 

Machine’. 20 min

7. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises F 
and G. 20 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITY
•	 Share the story of the invention of Sticky notes. Show students a sticky note explaining 

that it is self-sticking note paper which gets easily detached without damaging paper. 
Many people use these post-it or sticky notes but their discovery was an accident.

 ‘It so happened that a man named Spencer Silver was working in his laboratory trying to 
create a strong adhesive. Unfortunately, the adhesive he developed was even weaker 
than what was already being manufactured by his company.  It stuck to objects, but could 
easily be lifted off. It was really weak rather than strong. Although no one could use it, 
Silver refused to discard it.

 Four years later, another scientist named Arthur Fry was singing in the church’s choir. He 
tried using markers to record his place in the hymnal, but they kept falling out. Then 
inspiration struck him. He recalled the weak adhesive used by Silver. Fry used some to 
coat his markers. Using Silver’s weak adhesive the markers stayed in place, but still lifted 
off without damaging the pages. Nowadays these small sticky notes are one of the most 
popular office products available.’
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LESSON 2

OBJECTIVES

•	 Identify active and passive voice in simple sentences
•	 Classify, use, and make declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, and imperative 

sentences

LEARNING OUTCOMES
By the end of this lesson, students should be able to:
•	 understand the function and use of active and passive voice;
•	 identify and use declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, and imperative sentences.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)
•	 copies of Worksheet 2

METHOD

•	 Introduction: Ask the following questions:
 What language do the people in China speak?
 Who wrote Macbeth?
 Take their responses and note them down on the board.
 People speak Chinese in China.
 Shakespeare wrote Macbeth.
 Tell the students that these answers are written in the active voice. There is another 

way to write them.
 Rewrite the two sentences as:
 Chinese is spoken in China.
 Macbeth was written by Shakespeare.
 The passive voice is thus introduced.
•	 Active and passive voice: Explain that some sentences are written so that the 

subject does the action. Example: The bully hit Ahmed. To reinforce these concepts 
ask: What is the subject of the sentence? What did the subject do?  Sentences written 
in this way are said to use the active voice.
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 Now explain that the same sentence could be re-written as, ‘Ahmed was hit by the bully’.  
Now the subject does not do the action. Now ask your class: What is the subject of the 
sentence this time? What happened to the subject? Explain that this is known as the 
passive voice. The action happened to the subject – so the subject was passive. 

 Now write the following sentences on the board allowing students to identify whether 
they are written in active or passive voice.

 1. Shahid likes to play cricket.  5. He often reads novels.
 2. English is spoken in Britain.  6. This furniture is produced in China.
 3. They are working on the project. 7. A lot of lives were lost.
 4. She lost her bag yesterday.  8. Cricket is played in Pakistan.
•	 Explain that sentences using active voice are direct and much easier to read. 

Therefore it is often advised that one must use the active voice whenever possible.
 For example:
 Sania employed two expert cooks. 
 Two expert cooks were employed by Sania.
 However, when the performer of the action is unknown, then use the passive voice:
 The movie was produced ten years ago.
 A wonderful opportunity has been presented.
 Passive voice can also be used if one does not want to name the subject. Here, the 

action, not who did it, is stressed:
 The information was revealed.
•	 Writing time (Pages 14 and 15): Ask students to complete exercises H and I.
•	 Types of sentences: Explain the four different types of sentences: declarative, 

interrogative, exclamatory, and imperative.
 Ask the class what they think a declarative sentence is. After listening to their 

responses, explain that a declarative sentence tells us something. It always ends with 
a full stop. Write several examples of declarative sentences on the board and then ask 
the children to give more examples. Remind the students that declarative statements 
start with a capital letter.

 1. The rain fell softly.
 2. The house was old and deserted.
 3. We left the car in the parking lot.
 4. My dress is extremely pretty.
 5. The clear, blue sky greeted us.
•	 Next, ask the class, ‘What is an interrogative sentence?’ After eliciting answers from 

them explain that an interrogative sentence asks something. An interrogative sentence 
or a question mostly begins with who, what, where, when, how, is, are, etc. A question 
begins with a capital letter and ends with a question mark. Ask the students to think of 
different interrogative sentences and write them on the board. Point out that when 
asking a question we use a different intonation. Read out the questions to show that 
questions are asked in a different tone.  
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1. Shahid likes to play cricket.  5. He often reads novels.
2. English is spoken in Britain.  6. This furniture is produced in China.
3. They are working on the project. 7. A lot of lives were lost.
4. She lost her bag yesterday.  8. Cricket is played in Pakistan.
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•	 Point to a student and say, ‘Stand up.’ After the student stands up point out that the 
sentence ‘stand up’ is an imperative sentence or a command. An imperative sentence 
is a type of sentence that gives direction or an order to do something. Ask the 
students to think of some imperative sentences they might have heard.

 For example:
 1. Walk in a line.  3. Danger!
 2. Maintain silence.  4. Fragile. Do not touch.
•	 Loudly exclaim, ‘Oh no!’ After students express surprise at your exclamation. Write 

‘Oh no!’ on the board and explain that it is an exclamatory sentence, and is used to 
express strong emotions. It may be surprise, shock, horror, amazement, or any strong 
emotion. Ask them to provide examples and note these on the board.

 1. No way!   2. Stop!  3. Go away!
 Point out that exclamatory sentences begin with the capital letter and end with an 

exclamation mark.

•	 Activity time: Read out different kinds of sentences to your class. Ask them to 
identify them as—declarative, interrogative, imperative, or exclamatory sentences.

•	 Writing time (Page 15): Ask the students to work in pairs and complete exercise J.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (2 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Introduce the active and passive voice. 10 min

2. Active and passive voice: Students learn to distinguish between 
the active and passive voice through a short exercise. 15 min

3. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises H and I. 15 min

2
4.

Types of sentences: Students learn to distinguish between the 
four different types of sentences: declarative, exclamatory, 
interrogative and imperative.

20 min

5. Activity time: Students take part in a fun activity learning to 
distinguish between different types of sentences. 20 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES
•	 Write any simple recipe on the board. The instructions need to be in the active voice. 

Then, ask the students to rewrite the sentences in the passive voice.
•	 Ask students to complete Worksheet 2.
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LESSON 1 

OBJECTIVES

•	 Predict the content of the text from topic by using prior knowledge
•	 Use dictionary to choose appropriate word definition/meaning
•	 Answer a variety of questions related to the text

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 apply different reading strategies to comprehend the text;
•	 use a dictionary to find the meanings of difficult words and phrases;
•	 answer questions related to the text.

METHOD

•	 Draw the following diagram on the board:

Predicting

QuestioningClarifying

Reading

•	 Tell the students that these are three important reading strategies that they must 
learn: predicting, clarifying, and questioning.

Unit 3Unit 3
Sara gets spectacles
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Predicting

QuestioningClarifying

Reading
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•	 Predicting: Ask the students what the word ‘predict’ means. Expected replies may 
include: foretell or guess. Explain that weather forecasters look carefully at signs in the sky 
and then predict what the weather will be like in the future.They do not just guess but use 
their knowledge of weather patterns, levels of humidity in the atmosphere, etcetera to 
carefully find out what the weather might be like in the future.

 Now point out that just like the weather forecasters we can use our prior knowledge and 
the information that has already been presented to us, while reading, to predict what will 
happen next and it will helps us become more aware readers.

  Ask students to open their textbooks to page 16. Point to the title: ‘Sara gets spectacles’, 
and ask them to predict what the story might be about. Let volunteers share their 
predictions with the rest of the class.

•	 Clarifying: Now ask the students to read the story. Ask them what they normally do 
when they are confused about the information in the text. Tell them that they must 
pause and think carefully about what they have just read. They can even underline the 
words or phrases they do not understand and look for their meanings in a dictionary. 
This process is called clarifying.

 Let students read the story slowly; giving them enough time to re-read and clarify. Ask 
them to underline difficult words or phrases and discuss them in class.

•	 Questioning: Now after reading they must learn to ask questions about what they 
have just read. This has two benefits. Firstly, asking questions would help them judge 
whether they have really understood the text or not and secondly it would help them 
identify the most important points in the story. Ask the given questions and discuss the 
answers.

•	 Writing time (Page 18): Ask students to work in pairs to complete exercises A, B, 
and C.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (1 class period)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students are introduced to different reading 
strategies. 5 min

2. Predicting: Students read the title to predict what the story will be 
about. 5 min

3. Clarifying: Students read the passage slowly trying to clarify 
difficult words and phrases. 5 min

4. Questioning: Students ask questions to test their understanding 
of the story. 10 min

5. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises A, B, 
and C on page 18. 15 min
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LESSON 2

OBJECTIVES

•	 Identify function of direct speech in simple text
•	 Recognize and apply rules of direct speech punctuation in their own writing
•	 Write short text in speech bubbles

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 differentiate between direct and indirect speech;
•	 understand the rules of punctuation for direct speech and use them in their own writing;
•	 create dialogue between any two given characters.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 poster with the punctuation rules written on it
•	 comic strip poster with speech bubbles without any dialogue in it 

METHOD

•	 Introduction: Call two volunteers to the front of the class. Ask the first volunteer to 
tell the class five things about himself or herself. As he or she speaks, note these 
down on the board. The volunteer might say:

 1. I like apples.
 2. I read every night before I go to sleep.
 3. I have completed my homework.
 4. I can swim quite fast.
 5. I hate washing the dishes.
 Now ask the second volunteer to report to the rest of the class what was said by 

volunteer 1. You may report the first statement yourself to provide the second 
volunteer with an example.

 1. He/she said he/she likes apples.
 2. He/she said he/she reads every night before going to sleep.
 3. He/she said he/she has completed his/her homework.
 4. He/she said he/she could swim quite fast.
 5. He/she said he/she hates washing dishes.
 Write down the second volunteers responses on the board.
 Now point out that the first list consists of direct speech. Direct speech is used to write 

the exact words spoken by a person. These words are separated by placing speech 
marks (‘...’) around the spoken words.

 Example: ‘Did you clean your room?’ asked my mother.
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 ‘Did you clean your room?’ asked my mother.

1. He/she said he/she likes apples.
2. He/she said he/she reads every night before going to sleep.
3. He/she said he/she has completed his/her homework.
4. He/she said he/she could swim quite fast.
5. He/she said he/she hates washing dishes.

1. I like apples.        4. I can swim quite fast.
2. I read every night before I go to sleep. 5. I hate washing the dishes.
3. I have completed my homework.

(‘…’)
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 Indirect speech is used to report what a person said, without using his or her actual 
words and the speech marks are not used.

   Example: My mother asked whether I had cleaned my room.
•	 Practice drill: Write the following sentences on the board asking students to identify 

whether they are examples of direct or indirect speech.
 1. Maria said that she was sure it would not rain tomorrow.
 2. ‘Did you enjoy your vacations?’ Ali asked us.
 3. Sumera yelled, ‘Look out, there’s a bull behind you!’
 4. The children said they had a lot of fun at the amusement park.
 5. Mrs. Ahmed explained that she did not like careless people.
 6. ‘I will not be late again,’ promised the poor gardener.

•	 Punctuating direct speech: Create a poster writing the following basic rules on it.
 Speech marks (‘…’) are used to enclose actual spoken words. This is called direct speech.
 The Rules:
 1. Only the words actually spoken go inside the speech marks.
  Example: The witch said, ‘I will turn you into a toad.’
 2. The first word spoken is always written in a capital letter.
  ‘Please buy an ice cream for me,’ pleaded the little girl.
  The little girl said to her mother, ‘Please buy an ice cream for me.’
 3. Place any other punctuation marks inside the speech marks.
  ‘Where are you going?’ he asked.
  ‘She is here now,’ said Sara.
  Maria said, ‘Wait for me.’
 4. Always begin a new line for a new speaker.
  ‘You have huge teeth grandma,’ exclaimed Little Red Riding Hood.
  ‘All the better to eat you with dear!’ shouted the wolf.
Go over the rules slowly with your class. Ask them to take notes and copy down the 
examples.
•		 Punctuating direct speech: Tell the class that there are three ways of writing direct 

speech.
 1. Spoken words come at the beginning of sentences.
  ‘Who is it?’ asked Danial.
Ask students to note that the question mark lies inside the speech mark and there is a full 
stop at the end of the sentence. Tell students to think of sentences with spoken words at 
the beginning. Ask a few volunteers to write these examples on the board.
 2. Spoken words appear at the end of the sentence.
  Danial asked, ‘Who is it?’
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 My mother asked whether I had cleaned my room.

1. Maria said that she was sure it would not rain tomorrow.
2. ‘Did you enjoy your vacations?’ Ali asked us.
3. Sumera yelled, ‘Look out, there’s a bull behind you!’
4. The children said they had a lot of fun at the amusement park.
5. Mrs. Ahmed explained that she did not like careless people.
6. ‘I will not be late again,’ promised the poor gardener.

The witch said, ‘I will turn you into a toad.’

‘Please buy an ice cream for me,’ pleaded the little girl.
The little girl said to her mother, ‘Please buy an ice cream for me.’

‘Where are you going?’ he asked.
‘She is here now,’ said Sara.
Maria said, ‘Wait for me.’

‘You have huge teeth grandma,’ exclaimed Little Red Riding Hood.
‘All the better to eat you with dear!’ shouted the wolf.

‘Who is it?’ asked Danial.

Danial asked, ‘Who is it?’

(‘…’)
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Ask students to note that the comma separates the actual words spoken from the 
introductory words. Tell students to think of sentences with spoken words at the end. Ask 
a few volunteers to write these examples on the board.
 3. Spoken words are interrupted.
  ‘Who,’ asked Danial, ‘is knocking at the door?’
Ask students to note the commas that separate the actual spoken words from the saying 
words (asked Danial).
•	 Practice drill: Write the following sentences on the board and ask students to 

punctuate them.
 1. would you like another brownie asked Mrs. Ahmed.
 2. these cakes are stale complained Sara
 3. can you please tell me where the seventh street is located asked the old woman
 4. look out shouted the man
 5. I am the best swimmer in school boasted Samina
 6. Sana cried we have missed our flight
 7. she asked the guard what was the time
 8. his teacher asked where is your journal
•	 Writing time (Pages 19 and 20): Ask students to complete exercises D, E, and F.
•	 Activity time (Page 20): Ask students to complete this task in pairs.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (3 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1
1. Introduction: Students learn to distinguish between direct and 

indirect speech. 20 min

2. Practice drill: Students practice distinguishing between direct 
and indirect speech. 20 min

2
3. Punctuating direct speech: Students learn the main rules for 

punctuating direct speech. 20 min

4. Practice drill: Students practice punctuating direct speech. 20 min

3
5. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises D, 

E, and F on pages 19 and 20. 10 min

6. Activity time: Students work in pairs and take part in the role play. 30 min

LESSON 3

OBJECTIVES

•	 Extract salient points and develop a mind map to summarize a text
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 understand the function and usefulness of creating mind maps;
•	 create mind maps for any topic assigned to them;
•	 use mind maps to write a structured response.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)
•	 pictures of farms
•	 chart papers to create posters
•	 copies of Worksheet 3

METHOD
•	 Activity - Old Mac Donald had a Farm: Ask the students to bring in pictures of any 

farm. Remind them of the nursery rhyme ‘Old Mac Donald had a Farm’. Sing the 
nursery rhyme along with the students to make the lesson fun and exciting. Divide the 
class into groups of six and give each group a chart paper. Ask them to write the word 
farm on the chart paper in the middle in big, bold letters.

 Then, ask students to think of all the things they might find on a farm. They might 
suggest buildings, people, animals, crops, machinery, etc. Cluster these ideas around 
the original word creating a web diagram.

animals

crops

farm

buildings

machinerypeople
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animals

crops

farm

buildings

machinerypeople
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Now ask these questions and note down their responses in the web.
 1. What animals would you see on a farm?
 2. What kind of buildings would you find on a farm?
 3. What kind of machinery is used on the farm?
 4. Name the crops a farmer grows.
 5. Who works on a farm?
Let them think and arrange their ideas using more branches around each heading. For 
example the animal sub-heading may have branches pointing to cows, bulls, horses, dogs, 
sheep, and chicken.

wheat

cotton

maize

rice

corn

crops

cows

sheep

horses

chicken
animals

machinery

tractor

seeder

moving machine

farmer

bam

farmhouse

labouer

animal beeder

stable

milkman

people

buildings

Farms

Ask students to cut and paste pictures of different farm animals, machinery, people, 
buildings, and crops around the branches in each circle. After their posters are complete, 
display these posters in the classroom.
Next, ask the students to use the ideas, they have listed on their posters, to write a short 
essay titled, ‘Farm Life’.
Ask whether the information on the posters helped them in writing the essay. Was it easier 
to write this essay because they had thought about the topic and organized the points?
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1. What animals would you see on a farm?
2. What kind of buildings would you find on a farm?
3. What kind of machinery is used on the farm?
4. Name the crops a farmer grows.
5. Who works on a farm?

wheat

cotton

maize

rice

corn

crops

cows

sheep

horses

chicken
animals

machinery

tractor

seeder

moving machine

farmer

bam

farmhouse

labouer

animal beeder

stable

milkman

people

buildings

Farms
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•	 Mind maps: Tell the students what they have created is called a mind map. Having 
an organised display of information before they begin writing their essay would help 
them write a structured, well-developed response.

 Give them another topic for example, ‘Myself’. Write this topic in the centre of the 
board. Encourage the students to think carefully about the topic for a minute or two, in 
silence. Then, they can note down their ideas. Next, allow them to work in pairs to 
compare their ideas and discuss them. Finally, create a collective mind map on the 
board, using their ideas.

•	 Writing time (Page 21): Read the mind map given on page 21 of the textbook. Next, 
ask students to work in pairs to complete exercise G.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (2 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1 1. Activity - Old Mac Donald had a Farm: Students work in 
groups to create a mind map on the topic, ‘Farms’. 40 min

2
2. Mind map: Students learn what mind maps are and work in 

pairs to create a mind map on a given topic. 20 min

3. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercise G 
on page 21. 20 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITY

•	 Ask students to complete Worksheet 3.
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LESSON 1

OBJECTIVES

•	 Read and understand text and answer questions
•	 Use a simple thesaurus to locate synonyms
•	 Identify the story elements and use the same to write a new story 

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 read and understand a fictional text, answering questions related to it;
•	 use a thesaurus to find synonyms;
•	 identify the story elements and use them to construct their own stories.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 coloured paper
•	 pictures showing different settings of different stories (May be found online or cut from 

different magazines and newspapers)
•	 copies of Resource sheet 1
•	 copies of Resource sheet 2

METHOD 

•	 Introduction: Before class begins, arrange all desks in a circle. Ask the students 
whether they enjoy reading and writing stories? Tell them they will now write stories as 
a class through a fun activity. Next provide students with sheets of coloured paper and 
ask each student to write the first line of a story on the coloured sheet. Tell them to 
make this line as interesting as they can. For example, they may begin: ‘The cold wind 
blew around him as he hid shivering in the corner’.

Unit 4Unit 4
The stone soup
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•	 Now they must wait until everyone has finished writing their sentences and then pass 
their paper to the person on the right. Continue passing the papers on the right and 
ask them to add just a single sentence whenever they receive it. Let this process 
continue until each person receives his/her initial paper with his/her beginning 
sentence. After they have received their own paper, ask them to read the story and 
then write one concluding sentence. Allow each student to share his/her story with the 
rest of the class. As each student reads his/her story discuss some of the characters, 
settings, and endings.

•	 Elements of a short story: Tell the class that they will now be reading a short story 
and after reading the story they will attempt to analyse it. To analyse a short story 
they must be familiar with the basic elements of a short story.

Characters

Events

Setting Ending

Theme
Elements 
of a short 

story

 Characters: Characters are people or other animals, objects, etc. that the author 
treats as the main subject in a story. Ask students to think of five words that describe 
themselves and jot them down. Next ask them to write four words that describe a 
friend. Ask some volunteers to share their descriptive words. Explain that authors 
describe their characters in a similar manner. Tell the students that active readers 
think carefully about the characters while reading a story because it helps them to 
know the character well and increases their understanding of the story.
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Characters

Events

Setting Ending
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Elements 
of a short 
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 Setting: Setting is the place and time in which the story takes place. Ask students to 
describe their room. Help the students to understand the concept of settings by 
explaining that if they and their family were characters in a story, then their house 
would be the setting. It is where their story would take place. The setting can be 
location, weather, or time. Find pictures of different settings and show these to the 
students asking them to describe each in a few sentences.

 Events: Explain that a story is made up of a sequence of events (beginning, middle, 
and end) that involves the characters. Ask students to think about their last vacation 
and describe what they did during their summer vacation. Allow a few volunteers to 
share their experiences with the rest of the class. Explain that the events in the 
description had to take place in a certain order. They had to describe how their 
vacations began, then move on to what happened in the middle, and finally conclude 
with how their vacation ended. Point out that the order of events in a story is important 
for the story to make sense. The writer usually uses the beginning of the story to 
introduce the characters and setting and present the problem. More events are added 
to the middle of the story. At the end of the story, finally, the problem is solved.

 Ending: Explain that the events at the end of the story that relate how the characters 
solved the problem are called the ending. First, tell your students a fairy tale, for 
example, Hansel and Gretel. Stop right after you introduce the problem. Now ask your 
students to identify the problem in the story. Continue telling them the story till you 
reach the end. At the end, ask students how was the problem solved, and give them 
time to answer. Tell students that they should try to think about the problem and 
solution as they read a story because it helps them to understand the story well.

 Theme: Theme is the central idea or belief in a short story. Ask the students to think 
of some fairy tales they have read. Let them come up with suggestions like Cinderella, 
Rapunzel, Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Little Red Riding Hood, etc. Next, ask 
them to think of the main theme in each of these stories. Was the author trying to 
teach them anything through the story? Discuss these themes and tell them they will 
now be reading a short story and as they read, they must think of its characters, 
setting, events, theme, and ending.

•	 Pre-reading discussion (Page 22): Ask students to read and discuss the given 
questions.

•	 Reading time (Page 22): Ask students to read the story titled ‘The stone soup’ aloud. 
As reading progresses ask simple questions to test students’ comprehension.

•	 Writing time (Page 24): Explain that a synonym is a word that has the same or nearly 
the same meaning as another word. Point out that rather than calling something they 
admire, ‘good’ or ‘nice’ they may use: excellent, superior, above par, fine, rare, 
priceless, unparalleled, superfine, prime, tip-top, first-class, capital, matchless, fair, 
fresh, unspoiled. If necessary review and practice the rules required to arrange words 
in alphabetical order. Ask students to complete exercises A, B, C, and D.
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•	 Story elements (Page 28): Discuss the story elements of ‘The Stone Soup’. Ask who 
were the main characters in the story. Next ask them to describe these characters and 
outline the main events in the story. Tell them to relate the beginning, middle, and the 
ending. Can they pick out any words or phrases from the story which describe the 
setting? Next focus on the theme. What is the central idea of the story? Finally ask 
how the story ended. Was the problem solved at the end? Did they like the ending? 
Why? Next, ask students to complete Resource sheet 1.

•	 Story writing: Now tell the students to write their own story on any topic. Tell them to 
use Resource sheet 2 to plan their story elements. At the end of class, ask a few 
volunteers to share their stories with the rest of the class. 

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (3 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students take part in a fun collaborative writing 
activity. 15 min

2.
Elements of a story: Students learn to identify and distinguish 
between various elements of a story through discussions and 
activities. 

25 min

2

3. Pre- reading discussion: Students discuss a few questions 
before reading the story ‘The Stone Soup’. 5 min

4. Reading time: Students read the story ‘The Stone Soup’. 15 min

5. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises A, B, 
C, and D on page 24. 20 min

3
6. Story element: Students complete Resource sheet 1. 10 min

7. Story writing: Students use Resource sheet 2 to plan and write 
their own story. 30 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES

• Ask students to bring in any short story that they like. After reading the story they 
must answer the following questions:

 1. Describe any two main characters briefly.
 2. What was the setting of this story? Describe the setting briefly.
 3. What is the problem faced by the characters and how is it solved in the story?
 4. Summarize the plot (beginning, middle, and end) of the story briefly.
 5. What is the theme of the story?
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6,ÂzŠØX¹ã»%œ/~ìwHì?¹ã»g…HŒäÅÃÒ™g;ì?Wy~ZyÐ79Ÿ/õ FG¹ã»Z!xHåXH

å™,X 1 Z!x6,Âc*Xi™1ŠHå?HZ!xZ¹IWc*?ZzgYV?Z[ZyÐvz{gÁgkÅL
CÃCz{ËÌñçq6,pŠ¹ãKÐXZ¹Cz{ƒÐ¬¹EVÆÁÜ»ç™äÆ ¹ãâ+: 

ÃZKZK¹ã‹NX ZLë)oV ZEw™,XCÆZ!x6,CÐvZy~ÐP¤̈D 2 gÁgkÅL a

ci+i( 3 $ÅD+gö»Xi{{)
z‰Ü »x Ñg ci+

415 C–ðÅŠNu¤/ò~zBX ¬gs: X1

425 CWZzgu¤/ñVÆfg)¹ãÆZÁÜÅÙ|#ZzgZy~Ût™**ZX ¹ãÆÁÜ: X2

45 C¹ã÷÷ß»^ð N\óóÐ7,"ÐIPÎZÑ]6,!*]’A™,X 7,JðÐ¬Å!*]’A: X3

415 C¹ã÷÷ß»^ð N\óó7,³X 7,Jð»z‰Ü: X4

420 å™,X D Zzg C ÔBÔA 6,Š~ˆw 24 Ch-V~#$™™ –ð»z‰Ü: X5

410 å™,X 1 C¹ã÷÷ß»^ð N\óóÆ%œ/~ÁÜÃÒy™äÆagÁgkÅL ¹ãÆÁÜ: X6

430 å™,X 2 CZK¹ãÅµ/È~ZzgQ¹ã™ÆagÁgkÅL ¹ãâ+: X7

ZŸ°u¤/xV:
~á™WNX¹ã7,"Æˆz{Šg`fsÎZßVÆZ[Š,: CÐvZ¹¿¹ãIƒz{#Ò)®)

ÃðÐŠz%œ/~™ŠZgzVÃ¿UÒy™,X X1

Zk¹ã»©**)Hì?©**)¿UÒy™,X X2

™ŠZgzVÃ¹ã~¾Â»‚o™**7,ZZzgtÂùiƒð? X3

¹ãÆö^)W¸iÔŠgxyZzgZ!x(»Ü™,X X4

¹ã»ñçqHì? X5
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Resource Sheet 1

Story elements

Characters

Setting

Ending Events

Theme
‘The 
stone 
soup’
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Resource Sheet 2

Title of the story _______________
Events: Ending:

Characters: Setting:

Theme:
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LESSON 2 

OBJECTIVES

•	 Identify function of indirect speech 
•	 Recognize the rules of, and change the narration of simple statements

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 distinguish between direct and indirect speech;
•	 apply rules successfully to change direct speech to indirect speech and vice versa

METHOD 

•	 Introduction: Ask students to raise their hands and give any simple statement. 
Change the students’ statement into reported speech. For example if a student says, ‘I 
like playing cricket.’, change this sentence to, ‘He said that he likes playing cricket.’

 Now give different students a simple statement and ask them to change it to reported 
speech. You may have to help the students to form the sentences if required. For 
example choose a student and then say, ‘I am going for a walk.’ Help the student 
convert this to, ‘She said that she was going for a walk.’ Continue this activity till each 
student has had a turn and they understand the concept of indirect speech.

•	 Indirect speech (Pages 25, 26, and 27): Explain to the students that ‘Indirect speech’ 
or ‘reported speech’ is used to tell what someone else said, but without using the 
exact words and quotation marks. When we use indirect speech, we are usually 
talking about the past (because the person who spoke originally spoke in the past).

 For example:
 Direct speech: He said, ‘I am going to Lahore.’
 Indirect speech: He said that he was going to Lahore.
•	 Tell students that there are rules for converting direct speech into indirect speech. 

Read and discuss the rules given on pages 25, 26, and 27. Divide the board into four 
sections. Give the headings ‘changing pronouns’, ‘changing directions’, ‘changing 
timing’, and ‘changing the tense’. In each section, write the following sentences and 
ask the students to change them to indirect speech.
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Changing pronouns:

 1. He asked, ‘Can I bring my cousin with me to the party?.’
 2. Ahmed said, ‘My wife went with me for shopping.’
 3. She inquired, ‘Do you want to come with me?’ 
 4. Daud asked, ‘Where did you go last weekend?’
 5. She said, ‘We will give the money to them.’

Changing directions:

 1. Sara said, ‘It is very crowded here.’
 2. Ahmed inquired, ‘Can you come here?’
 3. Laiba said, ‘I’ll meet you there.’
 4. She asked me, ‘Will you be here next weekend?’
 5. ‘I’ll drive them there,’ he assured us.

Changing timing:

 1. ‘Where did you go for your vacations last year?’ she asked me.
 2. She informed us, ‘I saw her at the market this morning.’
 3. He complained, ‘I really do not feel well these days.’
 4. Sana said, ‘We went to Jakarta a month ago.’
 5. Saba assured him, ‘I will email you tomorrow.’

Changing tense:

 1. He exclaimed, ‘It is so cold!’
 2. She said, ‘I am cooking.’
 3. Hamid said, ‘I have cleaned the car.’
 4. Huma replied, ‘I have been studying quite hard for this test.’
 5. Alia said, ‘I saw you yesterday at the market.’
 6. Sana complained, ‘I had already done the cleaning.’
 7. Taha told Ali, ‘I will see you there.’
 8. Mother suggested, ‘We can go shopping later.’
 9. He promised, ‘I will finish all my assignments today.’
 10. He asked, ‘What shall I do to solve this problem?’
•	 Activity time: Divide the board into three columns. Label the first column ‘Scenario’, 

label the second one ‘Direct Speech’, and the third one ‘Indirect Speech’. Write the 
following scenarios in the first column.

 1 A teacher reporting a student’s performance at the parent teacher meeting
 2. A parent praising a child
 3. Two friends worried about an up-coming test
 4. A policeman questioning a thief
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Ask students to think of possible lines each of the characters might say in the first 
scenario. They may suggest sentences like:
The teacher said, ‘He is now taking part in all class activities and gaining confidence.’
The teacher said, ‘She needs to practice her sums daily.’
The teacher said, ‘He loves to help his classmates.’
Write these suggestions in the direct speech column. Next they must change these 
sentences into indirect speech. For example:
The teacher said that he was now taking part in all class activities and gaining confidence.
The teacher said that she needed to practice her sums every day.
The teacher said that he loves to help his classmates.
Ask the students to repeat the same exercise for the next four scenarios. Let volunteers 
share their direct and indirect sentences.
•	 Writing time (Pages 27 and 28): Ask students to work in pairs and complete 

exercises E, F, G, and H.
•	 Reporting verbs: Tell students they often use ‘said’ and ‘told’ when reporting 

speech. However, there are many more verbs that can state precisely the manner in 
which words were spoken.

 These include: advise, encourage, invite, remind, warn, agree, decide, promise, 
refuse, threaten, accuse, blame, congratulate, apologize.

 And: admit, deny, explain, insist, recommend, suggest (used with that)
•	 Now ask students to use at least ten of these words in sentences of their own.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (2 class periods)

Period S. No.  TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students practice reporting simple statements 
given by the teacher. 10 min

2.
Indirect speech: Students learn to distinguish between direct 
and indirect speech and change direct speech to indirect speech 
through guided practice. 

30 min

2

3. Activity time: Students think of dialogues that might be said in 
certain scenarios and change them to indirect speech. 20 min

4. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises E, F, 
G, and H on pages 27 and 28. 10 min

5. Reporting verbs: Students practice creating statements with 
different reporting verbs. 10 min
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CÐvz{ZyÂkÓ]Æ!*g}~Îv¬©**ó~™ŠZgZŠZ™MhXz{Zk§bÆ¿?m,™Mh:
The teacher said, ‘He is now taking part in all class activities and gaining confidence.’
The teacher said, ‘She needs to practice her sums daily.’
The teacher said, ‘He loves to help his classmates.’

Zyˆzm,Ã¯ÄšzZôÆ»Ý~’k,™ŠØXQz{ZyÓVÃ¯Ä!*ßZô~ps™,XVwÆîg6,:
The teacher said that he was now taking part in all class activities and gaining confidence.
The teacher said that she needed to practice her sums every day.
The teacher said that he loves to help his classmates.

CÐvz{ZŒeg©**ñVÆaÌZÏwÃŠCÙZNXci+ÆZ!x6,Cez{ZLšzZôZzg!*ßZô¿CÃ‹
MhX

å™,X H Zzg G ÔF ÔE CÐvz{h-VÅßg]~w (: 28 Zzg 27 –ð»z‰Ü)™ 

CÃCz{¯xÃÒy™DƒñZÒL¹óc*L1ÑóZEw™DX@*ëZ,'×h+F÷1á‰ZÖpÃ Ò6÷: 

ZÏZ0+ZiÐÒy™MhX
Zy~tg{ŠbÔj,Z‚ÛZð™**Ôæú™**Ôc*ŠŠ;ã™**ÔŞ̌Zg™**ÔgZèƒ**Ôê™**Ôz°{™**ÔZïg™**ÔŠ–ŠbÔZ²ZxF,ZÙ™**Ô
]gzZgIZ**ÔÔIgu!*ŠŠbZzgmg]exc***Šxƒ**áïX
Zzg:ZŒÛZg™**ÔZïgc*F,Šh+ÔzŸs#™**ÔZÜZg™**Ô\gl™**Ô?m,™**)ZyÆ‚BZEwKYD(
Z[CÐvz{Zy~ÐÁZiÁŠkZÖpÃZLÓV~ZEw™,X 

ci+i( 2 $ÅD+gö»Xi{{)
z‰Ü »x Ñg ci+

410 CZ*ŠÅY+$ÐŠb‰‚Š{Ò6¿™Åw™,X ¬gs: X1

430 C¯ÄšzZôZzg!*ßZô~Ût™**ZZzgZ*ŠÅgÉð~¯ÄšzZôÃ¯Ä!*ßZô ¯Ä!*ßZô:
~ps™,X

X2

420 CZykÓ]6,¨g™,Ë©**ó~1áYMhZzgZ¹¯Ä!*ßZô~ u¤/ò»z‰Ü:
ps™,X

X3

410 6,Š~ˆwh-VÅßg]~å™,X 28 Zzg 27 C™ –ð»z‰Ü: X4

410 CZÒ6÷ÅæŠÐZ¿¯äÅw™,X Ò6÷: X5
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EXTENDED ACTIVITIES
•	 Interview: Tell your students they will now work in pairs to complete this activity. They 

must ask their partner the given questions and take notes as their partner replies. 
Next, they will change all his/her answers into reported speech and share it with the 
rest of the class.

 1. What is your favorite sport? Why do you enjoy this sport so much?
 2. Do you have a best friend? Can you a briefly describe him/her?
 3. What career path have you chosen for yourself? Why have you chosen this career.
 4. Can you tell me what did you do last weekend?

LESSON 3

OBJECTIVES

•	 Discuss the importance of helping others
•	 Read a poem and write the main idea

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students should be able to:
•	 understand and appreciate the importance that giving and helping others has in our lives;
•	 understand what is meant by the main idea of a poem.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 copies of Worksheet 4

METHOD

•	 Introductory activity: Ask students if they have ever helped someone. If so, how did 
they feel afterwards?

 Then, ask students to think of some famous people who have helped others. Answers 
may include Mother Teresa, Florence Nightingale, Elizabeth Fry, Abdul Sattar Edhi, 
Bilquis Edhi, Dr. Adeeb Rizvi, etc. Ask students to think of ways in which these people 
have helped others. Have the students ever helped someone? How? Does helping 
others also help us?

 Next, ask students to share their ideas with the rest of the class and list them on the 
board in the form of a mind map. (These may include running errands for old people, 
saving pocket money to give to the poor, giving old clothes to a charity organization, etc.)

 Then ask students to jot down very briefly how helping others would also help them.
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•	 Reading time (Page 29): Read the poem along with the students using correct 
intonation and expressions.

 Give the students a chance to read and discuss what they think the poem is about.
•	 Explain what is meant by the central idea of a poem with your class. Tell the students the 

name of your favourite book. Briefly explain what your favourite book is about. Ask them 
to share with the class their favourite book and explain what it is about. Point out that 
what you have just discussed is the main idea behind the story. Just like stories all 
poems also have a main idea behind them. After explaining the meaning of the term 
central idea, ask the students to identify the central idea of the poem, ‘Let Me Give.’

•	 Tell the students to read and think carefully about the title. What does it tell them 
about the poem? Then, they should read the poem slowly and look for who or what 
the poem is about. Next, they should look for information about what happens in the 
poems or the actions of the subject of the poem. Finally, they must use the information 
about the subject and the actions to draw a conclusion about the poem’s main idea. 

•	 Give them some time to think, and after eliciting some responses explain the central 
idea of the poem. The poem is a prayer. The poet wants to be given a chance to help 
others. He believes that only by helping and giving to others can we live meaningful 
lives. Discuss how the poet wants to help others.

•	 Writing time (Page 29): Ask students to work in pairs to complete exercises J, K, L, M, 
and N.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (1 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1.
Introduction: Students think of ways in which people help 
others. They brainstorm for ways in which they themselves 
can help others and discuss how helping others helps them.

10 min

2. Reading time: Students listen to and read the poem ‘Let Me 
Give’ on page 29 and try to identify its main idea. 10 min

3. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises J, 
K, L, M, and N on page 29. 20 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES

•	 Writing assignment: Ask students to work in pairs and briefly explain how a simple 
act of kindness can create a huge change.

•	 Ask students to choose a poem that they like and discuss its main idea briefly.
•	 Ask students to complete Worksheet 4.
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CÃCW\ZyÆ‚Bï™Ä7,³ÏXZk!*]ÃD¯NW\Šg„ÈZzgZ|[Æ (: 29 7,Jð»z‰Ü)™ 

‚BÄ7,|g„X
CÃÄ7,"ZzgZkÆp6,¨g™ä»ñµŠØXZyÐvz{tCNZyÆìw~tÄ¾!*g}~ìX
ÃtCËÄÆ%œ/~ìw»ÈHìXCÃZKIh+{Â[»**xCX¿UtzŸs#ÙW\ÅIh+{ C 

ÃZKIh+{Â[»**xCNZzgtzZã™,z{Â[¾ ®)ÆŠzu}C ) Â[¾!*g}~ìXZyÐvz{
!*g}~ìXZk!*]ÅY+$ZyÅÂzŠÑZÌW\äWÅìz{¹ã»%œ/~ìwìX¹EVÅ§bÓx
¸V»ÌZq-%œ/~ìwƒ@*ìXtz{ìÔTÆ!*g}~ÄƒCìX%œ/~ìwÅZ˜bÅzŸs#™äÆˆ

óó»%œ/~ìwCNX Let Me Give CÐvz{Ä÷÷
CÐvz{ƒÐ¬ÄZyÃ7,³ZzgZk6,¨g™,XtZ¹ÄÆ!*g}~HC@*ì?Qz{ÄÃWoÐ7,³Zzgt 

ˆl™,Ä¾Æc*¾!*g}~ìXZkÆˆZyÅÂzZy¥â]6,ƒãecÄ~Hƒ@*ìc*Ä»Ã¶H»xZx
ŠêìXWy~z{Ã¶ZzgZkÆ»xc*w»]Ð0¥â]ÃZEw™DƒñÄÆ%œ/~ìwÆ!*g}~³Z~.™,X
Z¹ÎWÆa¼z‰ÜŠØZzgQZyÐPZ!*]heÆˆpŠÄÆ%œ/~ìwÅzŸs#ÙXtÄá²Å}.ZÐ 

Š¬ìXz{eLZÐŠzuzVÅæŠ™ä»Zq-ñµŠc*YñXZk»¢ìŠzuzVÅæŠÆfg)„ë!*Ñi0+Ï¦/Zg
Æ‚BtWÙá²ŠzuzVÅ¾§bæŠ™**eLìXz{ŠzuzVÆaH™**eLì? C MhX

i™,X N Zzg M ÔLÔK ÔJ CÐvz{h-VÅ^~w (: 29 –ð»z‰Ü)™ 

ci+( 1 $ÅD+gö»Xi{{)
z‰Ü »x Ñg ci+

410

CZy§hV6,¨g™,X§hVÐßvŠzuzVÅæŠ™DXz{ƒï™Z,§hV6, ¬gs:
¨g™,XÐz{pŠŠzuzVÅæŠ™ÃÔZzgQt!*]’A™,ŠzuzVÅæŠ™äÐpŠZyÅæŠ
ùƒCìX

X1

410
óó[Zzg7,³ZzgZk»%œ/~ìwY+Å Let Me Give 6,Š~ˆÄ÷÷ 29 C™ 7,Jð»z‰Ü:

ÃÒ™,X
X2

420 h-VÅßg]~å™,X M Zzg LÔK ÔJ 6,Š~ˆw 29 C™ –ð»z‰Ü: X3

ZŸ°u¤/xV:
CÐvz{h-V~»x™,Zzg¿UtCNg3Šà»Zq-gN*‚¿ù(,~p~ÑYìX –ð»»x: 

CÐvz{Zq-Ä»ZN[™,Z¹IƒZzgQ¿UZkÆ%œ/~ìw6,W™,X á²~: 

X, å™ 4 CÐvzguÅL 

35
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Unit 5Unit 5

LESSON 1 

 OBJECTIVES

•	 Familiarize students with different sections of a newspaper discussing its functions
•	 Try to comprehend text and identify and select relevant information
•	 Analyze information from a variety of text e.g. forms, tables, charts, graphs, etc.
•	 Distinguish fact from opinion

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 read and comprehend text to retrieve relevant information;
•	 locate different sections of a newspaper and become familiar with its layout and the 

different functions of a newspaper;
•	 differentiate between facts and opinions.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 a copy of a newspaper (each student should be asked to bring one)
•	 a box full of different items (toys, stationery, fruits, etc.)
•	 flash cards with a mixture of facts and opinions written on them

METHOD 

•	 Introduction: Start the class with a discussion on the different means of 
communication.

 Ask the students what they would do if they needed to communicate with:
 1. a family member living in the same house (call out to them/chat)
 2. a friend at school (meet and chat during recess/call using a phone/email)
 3. a friend living abroad (call/email/skype)
 4.  the community at large or with people in other cities or countries (write in 

newspapers or magazines/create blogs/create websites)
  Point out the importance of communication and how newspapers are powerful tools 

that are used to reach the wider community.

Media
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•	 Why read newspapers?: Ask students to briefly respond to the following questions:
 List the newspapers that your family reads.
 Who usually reads the newspaper in your family?
 What do you like about newspapers?
 What do you dislike about newspapers?
 Which section of the newspaper do you like the most and why?
 Let volunteers share their responses with the rest of the class. Then brainstorm with 

the class to create a list of reasons why people read newspapers.
•	 Exploring a newspaper: Ask each student to bring a newspaper to the class. Ask 

them to look at their newspaper carefully. Discuss the different parts and functions of 
the newspaper. Ask them to look closely at the front page of the newspaper. What 
does the front page look like? Tell them to think about the layout and how different 
sections and articles are placed together within the page. Tell them to look at the font 
used. What do headlines aim to do? How are they made more eye-catching? Discuss 
the use of pictures, captions, headlines, colours, layout, and font to attract attention 
and convey information.

•	 Reading the newspaper: Ask students to choose a partner. Next, they must go 
through their newspaper and select interesting headlines and read and explain what 
they found interesting and why. Let a few volunteers share the articles they have 
chosen with the rest of the class.

•	 Sections of a newspaper (Pages 30 and 31): Tell the students they will now study 
the different sections of a newspaper. Ask them to read the text on the newspaper. 
Ask simple questions related to the sections of the newspaper so that they can 
understand the given details. Next, ask students to identify and mark these sections 
(some sections might be missing in some newspapers) in their own newspaper copy.

•	 Scavenger hunt: Keep this as a timed activity. Tell students that they have 10 
minutes to locate and note down the following from their newspapers:

 1. the score from a sporting event
 2. the price of a piece of land
 3. a dialogue from a comic strip
 4. the name of the movie playing at a local cinema 
 5. information about a cultural event
 6. the name of the editor of the newspaper
 7. the title of a story which occurred in your city 
 8. the title of a story that contains the name of a country other than Pakistan
 9. the price of the newspaper
 10. the price of any car for sale
 11. a job that is available
 12. the weather conditions
 13. the current conversion rate of the dollar to the rupee
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•	 Writing time (Pages 32 and 33): Ask students to work in pairs and complete 
exercises A, B, and C.

•	 Functions of a newspaper: Ask students to think about the different functions of a 
newspaper. Elicit students’ responses to finalize the following three functions on the 
board:

 1. to inform  2. to entertain  3. to convince
•	 Ask the student to draw three columns with the headings ‘inform’, ‘entertain’, and 

‘convince’ and list the following parts of the newspaper in their appropriate column.

 1. news reports
 2.  letters to the editor
 3. feature articles
 4. crossword

 5. editorial cartoon
 6. editorial
 7. display ads
 8. sport reports

 9. horoscopes
 10. classified ads
 11. weather
 12. comics

Ask each group to share their list with the class.
•	 Fact or opinion (Page 34): Explain that a fact is anything that is done or happens; 

anything that actually exists; any statement that can be proved. 
 Three examples of facts that are concrete and that could be documented include:
 1. The Museum was opened officially on June 5, 1974.
 2. Today is Monday.
 3. My daughter had fever this morning.
 Next, explain that an opinion is a personal belief or point of view. Opinions usually 

begin with ‘It is thought that’, ‘I think’, ‘I believe’, etc. Examples of opinion include: 
 1. The Museum failed to attract any major public interest.
 2.  Today is a sunny day but it is rather cold and we should wear warm clothes.
 3. I like to play with my daughter.
•	 Bring in a box full of different things. It may include toys, stationery, fruits, or anything 

else. Take out the objects one by one from the box and ask the students to write one 
fact and one opinion related to that object. For example if you take out a ball from the 
box, a fact about it might be, ‘Its colour is red.’ and an opinion about it might be, ‘It is 
fun playing with a ball.’

•	 Now tell the students that they will practice distinguishing between facts and opinions 
through a fun game. Create flash cards with different sentences written on them that 
are both facts and opinions. Divide the class into two groups. Ask a member from the 
first group to take a card from the stack, copy the sentence on the board and then 
mark it as fact or opinion. If s/he is correct, his/her team would gain 5 points. Next a 
member from the second group would take a turn. Continue this game till each student 
has had a turn and then total the points.
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1. to inform  2. to entertain  3. to convince

1. news reports
2.  letters to the editor
3. feature articles
4. crossword

5. editorial cartoon
6. editorial
7. display ads
8. sport reports

9. horoscopes
10. classified ads
11. weather
12. comics

1. The Museum was opened officially on June 5, 1974.
2. Today is Monday.
3. My daughter had fever this morning.

1. The Museum failed to attract any major public interest.
2.  Today is a sunny day but it is rather cold and we should wear warm clothes.
3. I like to play with my daughter.
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Sample sentences for the game:

1. Mr. Ahmed has two sons and a 
daughter.

2. Her dress is really beautiful.
3. He is the kindest person I have ever 

met.
4. Shakespeare wrote Macbeth.
5. The story of Macbeth is gripping yet 

horrifying at the same time.
6. Two and two makes four.

7. Pakistan has a better cricket team than 
India.

8. Our treatment of the homeless is horrible.
9. Poetry and politics just don’t mix.
10.  Between 1945 and 1960, the number of 

cars in the country increased by 133 
percent.

11. The core of the earth has a temperature 
of nearly 5000 degrees centigrade.

12. In 1969, Apollo 11 landed on the moon.
•	 Writing time (Page 34): Ask students to complete exercise D.
•	 Newspaper terms (Pages 34 and 35): Write the following terms on the board: flag, 

column, banner, dateline, cutline or caption, byline, and headline. Ask students to read 
the definitions and explain these terms to the rest of the class and then complete 
exercises E and F.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (4 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students would be introduced to newspapers as 
tools of communication to reach a wider community. 10 min

2. Why read newspapers? Students complete a personal response 
and then brainstorm for reasons why people read newspapers. 15 min

3. Exploring a newspaper: Students explore different sections of 
the newspaper studying its layout and functions. 15 min

2

4. Reading a newspaper: Students select an interesting article to 
read and share its content with a partner. 20 min

5.
Sections of a newspaper: Students read about the different 
sections of a newspaper on pages 30 and 31 and identify them in 
their copy of the newspaper.

20 min

3

6. Scavenger hunt: Students take part in a fun scavenger hunt. 15 min

7. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises A, B, 
and C, on pages 32 and 33. 15 min

8. Functions of a newspaper: Students understand the different 
functions of a newspaper and complete a short activity on it. 10 min

4

9. Fact or opinion: Students learn to distinguish between facts and 
opinions through fun activities. 10 min

10. Writing time: Students complete exercise D on page 34. 10 min

11. Newspaper terms: Students learn more newspaper terms and 
complete exercises E and F on page 35. 20 min
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öÆaÓVÅVB:
1. Mr. Ahmed has two sons and a

daughter.
2. Her dress is really beautiful.
3. He is the kindest person I have ever met.
4. Shakespeare wrote Macbeth.
5. The story of Macbeth is gripping yet

horrifying at the same time.
6. Two and two makes four.

7. Pakistan has a better cricket team than India.
8. Our treatment of the homeless is horrible.
9. Poetry and politics just don’t mix.
10. Between 1945 and 1960, the number of cars

in the country increased by 133 percent.
11. The core of the earth has a temperature of

nearly 5000 degrees centigrade.
12. In 1969, Apollo 11 landed on the moon.

å™äÆavX D CÐw (: 34 –ð»z‰Ü)™ 

1ge6,Šg`fsZ˜q]ÉÀŸ/õGÔ÷÷‹óóÔ÷÷»ÝóóÔ÷÷[óóÔ÷÷±ï MHÑíc*<óóÔ÷÷!*ðÑíóóZzä÷÷ (: 35 Zzg 34 Z¶g~Z˜q])™ 

å™,X F Zzg E ÃZyÅzŸs#™ÆCNXˆZiZVw C ŠÑíc*uqóóXCÐvz{t°=7,³Zzg

ci+i( 4 $ÅD+gö»Xi{{)
z‰Ü »x Ñg ci+i

410 Z¶gZ]ÃCÐßÍVÅ(,~®ZŠJ-g‚ðÆafg$œî G0ZšrÆîg6,”gs™zZc*YñÇX ¬gs: X1

415 CZq-ÎZw**)å™,ZzgïV™ZkÅz{»ç™,ßvZ¶g» Z¶gZ]YV7,ñYN?
_·YV™DX

X2

415 ZzgZkÆzª`»_·™DƒñZkÆZ”V»/̈g z{w }. CZ¶gÆ Z¶g»/̈gY,̂{¢8:
Y,̂{BX

X3

420 C_¬ÆaZq-ŠN*y»ZN[™,ZzgZk*yÆ!o-)Õä IG]ÐZL‚¶ÃWÇ{™,X Z¶g|: X4

420 6,Z¶gÆZ”VÆ!*g}~7,³ZzgQZL0*kñŠZ¶g~ 31 Zzg 30 C™ Z¶gÆ{:
ZyÅÙ|#™,X

X5

415 CˆlÆŠN£«~zBX ˆl»£¨: X6

415 h-VÅßg]~å™,X C Zzg B ÔA 6,Š~ˆw 33 Zzg 32 C™ –ð»z‰Ü: X7

410 CZ¶gÆZzª`Ã−ZzgZk6,Zq-¿u¤/òå™,X Z¶gÆzª`: X8

410 CŠNZzģmu¤/ñVÆfg)›ëZzggZñ~Ût™**ZX |c*gZñ: X9

410 å™,X D 6,Š~ˆw 34 C™ –ð»z‰Ü: X10

420 å™,X F Zzg E 6,Š~ˆw 35 C'×h+Z¶g~Z˜q]ZZzg™ Z¶g~Z˜q]: X11
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LESSON 2 

OBJECTIVES

•	 Use correct punctuation marks (full stop, question mark, exclamation mark, comma, 
colon, hyphen, dash, parenthesis) 

•	 Recognize and rectify faulty punctuation in given passages and in their own work

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students should be able to:
•	 punctuate given passages accurately;
•	 recognize and rectify any punctuation errors in their own work.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)
•	 poster showing the punctuation marks.

METHOD

•	 Introduction: Draw two stick figures one marked as A and other marked B. Make a 
speech bubble above each stick figure. Write within the speech bubble for A: ‘Don’t! 
Go away!’ Write within the speech bubble for B: ‘Don’t go away.’

 Ask whether figure A and B mean to say the same thing. Point out that although they 
say the same words they mean something completely different. Maybe one of A’s 
friends is annoying him and he wants him to stop and go away. That is why he says, 
‘Don’t! Go away!’ Maybe one of B’s friends is leaving and he does not want him or her 
to go away, that is why he tells him or her, ‘Don’t go away.’ Explain that the sign ‘!’ 
and ‘.’ are called punctuation marks. They help to give meaning to our writing.

•	 Punctuation marks: Create a punctuation poster and display it on the board.

. ? , : - – ()
 Start off with the simplest punctuation marks. Ask students to identify them. They will 

identify them as a full stop, question mark, and comma. Draw three columns on the 
board labelled ‘Punctuation mark’, ‘Name’, and ‘Function.’

 Fill these columns with the appropriate answers elicited from the students for the first 
three punctuation marks.
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. ? , : - – ()
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Punctuation mark Name Function

1. .

2. ?

3. ,

Full Stop

Question mark

Comma

A full stop is used to end a complete sentence.

A question mark is used at the end of a question.

A comma (,) is used to:
•  separate a list of three or more items, last two of 

which are joined by: and, or.
•  introduce or interrupt direct quotations shorter 

than three lines.

•	 Practice drill (full stop, question mark, comma): Write the following sentences on 
the board and ask volunteers to punctuate them appropriately:

 1. ‘Look at this’ he whispered
 2. As the sun began to sink Ali got ready to go to sleep
 3. We go to Murree to see the beautiful landscape not the weather
 4. ‘I advise you’ said Mrs. Kasim ‘to complete your homework on time’
 5. Sameer his head still spinning walked out of the hospital for the last time
 6. My favourite countries are Switzerland Malaysia Canada and Sweden
 7. Once the weather improved we decided to go for a walk 
 8. J averia a talented sportswoman has decided to take part in the Olympics next year 
 9. We used to live in a shabby old house
 10. ‘Are you okay’ he asked
 The colon: Explain that a colon consists of two dots, one above the other (:). A colon 

is used to introduce a list. Tell students that they must not capitalize the first word of 
the list unless it is a proper noun or the list is a set of sentences.

 Examples: You may need to bring many items: pots, pans, rice, oil, salt.
   I want the following things: cloth, a pair of scissors, glue.
 Now write down the name of the punctuation mark and the rule in the appropriate 

column on the board,

4. : Colon Use a colon after a complete sentence to 
introduce a list of items.

•	 Practice drill (colon):
 Write the following sentences on the board and ask volunteers to insert colons at the 

appropriate place:
 1.  I love a huge breakfast cheese omelet, brown toast, orange juice, and a pot of coffee.
 2. I like a new house to be all of the following elegant, airy, and lavish.
 3.  We have to stop doing these harmful things throwing garbage around, wasting 

energy, and polluting our sea.
 4. These are a few of my favourite things chocolate, books, and coffee.
 5. Mankind has only one choice left stop wars and think of peace.
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»x **x ´â]z
8-*î
EGZq-å¿»Z!x™äÆaZEwHY@*ìX
ÎZD¶KyZq-ÎZwÆWy~Îc*Y@*ìX
z9)Ô(ZEwHY@*ì:

&c*iZZ+ZâÅz„Ãe{™äÆaT~Wy~ŠzÃLZzgóc*Lc*óÐÝHYñX 

&SzVÐgLZ½‚]c*jZá”gs™zZäc*Z¹s™äÆaX 

8-*î
EG

ÎZD¶Ky
z9

XX 1

X? 2

XÔ 3

ZzgCÐvZy~ÐP¤̈DW™ZyÓV~oƒ ÉÀŸ/õG 1ge6,Šg`fs¿ w)8-*î EGÔÎZD¶KyÔz9(: 

gñ¯Zz‡sÎNX
1. ‘Look at this’ he whispered
2. As the sun began to sink Ali got ready to

go to sleep
3. We go to Murree to see the beautiful

landscape not the weather
4. ‘I advise you’ said Mrs. Kasim ‘to

complete your homework on time’
5. Sameer his head still spinning walked out

of the hospital for the last time

6. My favourite countries are Switzerland
Malaysia Canada and Sweden

7. Once the weather improved we decided
to go for a walk 

8. Javeria a talented sportswoman has
decided to take part in the Olympics
next year 

9. We used to live in an shabby old house
10. ‘Are you okay’ he asked

(XzÂ#Zq-z„Ã : zÂ#XzŸs#ÙzÂ#ŠzÕo6,Œƒ@*ìÀŠ~^~ƒD) zÂ#:
”gs™ZäÆaZEwKYDXCÃCz{Zkz‰ÜJ-z„ÆZ’ZðÂÃ(,}wz½{Ð:KZ#
J-z{ZÌc†:ƒc*z{z„ÓV»ÃL:ƒX

You may need to bring many items: pots, pans, rice, oil, salt. VB:
I want the following things: cloth, a pair of scissors, glue.

Z[1ge6,´#Öz»**xZzgZkÆZEw»‡°{´»Ý~’k,™ŠØÔ
Zq-å¿ÆˆÃðz„”gs™zZäÆazÂ#ZEw™,X zÂ# X: 4

w)zÂ#(: 

1ge6,Šg`fs¿ÉŠØZzgCÐvZy~ÐP¤̈DW™ZyÓV~oƒ»V6,zÂ#ÎN:
1. I love a huge breakfast cheese omelet, brown toast, orange juice, and a pot of coffee.
2. I like a new house to be all of the following elegant, airy, and lavish.
3. We have to stop doing these harmful things throwing garbage around, wasting energy, and

polluting our sea.
4. These are a few of my favourite things chocolate, books, and coffee.
5. Mankind has only one choice left stop wars and think of peace.
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•	 Hyphen, parenthesis, and dashes: Explain that a hyphen is used with compound 
numbers from twenty-one to ninety-nine, compound words, and some prefixes.

 Example: twenty-seven students, forty-nine boxes, sight-seeing, ex-student.
 A dash is used to indicate an abrupt break in thought or speech or an unfinished 

statement or question.
 That design – if I can call it that – is too loud.
 Loud noises – how I hate them – were heard through the door.
 Next, discuss parenthesis. Explain that they can use parentheses to enclose material 

that is added to a sentence but is not considered of major importance.
 Example:
 During the Civil War (from 1861 to 1865), many lives were lost.
 Aunty T (no one knows her real first name) will be a hundred years old this Eid.
 Write the names and functions of these punctuation marks in the table on the board.

5. -

6. –
7. ( )

Hyphen

Dash
Parenthesis

Use a hyphen with compound numbers from twenty-one to 
ninety-nine and with compound words. 
Use a hyphen with prefixes.
Use a dash to show a sudden break in thought or speech.
Use parenthesis to enclose material that is added to a 
sentence but is not considered of major importance.

•	 Practice drill: Write the following sentences on the board. Ask the students to insert 
colons and dashes where required.

 1. No one and I mean no one should be permitted to break the law.
 2. Here’s what mother needs from the grocery store milk, flour, sugar, and butter.
 3. Ghazals, Soft Rock, and Trance these are all types of music she really likes.
 4.  Gaining the highest grade is quite easy all you have to do is think clearly.
  Now write the following sentences on the board, asking students to insert hyphens 

and parenthesis where needed.
 1. Ninety two people have been selected for the final interview.
 2. Ironing not my favorite pastime can be quite tiring.
 3.  The president elect of our company the son of a business tycoon is an 

outstanding achiever who excels in every field.
 4.  Students at least the ones who want to pass this test should read the text carefully.
•	 Writing time (Pages 36 and 37): Ask the students to complete exercises G, H, and I.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (2 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students learn to appreciate the importance of 
punctuation. 5 min

2.
Punctuation Marks: Students learn how to use a full stop, 
question mark, comma, colon, hyphen, parenthesis and dash 
accurately through practice drills. (divided over two classes)

35 min
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(J-%“Z°ZŠZzg%“ ninety-nine (Ðá™'â}) twenty-one zZãÙâg*ZR) âg*Ô¸¯Zzge÷: 

ZÖpÆ‚BZEwHY@*ìX
twenty-seven students, forty-nine boxes, sight-seeing, ex-student. Vw:

e÷Îac*½k,c*Zq-**åÒyc*ÎZwÆŠgxyZe7-WYäzZázMÃªCÙ™äÆaZEwHY@*ìX
That design – if I can call it that – is too loud.
Loud noises – how I hate them – were heard through the door.

Z[¸¯6,!*]’AÙXtzŸs#ÙCZ,ñZŠÃ̧¯~̧g™MhT»¿~ZŸ†HŠHìp&¹
ic*Š{Zë7ŒY@*X

During the Civil War (from 1861 to 1865), many lives were lost.
Aunty T (no one knows her real first name) will be a hundred years old this Eid.

Vw:

Zy´â]zÆ**xZzgzª`1ge6,].zw~Šg`™ŠØX
ZEw™,X (J-%“Z°ZŠZzgZÖp~ ninety-nine (Ðá™'â}) twenty-one âg*ZR)

‚˜Æ‚BÌâg*ZEw™,X
Îac*½k,ÆŠzgZyZe7-WäzZázMÆae÷»ZEw™,X
Z,ñZŠÃ̧g™äÆa¸¯ZEw™,T»¿~ZŸ†HŠHƒp¹ic*Š{Zë:ƒX

âg*

e÷
¸¯

- X5

– X6

( ) X7

Šg`fs¿1ge6,ÉŠØXCÐv˜V¢zg]ƒz{Zy~zÂ#Zzge÷ÎNX w: 

1. No one and I mean no one should be permitted to break the law.
2. Here’s what mother needs from the grocery store milk, flour, sugar, and butter.
3. Ghazals, soft rock, and Trance these are all types of music she really likes.
4. Gaining the highest grade is quite easy all you have to do is think clearly.

Z[1ge6,Šg`fs¿ÉÀŸ/õGZzgCÐv˜V¢zg]ƒâg*Zzģ¯ÎNX
1. Ninety two people have been selected for the final interview.
2. Ironing not my favorite pastime can be quite tiring.
3. The president elect of our company the son of a business tycoon is an outstanding achiever

who excels in every field.
4. Students at least the ones who want to pass this test should read the text carefully.

å™,X I Zzg H ÔG CÐvw (: 37 Zzg 36 –ð»z‰Ü)™ 

ci+i( 2 $ÅD+gö»Xi{{)
z‰Ü »x Ñg ci+

45 Cgñ¯Zz‡sÅZÌY3X ¬gs: X1

435
CÚwÆfg)8-*î EGÔÎZD¶KyÔ0ÔzÂ#Ôâg*Ô¸¯Zzge÷»Šg„ ´â‹z:

ZEw™**ZX)ZkwÃŠzci+i~„™Šc*Yñ(
X2
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2 3.
Writing time: Recap use of punctuation marks with more 
examples. Students complete exercises G, H, and I on pages 36 
and 37.

40 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITY

•	 Read aloud, ‘The Stone Soup’ in Unit 4 again. Ask students to give particular attention 
to punctuation marks. They should note each punctuation mark, how it is used in the 
passage, and how it clarifies the meaning of the passage.

LESSON 3 

OBJECTIVES

•	 To learn how to revise, redraft, and improve own writing

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students should be able to:
•	 brainstorm, collect, and organize information;
•	 use the information to create the first draft of an imaginary news article; 
•	 revise and redraft text after proof-reading carefully.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)
•	 copies of Worksheet 5

METHOD
•	 Initial brainstorming session: Write in big, bold letters on the board:
 Principal disappears mysteriously 
 Divide the class into groups of four. Ask each group to think carefully what might have 

caused the principal to disappear. Tell them to think of details that answer the 
questions what, when, where, and how.

•	 Writing a news report: After brainstorming, students must use the details collected to 
write a news story on the given headline.
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440
H ÔG 6,Š~ˆw 37 Zzg 36 '×h+VßVÆfg)´â‹z»ZEwŠCÙZNXC™ –ð»z‰Ü:

å™,X I Zzg
X3 2

ZŸ°u¤/ò:
~Š~ˆÄ÷÷ß»^ð N\óó—WzZiÐ7,ÛXCÐvz{gñ¯Zz‡s6,SàÂzŠ,Xz{tâ^™,CÙ 4 !*[ 

´#ÖzZ½k~ùZEwÅˆìZzgùZy6,Z½kÆçãÃzZã™CìX

3$

£œ:
tGZ¬Š{ùHY@*ìÔ*yù–Y@*ìZzg’k,ù4ÅYCì 

}ò:
$ÆZ!xJ-CÃZk‡.ÞƒY**ecz{:
ïV™¥â]6,¨g™ÃÔ¥â]¦™ÃZzgZ¹F,KMŠ}Ã; 

¥â]ÅãCŠ6,Zq-¦gZC~̧*yÅZ’Zð’k,ÉÃ; 

™ÃX Zãp ZôoÐŠCÙZÃÔZ¹Šz!*g{4Z0+Zi~ÉÃZzg6,zs 

D+göÆaŠg»gZâ:
ÅÝw 5 zguÅL 

§T»g:
1ge6,£wzs~ÉÀŸ/õG: ï7ÿEN™̈gz„™ä»Z’Zðñ: 

6,±6,ZuZgîg6,Ñèƒ‰
ÃegegÆ¤/z7V~„™ŠØXCÙ¤/z\Ðvz{ZyZò[6,¨g™,XÅzzÐ6,±Ñèƒä6,6gƒñX C

ZyÐvz{Zyºm¬]6,¨g™,ZyÎZßVHÔ“Ô¹VZzgù»Z[ŠîƒVX
ïV™̈g™äÆˆCqÝ™Š{¥â]ÃŠ~ˆuq6,Zq-¸™ÆaZEw™,X ¸r: 
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Suggest that they may use the following order:

 1. Headline
 2. General information about the crime
 3. More details about what happened
 4. A description of any suspect 
 5. How is the police helping in this case? 
•	 Proof-reading: Once the students have written their reports, ask them to exchange it with 

a partner. They should read their partner’s report and check it using the following checklist:
 1. Is the information organized into logical paragraphs?
 2. Are the paragraphs in a logical order?
 3. Is there any irrelevant information?
 4. Is any important information missing?
 5. Are there any grammatical mistakes?
 6. Is the punctuation correct?
 7. Have all the words been spelt correctly?
 Now they must give the checked report back to the original writer who will then make 

any corrections or changes and produce a final draft.
•	 Activity time: Ask students to create a news story about themselves according to the 

instructions on page 37 of their textbooks.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (1 class period)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students work in groups to brainstorm for details 
of the news report. 10 min

2. Writing the news report: Students use the information they 
have to produce a complete, logically organized news report. 20 min

3.
Proof-reading: Students exchange and check each other’s 
news reports making recommendation. Finally they work on 
their own news report to produce a final draft.

10 min

2 4 Activity time: Students complete the task given on page 37.

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES
•	 Ask students to look for news articles from the local newspaper and compare them 

with their own news report. They must pay attention to:
 1.  The way the author has arranged information (the number of paragraphs used, 

the main idea of each paragraph)
 2. The tenses used (present perfect, simple present, and active or passive voice)
 3.  How the writer had made the article interesting (precise vocabulary used, exciting 

details)
•	 Ask students to complete Worksheet 5.
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?m,Ùz{Šg`fsF,KMZEw™Mh:
1. Headline
2. General information about the crime
3. More details about what happened
4. A description of any suspects 
5. How is the police helping in this case? 

Z#Óx¤̈DZKZK¸c*g7g^É(…ÂZyÐvz{ZL‚¶ÐZk»nŠ!™BXz{ZL‚¶Å¯ð 6,zspZã: 

Æ_.YTÐX jz„ ¤ ˆ¸c*g7g^7,³ÐZzgZÐŠg`fs
1. Is the information organized into logical paragraphs?
2. Are the paragraphs in a logical order?
3. Is there any irrelevant information?
4. Is any important information missing?
5. Are there any grammatical mistakes?
6. Is the punctuation correct?
7. Have all the words been spelt correctly?

ÃzZ:™,Zk~p´Vc*Šg4™}ZzgQZÐî^Š}X ' Z[z{tÃU*ã”{g7g^ZkÆZÝ
6,Š~ˆ@Zc*]ÅæŠÐZL!*g}~Zq-¸¯NX 37 CÐvz{ZK»!Â[Æ™ u¤/ò»z‰Ü: 

ci+( 2 $ÅD+gö»Xi{{)
z‰Ü »x Ñg ci+

410 C¸Å,6,h-VÅßg]~»x™,X ¬gs: X1

420 :CŠø7[¥â]ÅãCŠ6,Zq-åZzgxZ0+Zi~F,KMŠ~ƒð¸KX ¸â+ X2

410 :CZq-Šzu}Æ‚BZKz̧V»nŠ!™,ZzgZK\gá]c*ˆzm,ŠïƒñZ¹sB pZã 6,zs
™,XWy~z{Ã̧î^Š¶ÆaZk6,»x™,X

X3

6,Š~ˆu¤/òå™,X 37 C™ u¤/ò»z‰Ü: X4 2

ZŸ°u¤/xV:
CÐvz{£òZ¶g~Ð¸,ˆl™,ZzgZy»ZK¸ÐñZi:™,Xz{Zy!*ÂV6,¢zgÂzŠ,: 

XZkZ0+Zi6,TZ0+ZiÐ'ä¥â])cZ¤/Z¯VÅ®ZŠÔCÙcZ¤/Zs»%œ/~ìw(F,KMŠ~X 1

X÷ÅZEwÅˆq—)÷âèŒÛd$Ô‚Š{÷qwZzg÷czsc*!w( 2

X™zZáä*yÃùŠN¯c*ì)ñizVZÖp»ZEwÔ«&¬]( 3

å™,X 5 CÐvzguÅL 
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Unit 6Unit 6

LESSON 1

 OBJECTIVES

•	 Understand the value of preserving historical buildings and discuss the reasons why 
communities would want to preserve them

•	 Research historic places, such as buildings, parks, statues, or memorials
•	 Read and understand text and answer questions
•	 Generate questions to understand text
•	 Use appropriate vocabulary and tense to discuss a given topic

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 understand and discuss the importance of preserving historical buildings;
•	 comprehend text and answer questions related to it;
•	 create questions to understand the text;
•	 use appropriate vocabulary and tense to discuss a topic.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 pictures of some important historical monuments of Pakistan

METHOD

•	 Introduction: Ask students to discuss why it is important to preserve old, historic 
buildings. What is the advantage of trying to restore an old building rather than tearing it 
down? Why might some people want to just demolish old buildings and build new ones?

•	 Preserving the past: Explain that these old buildings are important because they are 
a part of our history and culture. These historical buildings help us to know about the 
past.

 Show pictures of some important historical buildings of Pakistan, and share their 
history.

Qasim’s trip to Lahore
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	Minar-e-Pakistan is a tall minaret in Iqbal 
Park Lahore.It is located on the ground where 
the famous Lahore or Pakistan resolution was 
passed which demanded a separate state for 
the Muslims. It was completed in eight years. 

The Pakistan Monument represents the 
four provinces of Pakistan. Situated in a 
park in Islamabad, the Monument attracts 
many visitors who are amazed by its 
architecture.

Quaid’s Residency
Quaid-e-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah spent 
his last days resting in the beautiful hill 
station Ziarat in this magnificent wooden 
structure which is now called Quaid’s 
Residency.

Iqbal’s Tomb is a significant national 
monument. Built with beautiful sandstone, it 
is located in the Hazari Bagh between the 
Lahore Fort and Badshahi Mosque.

•	 Pre-reading discussion (Page 40): Ask students if they have visited any historical 
sites.  Which sites have they visited and where? Let them describe their experiences.

•	 Reading time (Pages 40, 41, and 42): Tell students they will now read a travelogue. 
Ask them to explain what they understand by the word ‘travelogue’. Let them make 
suggestions before explaining that a travelogue is a piece of writing about any travel. 
Ask them if they have read other travelogues. Explain that they will be reading about a 
young boy’s travel experiences in Lahore. Let volunteers read the text. Ask simple 
questions to check comprehension.

•	 Discussion time (Page 42): Ask students to work in pairs to find the meanings of the 
given words and then create sentences. Ask volunteers to share their sentences with 
the rest of the class.

•	 Writing time (Pages 43 and 44): Ask the students to complete exercises A, B, and C.
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•	 Activity time: Divide students into groups of five. Tell each group to choose an 
important historical building in their city and find out more about it. They can use the 
internet or the library; or even consult their parents or grandparents. Tell them to keep 
these points in mind when working on the task.

 1. The name of the site
 2. The place where it is located
 3. When was it built
 4. By whom was it built
 5.  What is significant about this place? Would they recommend it to a visitor? Why?
•	 Presentation time: Students can then present their findings in class.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (4 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1
1. Introduction: Students discuss the importance of preserving 

the past. 10 min

2. Preserving the past: Students learn about some important 
historical buildings in Pakistan. 30 min

2

3. Pre- reading discussion: Students discuss and describe their 
own personal visits to historical sites. 10 min

4. Reading time: Students read the text on pages 40, 41, and 42. 15 min

5. Discussion time: Students work in pairs to find the meanings of 
the words on page 42 and create sentences using them. 15 min

3 and 
4

6. Writing time: Students complete exercises A, B, and C on 
pages 43 and 44. 20 min

7. Activity time: Students work in groups to find out more about 
a chosen historical site in Pakistan. 30 min

8. Presentation time: Students present their findings in class. 30 min

LESSON 2 

 OBJECTIVES

•	 Recognize and use personal and possessive pronouns
•	 Read a poem and write the main idea

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 identify pronouns and understand their purpose;
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1. The name of the site
2. The place where it is located
3. When was it built
4. By whom was it built
5. What is significant about this place? Would they recommend it to a visitor and why?
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•	 explore the use of subject, object, and possessive pronouns;
•	 match pronouns with their antecedents;
•	 read poems and discuss the central ideas.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 a book, some answer scripts, a ball, an apple or any other fruit, and a dog collar
•	 some coloured sheets of paper to create poetry postcards
•	 copies of worksheet 6

METHOD 

•	 Personal pronouns: Introduce the concept of personal pronouns. Ask the students to 
stand in a circle. Begin the lesson by writing down a list of subject pronouns (I, you, 
he, she, we, it, and they) on the board. Teach the subject pronouns through gestures 
and repetition. Choose a very simple sentence.

 Miss _____________ is happy. (Write your name in the blank)
 I am happy.
 Point towards yourself as you say I. Tell the students ‘I’ can be used to replace your 

name and is called a pronoun. Next you may point to a boy Ahmed. First say, ‘Ahmed 
is happy.’ Then repeat by pointing to Ahmed and saying, ‘He is happy.’ Tell the 
students ‘he’ is used to replace a noun Ahmed. Do the same for all the other 
pronouns.

 Form simple sentences: ‘He is happy. She is happy. We are happy. They are happy.’ 
Point to the appropriate gender and number and ask students to repeat each sentence 
with appropriate gestures.

•	 Now write on the board all the object pronouns: me, us, you, him, her, it, them. Teach 
the object pronouns through gestures and repetition. Choose a very simple sentence. 
The Principle was talking to Miss _____________. (Write your name in the blank)

 The Principle was talking to me.
 Point towards yourself as you say me. Tell the students ‘me’ can be used to replace 

your name and is called an object pronoun. Next you may point to a boy Fahad. First 
say, ‘The Principal was talking to Fahad.’ Then repeat by pointing to Fahad and 
saying, ‘The Principal was talking to him.’ Tell the students that, ‘him’ is the used to 
replace the noun Fahad. Do the same for all the other pronouns.

 Form simple sentences: ‘The Principal was talking to him. The Principal was talking to her. 
The Principal was talking to us. The Principal was talking to them.’ Point to the appropriate 
gender and number as you speak each sentence. Ask the students to repeat each 
sentence with the appropriate gestures.
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•	 Personal pronouns drill: Write all the subject pronouns on the board. Select students 
randomly and provide them with simple sentences using nouns. Ask the selected 
students to change the sentence by replacing the nouns with one of the subject 
pronouns on the board.

 Examples: 
 Teacher: Sana cooked dinner for the whole family.
 Student: She made dinner for the whole family.
 Teacher: The roof needs to be repaired.
 Student: It needs to be repaired.
 Repeat the above process with object pronouns. Write all the object pronouns on the 

board. Provide sentences to selected students and ask them to replace the nouns in 
the sentences with object pronouns given on the board.

 Examples:
 Teacher: She played football with Sara and Ahmed.
 Student: She played football with them.
 Teacher: She should have asked Neha first.
 Student: She should have asked her first.
•	 Pronoun antecedent agreement: Review again that a pronoun is a word that takes 

the place of a noun. The antecedent is the word that the pronoun has replaced in the 
sentence.

 Father made Ali complete his homework. He was quite strict about it.
 The pronoun in this sentence refers to the antecedent, Father. Since father is one 

person, the third-person singular pronoun ‘he’ was used instead of ‘she or they’, so 
that there is agreement in gender, number, and person between the antecedent and 
its pronoun. Pronoun antecedent agreement is very important.

 For example:
 Sara did the laundry. She was helping her sister with the housework. They planned to 

make dinner afterwards as some guests were coming to their house.
 Sara is a female, so the only appropriate pronoun would be she, not he, we, or I.
•	 Repeat again that a pronoun must agree with its antecedent in number, gender, and 

person. A singular pronoun must correspond to a singular antecedent.
 The woodcutter cut down 25% more trees this winter. He worked quite hard.
 A plural pronoun must refer to a plural antecedent.
 The wood cutters cut down 25% more trees this winter. They worked quite hard.
•	 Practice drill: Write the following sentences on the board and ask students to correct them.
 1. Soha wrote a letter and posted them.
 2. Everybody wanted to know his own marks.
 3. Sameer and Daud will bring his tools.
 4. One of the cats lost most of their fur. 
 5. The boy scouts are setting up its camp.
 6. Hiba opened his presents.
 7. Each of the boys got on her bicycle.
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•	 Writing time (Page 45): Ask students to complete exercises D and E.
•	 Possessive pronouns: Bring in a book, some answer scripts, a ball, an apple or any 

other fruit, and a dog collar to class.
 To demonstrate the use of possessive pronouns, point to the book and say, ‘I have a 

book. This book is mine.’
 Next point to some answer scripts and say, ‘You may take these scripts. These scripts 

are yours.’
 Next point to the ball and say, ‘He has a ball. This ball is his.’
 Next point to the apple and say, ‘She has an apple. This apple is hers.’
 Now move on to the collar and say, ‘I have a dog. This is its collar.’
 Finally write the words, ‘mine, yours, his, hers, and its’ on the board and explain that 

these are possessive pronouns, a possessive pronoun tells us who or what owns 
something. 

•	 Activity time: Write the following possessive pronouns on the board: mine, yours, his, 
hers, ours, theirs, its. Ask students to use each one in at least five sentences of their 
own. Ask volunteers to share their sentences with the rest of the class. Correct and 
explain if there are any mistakes. 

•	 Writing time (Page 46): Ask students to complete exercises F and G. If necessary 
revise the use of articles before asking them to attempt exercise G.

•	 Travel (Page 47): Read the poem Travel, paying particular attention to intonation and 
expression. Ask some students to read the poem and then discuss it. Ask them what 
they understand from the title. How is the title significant? Does it tell them anything 
about the poem? Tell them to highlight words and phrases which they think are 
important in the poem. Ask volunteers to share their selections. Discuss the meanings 
of the selected words. Why are these words important? What do they tell the reader? 

•	 Poetry postcards: Ask students to create postcards for the poem Travel. They must 
use a small piece of paper, the size of a postcard. On one side of the postcard, they 
can draw a picture or illustration which depicts the poem. On the other side they can 
write what they believe the poem is about, its main idea along with their own personal 
opinion about the poem.

•	 Writing time (Page 47): Ask students to work in pairs to complete exercise H. 
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SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (4 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1
1. Introduction: Students are introduced to personal pronouns 

through an activity. 20 min

2. Personal pronoun drill: Students understand the use of personal 
pronouns further through an oral drill. 20 min

2

3. Pronoun antecedent agreement: Students learn what is meant 
by pronoun-antecedent agreement. 20 min

4. Practice drill: More practise correcting sentences with pronoun 
antecedent errors. 10 min

5. Writing time: Students complete exercises D and E on page 45. 10 min

3

6. Possessive pronouns: Students learn the use of possessive 
pronouns. 20 min

7. Activity time: Students use possessive pronouns in sentences. 10 min

8. Writing time: Students complete exercises F and G on page 46. 10 min

4

9. Travel: Students read and discuss the poem on page 47. 15 min

10. Poetry postcards: Students create poetry postcards. 15 min

11.. Writing time: Students complete exercise H on page 47. 10 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES
•	 Label any three boxes: subject pronouns, object pronouns, and possessive pronouns. 

Write some subject pronouns, object pronouns, and possessive pronouns on small slips 
of paper and put these slips in the boxes.  Divide the class into groups of three. Ask each 
group to choose three subject pronouns, three object pronouns, and three possessive 
pronouns from these boxes. Then they should use their chosen pronouns in a story of 
their own. Ask them to circle their pronouns. They can even draw some  illustrations for 
their story. Ask different groups to share their stories with the rest of the class.

•	 Ask students to complete Worksheet 6
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Unit 7Unit 7

LESSON 1

OBJECTIVES

•	 Read and understand the layout and parts of a letter

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 write a coherent, well-organized informal letter using appropriate format and tone.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 create a mailbox for your class. You may use an ordinary shoe box, wrap it with gift 
paper, and create a slit to slip in the letters 

•	 some sample letters, both formal and informal, to show layout and style of writing
•	 sheets of paper for the game: Guess Who?

METHOD 

•	 Introduction: Ask the students if they have a pen pal and if they know who a ‘pen pal’ 
is. Explain that a pen pal is a friend who lives far away (usually another country) and 
corresponds with you through letters. Ask them why people might correspond with pen 
pals. What are the advantages of writing letters? Let them brainstorm for a few minutes 
and then write their answers in the form of a list on the board:

 1. It is fun and challenging.
 2. It helps improve their writing skills.
 3.  Provides information about lifestyle and the social settings in other countries.
 4.  Helps them to learn more about culture, history, and languages of other countries.
•	 Show them the sample letters and discuss the style and layout of these letters.
 Tell them that letters also provide an insight into the daily life and character of the 

writer.
•	 Reading time (Pages 48 and 49): Explain that they will now read a letter written by 

Kazuki, a young boy from Japan. Ask them what they already know about Japan. 
Create a mind map on the board with the word ‘Japan’ in the middle. List down their 
ideas in the form of a mind map around it.

 Next, ask volunteers to read Kazuki’s letter and then ask students what more have 
they learned about Japan through Kazuki’s letter. Add their ideas to the mind map.

•	 Writing time (Pages 50, 51, and 52): Ask students to work in pairs to complete 
exercises A and B. After students have completed their work, discuss their answers 
and give feedback and advice for improvement.

Pen pals
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1. It is fun and challenging.
2. It helps improve their writing skills.
3.  Provides information about lifestyle and the social settings in other countries.
4.  Helps them to learn more about culture, history, and languages of other countries.
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•	 Format of an informal letter: Ask your students if they remember how to write an 
informal letter to a friend. Is there a specific format they should follow? Do they notice 
anything about the layout and language of Kazuki’s letter? After eliciting their ideas, 
review and revise the format of a friendly letter. Copy the following format on the 
board, explaining all the parts to your students. Next, copy down the sample letter, 
pointing to the different components of a letter and labelling the name, address, date, 
greeting, introduction, body, closing, and signature.

•	 Layout of an informal letter

Student’s address

Date

Greetings or salutation

Opening paragraph

Body of the letter

Concluding paragraph

Closing (Sincerely...),

Name and signature

•	 Sample letter

45-C, Street 19,
Khayaban-e-Muhafiz,
Phase 7, D.H.A,
Karachi.
24 December, 2010

Dear Bilal,

I received your invitation. Thank you for inviting me to your birthday party. 

I have been looking forward to it for a while now and am definitely planning to come. I have 
bought a brown costume to match the theme of your party and I have also bought a very 
special gift for you. No, I cannot tell you what it is, now. It has to be surprise. 
Well then, my friend, I am looking forward to meeting you soon. I am sure we will have lots 
of fun.
Regards,
Ahmed.
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Student’s address

Date

Greetings or salutation

Opening paragraph

Body of the letter

Concluding paragraph

Closing (Sincerely...),

Name and signature

45-C, Street 19,
Khayaban-e-Muhafiz,
Phase 7, D.H.A,
Karachi.
24 December, 2010

Dear Bilal,

I received your invitation. Thank you for inviting me to your birthday party. 

I have been looking forward to it for a while now and am definitely planning to come. I have 
bought a brown costume to match the theme of your party and I have also bought a very 
special gift for you. No, I cannot tell you what it is, now. It has to be surprise. 
Well then, my friend, I am looking forward to meeting you soon. I am sure we will have lots 
of fun.
Regards,
Ahmed.
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•	 Writing an Informal Letter: Now tell the students that they will write their own letter 
in reply to Kazuki. Ask them to think what they will include in their letters. Let them 
brainstorm and note their ideas on the board. 

Letter to Kazuki

Introduction: 
Introduce yourself by 
giving basic 
information about 
yourself, your name, 
age, gender, and 
family

Conclusion: Finally 
conclude with any 
questions you might 
have for Kazuki.

Body: Try to answer 
kazuki’s questions.
Describe a typical 
day in your own life, 
your likes and 
dislikes, your 
interests and 
hobbies, etc.

Allow students to write their letters. After the students have written their first draft, ask 
them to exchange their letter with a partner and allow him/her to read and make 
corrections as well as give suggestions for improvement. Now ask students to write a final 
draft of their letter and place it in the class mailbox.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (2 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students think about the advantages of writing to 
a pen pal and listen to an old letter from Anne Frank. 15 min

2. Reading time: Students read a letter from Kazuki, a boy from Japan. 15 min

3. Writing time: Students complete exercises A and B on pages 
50, 51, and 52. 10 min

2
4. Format of an informal letter: Students revise and review the 

format of an informal letter. 20 min

5. Writing an informal letter: Students plan and write an informal 
letter as a reply to Kazuki. 20 min
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Letter to Kazuki

Introduction: 
Introduce yourself by 
giving basic 
information about 
yourself, your name, 
age, gender, and 
family

Conclusion: Finally 
conclude with any 
questions you might 
have for Kazuki.

Body: Try to answer 
kazuki’s questions.
Describe a typical 
day in your own life, 
your likes and 
dislikes, your 
interests and 
hobbies, etc.
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EXTENDED ACTIVITY

•	 Letter to a Martian: Tell the students to imagine that they have a pen pal who lives 
on Mars. They have to write an informal letter to their Martian pen pal describing life 
on Earth. Tell them to start off by brainstorming what aspects of the planet would they 
like to tell their alien friend about. Ask them to create a mind map to organize their 
ideas. They must also follow the format of an informal letter and finally proof-read and 
edit their letter before sending it through the class mailbox.

LESSON 2 

 OBJECTIVES

•	 Recognize and use reflexive, interrogative, and indefinite pronouns
•	 Demonstrate use of pronoun-antecedent agreement and recognize their relationship
•	 Demonstrate use of question words
•	 Use few indefinite pronouns

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 identify, distinguish, and use reflexive, interrogative, and indefinite pronouns 

accurately;
•	 learn what is meant by pronoun – antecedent agreement and be able to use the 

correct pronouns in any sentence.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 invitation cards for Abeer’s party with questions at the back
•	 poem ‘I am a Nobody’ by Emily Dickinson written on a poster
•	 copies of Worksheet 7

METHOD 

•	 Introduction (Page 52): Revise the concept of pronouns. Explain that a pronoun 
takes the place of a noun.

 Personal pronouns refer to a person. Example: I, he, she, it, you, him, and her.
 Possessive pronouns show possession. Example: yours, his, hers, mine, theirs, etc. 
 Tell them to read the letter by Kazuki again and underline all the personal and 

possessive pronouns.
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•	 Reflexive pronouns: Explain that reflexive pronouns refer back to the subject of the 
sentence or clause. They end in self or selves. Example: myself, himself, herself, 
itself, yourself, themselves, ourselves, yourselves, etc.

•	 Practice drill: Write the following sentences on the board and ask students to fill in 
the blanks with reflexive pronouns.

 1. There are donuts on the dining table. Please help .
 2. The cat scratched  lazily.
 3. My cell phone turns  off.
 4. Ashna loves .
 5. Ali congratulated  on his quick thinking.
 6. They bought  a new house.
 7. Ramsha made  drink the bitter medicine.
 8. Let’s not deceive . He has very few days left to live.
 9. God helps those who help .
 10. I burned  while boiling the water.
•	 Writing time (Pages 52 and 53): Ask students to complete exercise C.
•	 Interrogative pronouns: Distribute the following invitation amongst the students. You 

may write an invite on a small sheet of paper and make copies of it.

YOU ARE INVITED
To Abeer’s Birthday Party!

On 21st January, 2011 at 5 pm in the evening
At Abeer’s House, Karachi,.

Hoping to see you at the party!

After giving them the card, ask the students to answer these questions.
 1. What is this?
 2. Whose party is it?
 3. What is the occasion?
 4. Where is the party?
 5. When is the party being held?
 6. Why is Abeer having a party?
Let them answer these simple questions. Underline the words, what, whose, where, when, 
and why. Explain that these are interrogative pronouns that are used to ask questions.
•	 Explain with further examples.
 1. Who ate my pizza?
 2. What are you doing with that document?
 3. Which horse do you think will win the race?
 4. Who did what to whom?
 5. Whose pen fell off the table?
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1. There are donuts on the dining table. Please help .
2. The cat scratched  lazily.
3. My cell phone turns  off.
4. Ashna loves .
5. Ali congratulated  on his quick thinking.
6. They bought  a new house.
7. Ramsha made  drink the bitter medicine.
8. Let’s not deceive . He has very few days left to live.
9. God helps those who help .
10. I burned  while boiling the water.
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Ask the students to use each interrogative pronoun in sentences and share these with the 
rest of the class.
•	 Who or whom: Point out that there is often a confusion between two interrogative 

pronouns: who and whom. In order to avoid confusion, they must remember a very 
simple rule. 

 Who is a subject pronoun. It is used as the subject of the sentence.
 Who left the door open last night? Who is used as a subject.
 Whom, on the other hand, is an object pronoun.
 Whom did you invite to the party? Whom is the object.
 For whom did you make the cake?
 Practice drill: Ask students to insert the correct interrogative pronoun in the following 

sentences:
 1. The lady  helped me is Ashna’s sister.

 2.  did he invite to the party? 

 3. My nephew  likes to dance, taught me these steps.

 4. To  will you teach scrabble?

 5.  are you late again?

 6.  is your assignment?

 7.  is the old lady in the black cardigan?

 8.  bag is that?

 9.  do you have in your bag?

 10.  is your driver today?

 11.  are your plans for tomorrow?

 12.  time does the concert begin?

•	 Writing time (Page 53): Ask students to complete exercise D.
•	 Indefinite pronouns: Write the poem ‘I am a Nobody’ by Emily Dickinson on a piece 

of chart paper.

I am a Nobody by Emily Dickinson
I’m nobody! Who are you?
Are you nobody, too?
Then there’s a pair of us — don’t tell!
They’d banish us, you know.
How dreary to be somebody!
How public, like a frog 
To tell your name the live long day
To an admiring bog!
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Underline the words nobody and somebody in the poem. Ask students to think what these 
words mean. Who do these words refer to? Do they refer to someone specific? Explain 
that these words are indefinite pronouns. Indefinite pronouns are used for unknown or 
unnamed people or things. Indefinite pronouns take the place of a noun and can serve as 
the subject of a sentence. Examples of indefinite pronouns: all, another, any, anybody/
anyone, anything, each, everybody/everyone, everything, few, many, nobody, none, one, 
several, some, somebody/someone.
Ask students to use at least five indefinite pronouns in sentences of their own. Allow a few 
volunteers to share their sentences with the rest of the class.
Point out that indefinite pronouns can also be used as adjectives. They are used to describe a 
noun. Some examples of adjectival pronouns include: all, any, few, both, someone, etc.
One way to determine if a word is being used as an indefinite pronoun or an adjective is 
to identify the noun. If a noun comes after the pronoun, it is being used as an adjective. If 
a noun does not follow a pronoun, it is being used as an indefinite pronoun.
For example: Everyone told Sarah to be more punctual.
Everyone is used here as an indefinite pronoun.
Some girl told Sarah to be more punctual.
In this sentence, some is being used as an adjective. It modifies the noun girl.
Fun with indefinite pronouns: Share the following jokes with your class, asking them to 
identify the indefinite pronoun in each.
 1.  Which vegetable has eyes but can’t see anything? (a potato)
 2. Where does an 800-pound gorilla sit? (Anywhere it wants to!)
 3. Why do fences often surround cemeteries? (because everybody is dying to get in)
 4. Girl A: Guess who I saw yesterday! Girl B: (Everyone you looked at.)
 5.  How does a rooster keep his feathers so nicely groomed? (He carries his comb 

everywhere he goes.)
 6. What’s the most elusive thing in the world? (A shadow. No one has ever caught one.)
Write the following sentences on the board and ask students to fill in the blanks with 
indefinite pronouns:
 1. Why does a surgeon wear a mask during operations?
Answer: So if a  goes wrong, n  can identify the 
  surgeon.
 2. If an apple a day keeps the doctor away, what does garlic do?
Answer: It keeps e  away!
 3. What can you lose and n  else can find for you?
Answer: Your temper.
 4. What has n  left but a nose when it loses an eye?
Answer: The word noise.
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 5. How are banks and trees alike?
Answer: They have branches e .
 6. What did one eye say to the other?
Answer: Between you and me, s  smells.
 7. Which moves faster, heat or cold?
Answer: Heat. A  can catch a cold.
Extension: Ask the students to underline the interrogative pronouns in the above 

sentences.
•	 Writing time (Page 54): Ask students to complete exercise E on indefinite pronouns.
•	 Pronoun-antecedent agreement (Page 54):
Write the following sentences along with the word bank on the board and ask the students 
to complete the sentences.

my  its   their  his   he   she   we

 1.  The members of the band lost  voices two days before the 
concert.

 2. Tony, Ali’s dog was hit by a car last week and broke  leg.
 3. The workers went on strike to get a raise in  wages.
 4. Ahmed went for  practice last weekend.
 5.  is the only boy in class who got an 89%.
 6.  lost her keys yesterday.
 7.  have not completed our homework.
 8. I have to complete  Math assignment.
Review pronoun – antecedent agreement rules with your class. Tell them that pronoun – 
antecedent is quite important and it depends on two major factors:
Gender
Explain that when the pronoun refers to a male, ‘he’ or ‘him’ should be used and if the 
pronoun refers to a female, then ‘she’ or ‘her’ should be used. If the antecedent is an 
object that has no gender, then ‘it’ should be used.
Example
Sajad is working very hard for his exams. He only sleeps for two hours.
Salma is working very hard for her exams. She only sleeps for two hours.
I am looking for a dictionary. It should be light enough to be carried in my bag.
Number
If the antecedent is singular, the pronoun must be singular and if the antecedent is plural, 
the pronoun must be plural.
Example
My sister has just entered the house. She had gone to the market.
All my friends are in the hall. They are there to celebrate the victory.
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•	 Writing time (Page 54): Ask students to complete exercise F.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (3 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students review the concept of personal and 
possessive pronouns. 10 min

2.

Reflexive pronouns: Students learn to identify and use reflexive 
pronouns. They complete a practice exercise for reflexive 
pronouns as a class and then complete exercise C on pages 52 
and 53.  

30 min

2

3.

Interrogative pronouns: Students learn to identify and use 
interrogative pronouns, especially focusing on who and whom. 
They complete a practice exercise as a class and then complete 
exercise D on page 53.  

20 min

4.
Indefinite pronouns: Students learn to identify and use indefinite 
pronouns through a poem and jokes. They complete exercise E 
on page 53. 

20 min

3 5.
Pronoun-antecedent agreement: Students learn what is meant 
by pronoun-antecedent agreement. They practice choosing the 
correct pronouns by completing exercise F on page 54.

40 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES

•	 Ask students to complete Worksheet 7
•	 Pronoun antecedent quiz: Fill in the blank to gain five points.
 1. During rehearsals, a performer may forget  lines.

 2.  The other football team was cheating;  tried to break every rule 
in the book. 

 3. You should brush  teeth at least twice a day. 

 4. All the partners put  signatures on the agreement.

 5. If any one of the girls needs a ride,  can call him. 

 6.  Some of the furniture has lost  lustre and hence must be 
polished.
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1. During rehearsals, a performer may forget  lines.
2. The other football team was cheating;  tried to break every rule in the book. 
3. You should brush  teeth at least twice a day. 
4. All the partners put  signatures on the agreement.
5. If any one of the girls needs a ride,  can call him. 
6. Some of the furniture has lost  lustre and hence must be polished
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 1. During rehearsals, a performer may forget  lines.

 2.  The other football team was cheating;  tried to break every rule 
in the book. 

 3. You should brush  teeth at least twice a day. 

 4. All the partners put  signatures on the agreement.

 5. If any one of the girls needs a ride,  can call him. 

 6.  Some of the furniture has lost  lustre and hence must be 
polished.
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Unit 8Unit 8

LESSON 1

OBJECTIVES 

•	 Study traffic rules and signs and discuss their importance
•	 Discuss road safety measures
•	 Scan text and answer questions
•	 Deduce meaning of words from context
•	 Ask and answer simple questions

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 acknowledge the need and importance of traffic rules and signs;
•	 discuss the do’s and don’ts of safety on the road;
•	 scan text to answer simple questions;
•	 discuss and deduce the meanings of words from context;
•	 prepare posters, presentations, and booklets to showcase the salient points of their 

discussions.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 posters of different traffic signs
•	 coloured badges for role play activity

METHOD 

•	 Introduction: Discuss with the students that many lives are lost everyday due to 
traffic accidents.  Careless behaviour, driving over the speed limits, and not following 
traffic rules and regulations are some of the major factors that cause accidents. Tell 
them they would learn more about traffic signs and rules and also discuss some safety 
measures that need to be taken in order to prevent  accidents.

Knowing traff c signs and rules
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•	 On the board draw and label two columns as shown below.

Safety on the roads

Do Don’t

Ask students to think and give points related to driving and walking on the road. Write their 
answers in the appropriate column. Some points are given below as examples.

Safety on the roads

Do
always wear your seat belts
obey traffic laws and rules
drive within the speed limit
reduce speed at night, in bad weather, and 
in heavy traffic
stop, look, and listen before you cross the 
road
find the safest place to cross

Don’t
drive fast
drive through a red light
overtake a car from the wrong side
drive if you are sleepy
cross at a blind corner
cross from between two parked cars; it 
is difficult for drivers to see you 

•	 Crossing safely: Ask the students how do they cross the road.  Are they always with 
somebody older class while crossing a road? If not, do they know how to cross the 
roads safely? Tell them they must follow these three steps every time they cross a road

 1.  Stop: They must find the safest place to cross.
 2.  Look: They must have a good look all around. They should try to make sure they 

can see if any vehicle is coming and drivers can see them.
 3.  Listen: They must listen carefully because sometimes one can hear traffic before 

one can see it. They must never try to cross the road while talking to people, 
listening to music, or talking on the mobile phone.

•	 Discuss the importance of following laws and rules. Ask the students why it is 
important to have traffic rules and the role traffic signs play in helping people.

•	 Reading time (Pages 55, 56, and 57): Ask volunteers to read the text and then ask 
simple questions to check comprehension. Make sure that students realize the 
difference between mandatory, prohibitory, warning, and information signs. Ask students 
to look closely at the signs printed in the textbook and guess what each indicates.

•	 Activity time: This is an optional activity. Ask students to draw some signs which are 
given in the textbook. Place these signs on the walls around the class. Students can 
be asked to explain any one sign.

•	 Discussion time (Page 57): Divide the class into groups of four and conduct the 
discussion activity.
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Safety on the roads
Do

always wear your seat belts
obey traffic laws and rules
drive within the speed limit
reduce speed at night, in bad weather, and 
in heavy traffic
stop, look, and listen before you cross the road
find the safest place to cross

Don't
drive fast
drive through a red light
overtake a car from the wrong side
drive if you are sleepy
cross at a blind corner
cross from between two parked cars; it is
difficult for drivers to see you
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•	 Writing time (Pages 57 and 58): Ask students to complete the writing task.
•	 Activity time (Page 59): Divide the class into groups of five and ask each group to 

create a poster, design a booklet, and prepare a talk as outlined in their textbook.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (3 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students discuss road safety practices and the Do’s 
and Don’ts of road safety. 15 min

2. Reading time: Students read about safety signals and signs on 
pages 55, 56, and 57. 10 min

3. Activity time: Students take part in a role-play in which they show 
their understanding of correct safety procedures on the road. 15 min

2
4. Discussion time: Students discuss and try to deduce meanings 

of words from context. 20 min

5. Writing time: Students answer simple questions based on the text. 20 min

3 6. Activity time: Students work in groups to prepare a poster, a 
booklet, and a presentation on road safety. 40 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES

•	 Research Work: Divide students into four groups. Tell each group to research and 
find out more about the importance of any one of the following: 

 1. Using seat belts
 2. Driving within the speed limits 
 3. Following the traffic rules and laws
•		 Ask each group to prepare a public service message and present it in class. It can be 

in the form of a poster or a television/newspaper advertisement.  Then also discuss 
what needs to be done to create more awareness about these issues?

LESSON 2

OBJECTIVES

•	 Illustrate use of prepositions of position, prepositions of time, and prepositions of 
movement and direction

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 understand and use prepositions of position, time, movement, and direction.
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RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 copies of Worksheet 8

METHOD 

•	 Introduction: Explain the use of prepositions. Draw a picture of a house on the board. 
Draw a simple square house with a triangular roof, some windows, a door, and a chimney. 
Ask students to copy the picture in their own books. Then, write a preposition on the 
board. You may choose the preposition above for example. Ask students to draw 
something above their house. As an example, draw clouds above your own picture. 
Students may choose to draw a sun, some birds, or even a plane above their own house. 
Continue this activity by giving five more prepositions and asking them to draw something 
in the position indicated by the given preposition. You may choose from the following list: 
against, around, on, behind, beside, near, over, under, outside, inside, around, etc.

 Now explan that prepositions show relationships between nouns, pronouns, and other 
words in a sentence. Usually they come before a noun. They never change their form, 
regardless of the case, gender, etc. of the word they are referring to.

 Ask your students to write some simple sentences describing their drawing. For 
example they may write:

 1. A bright sun shines above the house.
 2. A ladder leans against the front wall.
 3. There is a swing inside the fence.
 Point out that above, against, and inside show the relationship between the nouns in the 

sentence. Tell the students that they will be learning about three types of prepositions.
•	 Prepositions of position: Draw a box and a ball on the board. Ask the students to think 

how many different places can they place the ball in relation to the box. For example, the 
ball can be above/below/beside/behind/in front of/near the box. Explain that all these words 
are prepositions of position. Prepositions of position help to describe where and how 
something is placed or positioned in relation to other things in the surroundings.

 Write the following list of prepositions on the board: on, by, under, behind, between, 
below, next to, by, beside, above.

 Ask the students to write a short paragraph describing their room. Explain that they must 
focus on using prepositions to show the position of different objects in their room. For 
example there may be a table near their bed or a book shelf besides it.

•	 Prepositions of time: Write the following paragraph on the board:
 I was born in Sialkot, Pakistan on the 12th of March in 1991. Sialkot is in the province of 

Punjab in Pakistan. That was many years ago. Now, I live in Beijing in China. I work in a 
big factory. During the weekends, I go to watch a movie. I meet my friends at the movie 
theatre at 8 o’clock or later. In the summers, usually in August, I go home to visit my 
family in Pakistan. My family and I go to the beach and relax in the morning and in the 
afternoon! In the evening, we often eat at a restaurant with our friends.
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1. A bright sun shines above the house.
2. A ladder leans against the front wall.
3. There is a swing inside the fence.

I was born in Sialkot, Pakistan on the 12th of March in 1991. Sialkot is in the province of 
Punjab in Pakistan. That was many years ago. Now, I live in Beijing in China. I work in a 
big factory. During the weekends, I go to watch a movie. I meet my friends at the movie 
theatre at 8 o’clock or later. In the summers, usually in August, I go home to visit my 
family in Pakistan. My family and I go to the beach and relax in the morning and in the 
afternoon! In the evening, we often eat at a restaurant with our friends.
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 Underline the prepositions of time: on, in and at on the board. Point out that 
prepositions of time are used to mention when things happen.

 In is used with months (in May), with seasons (in summer), or with times of the day (in 
the morning, afternoon, or evening). However we use at with night (at night).

 On is used with specific days (on Friday, on New Year’s Day, on April the 19th).
 At is used with specific times (at 7 o’clock, at 6.15, at night, etc.).
•	 Prepositions of movement and direction: Write the following prepositions on the 

board: towards, through, into, across, over. Using mime and gestures try to 
demonstrate the use of these prepositions to your class. 

 1. towards – walk towards a student; ‘I’m walking towards Ali.’
 2. through – walk through the door; ‘I’m walking through the door.’
 3. into – reach into your bag; ‘I’m putting my hand into my bag.’
 4.  across – mime that you are looking both ways, then crossing a busy street; ‘I’m 

walking across the street.’
 5. over – make a chopping motion above your head; ‘It went over my head.’
•	 Writing time (Pages 59 and 60): Ask students to work in pairs to complete exercises 

C, D, and E for further practice on prepositions. 

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (3 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students review the use of prepositions through 
a simple drawing activity. 10 min

2.
Prepositions of position: Students learn to identify and use 
prepositions of position and then construct a short paragraph 
describing their room.

30 min

2
3. Prepositions of time: Students learn to identify and use 

prepositions of time. 20 min

4. Prepositions of movement and direction: Students learn to 
use prepositions of movement and direction. 20 min

3 5. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises C, 
D, and E on pages 59 and 60. 40 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITY

•	 Ask students to complete Worksheet 8 
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In is used with months (in May), with seasons (in summer), or with times of the day (in the
morning, afternoon, or evening). However we use at with night (at night).
On is used with specific days (on Friday, on New Year’s Day, on April the 19th).
At is used with specific times (at 7 o’clock, at 6.15, at night, etc.).
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1. towards – walk towards a student; ‘I’m walking towards Ali.’
2. through – walk through the door; ‘I’m walking through the door.’
3. into – reach into your bag; ‘I’m putting my hand into my bag.’
4. across – mime that you are looking both ways, then crossing a busy street; ‘I’m 

walking across the street.’
5. over – make a chopping motion above your head; ‘It went over my head.’
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Unit 9Unit 9

LESSON 1

OBJECTIVES

•	 Understand what is meant by the term endangered
•	 Brainstorm for ways and means by which endangered animals can be saved
•	 Read and understand text and answer questions
•	 Understand and use pronouns
•	 Work in groups to report on a given topic

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 understand what is meant by the term endangered and identify animals that are 

endangered;
•	 work in groups to prepare a report and presentation on endangered animals;
•	 read and comprehend text and answer questions;
•	 review the use of pronouns.

METHOD 

•	 Introduction: Ask the students, what do living things need to survive. Lead them on 
to answer that all living things need food, water, and shelter to survive. Ask students if 
all livings things can easily get these things, and what will happen if they do not get 
these things. Let them conclude that without food, water, and shelter, living things 
would eventually die.

•	 Discussion time (Page 61): Read the discussion questions and encourage students 
to talk about their own pets.

•	 Endangered animals: Write the word endangered on the board and ask students to 
define this word. Help them define endangered as, anything that is in danger of dying out.

•	 Next, ask them to explain the meanings of the words extinct, basic needs, and habitat. 
After listening to their responses, explain the meanings.

 extinct: a species that has died out and none of its kind is living anywhere on Earth 
basic needs: food, water, and shelter

 habitat: the environment that is best suited to an animal or plant because it provides 
them with their basic needs.

Endangered animals
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•	 Ask students to think what might happen to an animal whose habitat is destroyed. 
After listening to their suggestions, conclude that animals can only survive if they live 
in a habitat where their basic needs are met.

•	 Animals that are in the danger of dying are called endangered animals. Ask students if 
they know of any animal that can be called endangered. They may come up with 
suggestions like the panda, the green sea turtles, and the tiger.

•	 Ask students to think of reasons why some animals are endangered. Let them come 
up with ideas such as cutting down trees, hunting, destroying an animal’s home or 
habitat for further development, pollution, etc.

•	 Tell students to discuss what can be done to protect endangered animals and list five 
different ways of helping endangered animals and present their ideas to the rest of the 
class.

•	 Reading time (Pages 61 and 62): Tell the students they will be reading about 
endangered animals and the reasons why these animals are threatened with 
extinction. Ask some students to read the passage and then ask simple questions and 
discuss the read information.

•	 Writing time (Pages 62, 63, and 64): Ask students to work in pairs to complete 
exercises A, B, C, D, and E.

•	 Activity time (Page 65): Ask students to find out more about the endangered animals 
of Pakistan. They must find out the names of the endangered animals and look for 
pictures and facts about them. They can use these pictures and facts to create a 
poster on the endangered animals of Pakistan.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (3 class periods) 

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students discuss what living things require to 
survive. 10 min

2. Discussion time: Students take part in a discussion on wild 
animals and their own pets. 15 min

3.
Endangered animals: Students define the term endangered and 
identify various endangered animals. They brainstorm various 
ways of helping endangered animals.

15 min

2
4. Reading time: Students read about endangered animals on 

pages 61 and 62. 10 min

5. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises A, B, 
C, D, and E on pages 62, 63, and 64. 30 min

3 6. Activity time: Students work in groups to prepare a poster on the 
endangered animals of Pakistan. 40 min
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EXTENDED ACTIVITY

•	 We love animals: Tell the students to imagine that they are members of an 
organization called We Love Animals. The aim of this organization is to spread 
awareness among people about the rights of animals. Each of them must choose any 
one endangered animal from the following list and complete the table. They must then 
present their findings in class.

 1. Indus River Dolphin   5. Baluchistan Bear
 2. African Elephant    6. Gorilla
 3. Snow Leopard    7. Giant Panda
 4. Blue Whale     8. Green Turtle

Endangered animal

Describe this animal

What is this animal endangered?

What is being done to save this animal?

LESSON 2

OBJECTIVES 

•	 Recognize and use absolute adjectives
•	 Read and understand poems

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 define and identify absolute adjectives;
•	 read and understand poems and also write their own poems.
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Endangered animal

Describe this animal

What is this animal endangered?

What is being done to save this animal?
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RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 any picture or photograph of children or people showing different expressions. For 
example: angry, bored, excited, etc.

•	 copies of Worksheet 9

METHOD

•	 Introduction: Find some interesting pictures from newspapers or magazines. Show 
these to the students and ask them to come up with words to describe them. They may 
suggest words like: bored, tired, happy, energetic, excited, amused, sleepy, drained, 
uninterested, over-worked, worn-out, exhausted, etc. Create a list and explain that these 
words are called adjectives; they tell us more about the characters in the pictures.

•	 Absolute adjectives: Draw a vertical line on the board. Write the word ‘hot’ at the 
bottom of it. Explain that hot is an adjective, it has comparative and superlative 
degrees and can be measured. Something can be fairly hot, quite hot, very hot, 
extremely hot, etc. Write these example on the board as the line goes up. Let students 
think of other adjectives which might have degrees; write them down on the board. 
Examples may include: big, tall, poor, etc.

 Next write the word BOILING on the board. Ask students if boiling also has degrees. 
Explain that boiling is an absolute adjective as it does not have any degrees. You 
cannot have different degrees of boiling as it is already at the top end of the hot line. 
This is an absolute adjective. Other absolute adjectives include: furious, terrified, 
overjoyed, dead, correct, etc.

•	 Writing time (Pages 64 and 65): Ask students to read and revise absolute adjectives 
by reading the information given on this page and then complete exercises F and G.

•	 The Captive (Page 66): Show some pictures of caged animals. Ask the students what 
they think the animals in these pictures might be feeling. Is this their natural home? 
Can they be happy in such a small place? Should animals be treated in this way?

•	 Read the poem, ‘The Captive’. Discuss the feelings of the snow leopard in the poem. 
You can ask the following questions: How does he move in the cage? How does he 
look at the people around him? What is he feeling right now? What does he wish for? 
What can be done for this animal?

•	 Writing time (Page 66): After the discussion ask students to complete exercises H, I, 
and J.
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SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (2 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students revise and review adjectives through a 
fun introductory activity. 10 min

2. Absolute adjectives: Students learn to define and identify 
absolute adjectives. 10 min

3. Writing time: Students complete exercises F and G on pages 
64 and 65. 20 min

2
4. The Captive: Students read and discuss the poem.  20 min

5. Writing time: Students complete the writing exercises on page 
66. 20 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES

•	 Ask students to complete Worksheet 9.
•	 Absolute adjectives drill: Read the following sentences and then ask students to fill 

in the blanks with absolute adjectives given in the box.

terrifying furious famished exhausted enormous freezing

1. I heard Neha’s new apartment is quite big.
 Big? It’s absolutely ! 

2. Was it frightening, riding on the new roller coaster?
 Frightening? It was absolutely !

3. It must have been cold in Murree.
 Cold? It was absolutely !

4. Was your mother angry with you for failing in Maths?
 Angry? She was absolutely !

5. You must be tired after your long journey.
 Tired? I’m absolutely !

6. If you have not had breakfast, you must be hungry.
 Hungry? I’m absolutely ________________!
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terrifying furious famished exhausted enormous freezing

1. I heard Neha’s new apartment is quite big.

Big? It’s absolutely ________________! 

2. Was it frightening, riding on the new roller coaster?

Frightening? It was absolutely ________________!

3. It must have been cold in Murree.

Cold? It was absolutely ________________!

4. Was your mother angry with you for failing in Maths?

Angry? She was absolutely ________________!

5. You must be tired after your long journey.

Tired? I’m absolutely ________________!

6. If you have not had breakfast, you must be hungry.

Hungry? I’m absolutely ________________!

70
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terrifying furious famished exhausted enormous freezing

1. I heard Neha’s new apartment is quite big.
 Big? It’s absolutely ! 

2. Was it frightening, riding on the new roller coaster?
 Frightening? It was absolutely !

3. It must have been cold in Murree.
 Cold? It was absolutely !

4. Was your mother angry with you for failing in Maths?
 Angry? She was absolutely !

5. You must be tired after your long journey.
 Tired? I’m absolutely !

6. If you have not had breakfast, you must be hungry.
 Hungry? I’m absolutely ________________!
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Unit 10Unit 10

LESSON 1

OBJECTIVES 
•	 Read about and appreciate the culture of Sindh
•	 Read and understand text and answer questions

LEARNING OUTCOMES
By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 learn more about the culture of Sindh and appreciate it;
•	 read and comprehend text to answer simple questions.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)
•	 pictures of different handicrafts
•	 pictures of traditional ralli designs
•	 chart papers for group work

METHOD
•	 Introduction: Discuss with the students that Pakistan has a rich and diverse culture and 

the handicrafts made here are extremely varied and beautiful. Every area of Pakistan has 
its own style of handicrafts ranging from fabric making and embroidery work to jewellery, 
carving, mirror work, and other special items. Every handicraft has its own colour, style, 
and design showing the culture of that particular region and their skills.

•	 Tell the students that the handicrafts of Pakistan are famous throughout the world. 
There are about eighty different kinds of handicrafts produced in Pakistan, the main 
ones are: leather goods, brass, copperware, tableware, onyx and marble products, 
wood crafts, block printed fabrics, embroideries, glass beads, traditional and 
contemporary jewellery, pottery, hand-knotted carpets and rugs, dolls, etc.

•	 Show some handicrafts to the students if they are available, otherwise show pictures 
of handicrafts taken from newspapers and magazines. Point out the unique design, 
style, and colours used in each handicraft.

Culture of Sindh
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Examples of handicrafts:

•	 Teacher can ask students to bring any handicrafts that they might have at home to 
participate in a show and tell activity in the classroom.

•	 Discussion time (Page 67): Ask the students what they understand by the term 
‘handicraft’. Next, let them think and name some handicrafts of their own province.

•	 Reading time (Pages 67 and 68): Ask students to read the passage titled ‘Ajrak-
making’ and discuss the information given in the passage. Ask a few students to recap 
the process of ajrak-making to assess their understanding of the text. If possible bring 
in an ajrak to the classroom to show its unique design and colours.

•	 Writing time (Pages 68 and 69): Ask students to complete exercises A, B, C, D, and E.
•	 Activity time (Page 69): Ask students to create their own ajrak designs and colour 

them using the traditional ajrak shades.
•	 Reading time (Page 70): Ask students to read the passage titled ‘Pottery from Hala’.  
•	 Writing time (Page 70): Tell the students to complete exercises F and G.
•	 Activity time (Page 71): Students can now design geometric patterns of their own 

and colour them.
•	 Patchwork collage: Divide the class into groups of four. Provide each group with a 

chart paper and three to four different coloured wrapping papers. Show pictures of the 
Sindhi Ralli quilt. Ask them to cut their wrapping paper into different geometric 
patterns and paste them on their chart papers to create a ralli design. Ask each group 
to make their quilts as colourful and creative as possible. Afterwards display the 
students’ work on the soft board.
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SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (5 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1
1.

Introduction: Students learn more about the handicrafts of 
Pakistan. They look at designs of different handicrafts and learn 
to appreciate the style and craftsmanship involved.

20 min

2. Discussion time: Students take part in a discussion and share 
information about the handicrafts of their own province. 20 min

2
3. Reading time: Students read the passage titled ‘ajrak-making’ 

on pages 67 and 68. 10 min

4. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises A, B, 
C, D, and E on pages 68 and 69. 30 min

3 5. Activity time: Students create their own ajrak designs and 
colour them using the traditional ajrak shades. 40 min

4

6. Reading time: Students read the passage on page 70. 20 min

7. Writing time: Students work independently to complete 
exercises F and G on page 70. 10 min

8. Activity time: Students design geometric patterns of their own 
on page 71 and colour them. 10 min

5 9. Patchwork collage: Students work in groups of four to create 
their own Sindhi Ralli quilt. 40 min

LESSON 2 

OBJECTIVES 

•	 Analyze various paragraphs to recognize that a paragraph comprises a group of 
sentences that develop a single idea

•	 Identify that the main idea in a paragraph is carried in a sentence, called a topic 
sentence and the other sentences in the paragraph support the topic sentence

LEARNING OUTCOMES
By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 understand the construction of a paragraph and create logical, well-organized paragraphs 

consisting of a topic sentence, a minimum of three supporting sentences that are relevant 
to the topic, and a concluding sentence that summarizes the entire paragraph.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)
•	 poster of an article without any paragraphing; another poster of the same article with 

the original paragraphing
•	 magazines and newspapers (each student may be asked to bring one) 
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•	 sheets of paper
•	 copies of Worksheet 10

METHOD 

•	 Introduction: Draw students’ attention to any text and ask them to notice that it is 
written in paragraphs. Ask them why longer texts are divided in paragraphs. After 
listening to their suggestions, explain that a paragraph is a group of sentences written 
about one main idea. Paragraphs are used to organize ideas; to keep the reader 
interested; to show a change of time, setting, or action; to show a change of speaker 
in dialogue writing, etc.

•	 Activity time: Select an article which has been written in paragraphs and rewrite it 
without any paragraphing (in one continuous paragraph) on a poster. Display the 
poster on the board for the students to read. Then ask the students to indicate where 
they believe a new paragraph should start and why. Now show the original article and 
compare its paragraphing and organization to the students paragraphing choices.

•	 Next, ask students to choose an interesting article from a magazine or newspaper and 
study the way it is paragraphed. Tell them to think of reasons why the writer might 
have chosen to start a new paragraph at certain points.

•	 Writing in paragraphs: Tell the students that a paragraph has a topic sentence, 
which is usually written at the beginning of a paragraph and contains the main idea. 
This is followed by supporting sentences which provide more information about the 
main idea or the topic sentence and finally the concluding sentence which concludes 
the paragraph.

•	 Writing time (Pages 72 and 73): Ask students to complete exercises H, I, J, K, and L.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (2 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1
1. Introduction: Students discuss the importance of writing in 

paragraphs and understand the structure of a paragraph. 20 min

2. Activity time: Students study and analyze different paragraphs. 20 min

2
3. Writing in paragraphs: Students are introduced to different 

parts of a paragraph. 20 min

4. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises H, 
I, J, K, and L on pages 72 and 73. 20 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITY
•	 Ask students to complete Worksheet 10
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Unit 11Unit 11

OBJECTIVES 

•	 Learn about different types of natural disasters
•	 Read and understand text and answer questions
•	 Write sentences using correct capitalization, punctuation, and spellings
•	 Demonstrate use of common and proper nouns
•	 Create compound words
•	 Recognize literary techniques in poems and write own poems

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 understand the causes and effects of natural disasters and what may be done to help 

those who are struck by natural disasters;
•	 read text and analyze information;
•	 learn how to use speech marks;
•	 identify and differentiate between common and proper nouns;
•	 define and use compound words;
•	 create rhyming poems.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 pictures showing the damages caused by 2010 floods in Pakistan (can be taken from 
old newspapers and magazines)

•	 news reports and pictures of natural disasters (to be brought in by students) 
•	 pictures of different people (can be taken from newspapers and magazines, for the 

activity on speech marks)
•	 copies of Worksheet 11

METHOD 

•	 Introduction: Write the word ‘Disaster’ on the board and ask students to think of 
words and phrases related to this word. Create a mind map on the board grouping 
similar ideas together.

For example: 
 1. types of disasters - volcanoes, hurricanes, tornados, floods, etc.
 2. how people feel - terrified, alone, trapped, doomed, etc.

When the f oods came...
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1. types of disasters - volcanoes, hurricanes, tornados, floods, etc.
2. how people feel - terrified, alone, trapped, doomed, etc.



When the foods came...
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volcanic
eruplions

floods

accident

plan crashes

terrified

alone

trapped

doomed

natural

damage to property

loss of lives

loss of livestock

loss of corps

man-made

types of disasters

Disasters

feelings of people

consequences

hurricanes

tornados

earthquake

 Explain that disasters are sudden events that cause great damage and loss of lives. 
Then, discuss the following questions: 

 1. Can disasters be predicted?
 2. Do disasters always involve loss of life?
•	 Natural disasters: Ask the students why some people might have to leave their 

homes and move to other places. Could it be due to any natural disaster? Can they 
think of natural disasters which have occurred in Pakistan? Ask them if they remember 
the details of the 2010 floods. Can anyone state the causes of the floods? What was 
the extent of the damage? How were the people affected and what was done to help 
them?

•	 Show some pictures of the damages caused by the floods and ask them to describe 
what they see in the pictures.

•	 Ask students what they understand by the word ‘rehabilitation’. After eliciting their ideas, 
explain that rehabilitation means to restore something to its original or similar to original 
condition. Next, tell students to think about ways in which flood victims can be rehabilitated 
to their original condition. Use their ideas to create a mind map on the board.

•	 Reading time (Page 76): Tell the students they will now be reading a passage about 
the floods. Ask them to open their textbooks and read the story of those affected by 
the floods.
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•	 Discussion time (Page 77): Ask the students to discuss any natural disaster that they 
have heard about and how floods are caused.

•	 Writing time (Page 77): Ask students to work in pairs to complete exercise A.
•	 Activity time (Page 77): Divide the class into groups of four. Ask each group to 

research and find out more about natural disasters. They can bring in news items, 
reports, and pictures from newspapers and magazines to create a poster and display 
it on the soft board.

•	 Speech marks: Show a few pictures of different people performing different actions. 
Ask the students what they think each of these characters might be saying. Note the 
dialogues that they suggest on the board.

 Examples of pictures that you can use:
 1. a guide speaking to some tourists
 2. a sports person
 3. a nurse talking to a doctor
 4. a librarian talking to some students
 Next, explain that speech marks go around all the words that someone actually 

speaks. Place speech marks around the dialogues you have written on the board.
•	 Write the following sentences on the board and ask some students to place speech 

marks around the spoken words. 
 1. My father said, You must get ready for school now.
 2. The old lady asked, Do you know the way to the super market?
 3. My teacher said, I like your painting. You have worked really hard on it.
 4. Do not forget to bring your test copies, said the teacher.
 5. The boy shouted, Help! Quick! I am drowning!
 Now point out to the students that sometimes more than one set of speech marks is 

required in a single sentence. For example:
 ‘There are three different brands of butter available,’ said the shopkeeper, ‘which 

would you like?’
•	 Writing time (Page 78): Ask students to complete exercise B.
•	 Common and proper nouns: Explain that common nouns are general names for a 

person, place, thing, or idea. They do not begin with a capital letter unless they come 
at the beginning of a sentence.

•	 Next, point out that proper nouns are names of a particular person, place, thing, or 
idea. Proper nouns are always capitalized.

•	 Draw three columns on the board, with the headings: person, place, and thing. Ask 
students to first think of some common nouns for each column. For example: boy, girl, 
woman, house, boat, school, bike, shoe, book, etc. Then ask them to think of some 
proper nouns for each column. For example: Sarah, Abeer, Ali, The School, Karachi, 
Tariq Road, The Diary of Anne Frank, etc.
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•	 Activity on common and proper nouns: Divide the class into groups of four. Ask each 
group to list as many common nouns as they can related to each of the following topics:

 1. items in a toy store  2. grocery store  3. fruits
 Next, they must list proper nouns for the following:
 1. famous people   2. countries   3. restaurants
•	 Writing time (Page 78): Ask the students to complete exercises C and D.
•	 Compound words: Start with very simple words. Ask students what is the meaning of 

the word dragon. Let them answer. Next, ask if a dragon is a wild, ferocious animal. 
Are they afraid of a dragon? Next, ask your students if they have ever seen a fly. A fly 
is a tiny insect which most of them may not be afraid of. Ask them if they have ever 
seen a dragonfly? Point out that the words dragon and fly mean two different things as 
compared to the word dragonfly. Point out that a dragonfly is a compound word. It is 
made up of two words which when joined together give another word.

•	 Ask students to give you more compound words. Note these down on the board. 
Some expected answers could be: bookshelf, textbook, classroom, staffroom, 
ballpoint, wallpaper, football, everyone, etc.

•	 Write the following sentences on the board. Tell the students that half of the 
compound word is given, add another word and complete  the compound words.

 1. Watching too much television gave me a head .

 2. The police found his foot s in the sand.

 3. I like walking  foot on the beach.

 4. She always keeps a  book in her bag.

 5. I think we should buy a dish  for the kitchen.

 6.  It is dangerous to walk on the road. One should always walk on the foot 
 .

 7. I locked your jewellery in the cup .

 8. We gave her a surprise birth  party.

	 (Answers: 1. headache 2. footprints 3. barefoot 4. textbook, notebook  5. dishwasher 
6. footpath 7. cupboard 8. birthday

•	 Now ask the students to use at least five of the following compound words in 
sentences of their own: snowflake, birdhouse, baseball, backyard, farmhouse, 
driveway, watermelon, doghouse, cookbook, railroad, candlestick, sidewalk, storybook

•	 Writing time (Page 78): For further practice ask students to complete exercise E.
•	 The Storm: Ask the students if they have ever been caught in a storm. Write the word 

storm on the board and ask students to think of all that they might see, hear, and feel 
if they were caught in a storm. Some expected responses: flashes of lightning, steel 
blue lines across the sky, loud, roaring thunder, the crashing wind, feel terrified, 
trapped, scared, etc.
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•	 Read the poem ‘The Storm’ and discuss how the poet describes the storm.
•	 Writing time (Page 79): Ask the students to complete exercise F.
•	 Rhyming words (Page 79):  Ask students to underline all the rhyming words in the 

poem, ‘The Storm’ 
•		 Point out that rhyming words end with the same sound. Play a rhyme game with your 

class. Give a simple word like ‘ball’ and ask each student to think of words rhyming 
with ‘ball’.

•	 Ask students to complete exercises G, H, and I.
•	 My own poem: Students can then write their own short poem on the given topics. Ask 

the students to copy their final poem very neatly on any paper and display it on the 
class board.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (7 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1.
Introduction and discussion on natural disasters: Students 
define the word disaster and discuss natural disasters and 
rehabilitation efforts in their own country.

25 min

2. Reading time: Students read a passage about floods on pages 
76 and 77. 10 min

3.
Discussion time: Students recount an account of a natural 
disaster they might have heard of and discuss the causes of the 
floods.

10 min

2
4. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises A on 

page 77. 20 min

5. Activity time: Students work in groups to create a poster on 
natural disasters. 20 min

3 6. Speech marks: Students learn how to use speech marks and 
then complete exercise B on page 78. 40 min

4 7.
Common and proper nouns: Students learn to differentiate 
between common and proper nouns. They take part in a fun 
activity and then complete exercises C and D on page 78.

40 min

5 8. Compound words: Students learn to identify and use compound 
words and then complete exercise E on page 78. 40 min

6
9. The Storm: Students read the poem ‘The Storm’ and discuss it. 

They complete exercise F on page 79. 30 min

10. Rhyming words: Students identify the rhymes in the poem and 
have fun rhyming with random words. 10 min

7 11. My own poem: Students write and display their own poem. 40 min
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EXTENDED ACTIVITIES

•	 Ask students to complete Worksheet 11
•	 Research on natural disasters: Divide the class into groups of five. Ask students to 

recall any thing they might already know about the Tsunami. Tell them to research 
and find out more information about the Tsunami. Each group must summarise and 
report the key events and the causes of the disaster and the effect the disaster had on 
the environment and the people.

•	 Common and proper noun hunt: Ask students to bring in a magazine or newspaper. 
They must use two different coloured pens to highlight and identify common and 
proper nouns in their copy of the magazine or newspaper.

•	 Compound words: Tell students that the same word is missing from each pair of the 
following compound words. They must fill in the blanks with the word that completes 
both the compnd words: (The first one is done for you)

 
1. saucepan
 pancake
2. news 
   back
3. sun 
   house
4. pea 
   pit

 5. cart 
    barrow
 6. post 
   board
 7. whirl 
   screen
 8. snow 
   point

Answer key: 

 2. paper  3. light   4. cock  5. wheel  
 6. card  7. wind  8. ball
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Unit 12Unit 12

OBJECTIVES

•	 Read and understand text and answer questions
•	 Identify story elements and use the same to write a new story
•	 Identify active and passive voice in simple sentences
•	 Demonstrate use of countable and uncountable nouns
•	 Recognize literary techniques in poems and write own poems

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 understand the different features of a fable;
•	 review the different elements of a story and use them to create own story;
•	 identify and distinguish between active and passive voice and write sentences as 

instructed;
•	 understand the difference between countable and uncountable nouns;
•	 write poems.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 any object, for e.g. a duster, a toy, a pen, etc.
•	 chart papers
•	 coloured papers
•	 Resource sheet 1
•	 copies of Worksheet 12

METHOD 

•	 Introduction: Begin the lesson by discussing the meanings of the following words: 
fable, folktale, myth, legend, moral.

 Then, explain the meanings as given below:
 1.  fable: a short story usually having animals as characters, which teaches a lesson
 2.  folk tale: a very old traditional story from a particular place that is spread by word 

of mouth

The ant and the dove
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 3.  myth: a story from ancient times, especially one that explains natural events or 
describes the early history of people

 4.  legend: a story from the past about people and events, that may or may not be true
 5. moral: a message given or lesson learned from a story or event.
•	 Reading time (Page 80): Ask the students to read and discuss the story. Ask what 

happened in the story. Who or what is the story about? What is the moral of the 
story? 

•	 Writing time (Pages 80 and 81): Ask the students to work in pairs and complete 
exercises A and B.

•	 Story elements: Discuss the story elements. Student can name and describe the 
main characters and outline the main events in the story. Tell them to relate the 
beginning, middle, and ending of the story. Ask them where the story occurs. Can they 
pick out any words or phrases from the story which describe the setting? Next, focus 
on the theme. What is the moral of the story? What is the author trying to teach us? 
Finally, ask them how the story ends. Was the problem solved at the end? Did they 
like the ending? Why? Then ask the students to complete Resource sheet 1.

•	 My own fable (Page 81): Ask the students to complete exercise C.
 They must plan it first thinking carefully about the different characters, the setting of 

their story, the main events, the theme, the moral or message conveyed by their story, 
and the ending. They can use the following steps to plan their own fable:

 Step 1: What moral would they like to teach? Together as a class you can list some 
ideas. For example: look before you leap; do not think of any creature as small or 
useless; always treat others fairly; you reap what you sow, etc.

 Step 2: What animals will be used as characters? How will they convey the moral of 
the story? Remind students that fables usually use animals to show human qualities. 
They must try to use at least two animals who could represent opposite qualities; this 
helps in setting up the problem.

 Step 3: What problem will be faced by their characters?
 Step 4: How will the fable end? What will be the solution to the problems faced by the 

characters? Emphasize that at least one of their characters must learn the moral or 
lesson of their story.

•	 Active and passive voice: Take any object, for example, a duster and throw it on the 
floor. Now ask the students to tell you what you just did and to begin the sentence 
with your name. They will most probably respond with, ‘The teacher threw the duster 
on the floor.’ Write this sentence on the board.

•	 Ask the students to identify the subject of the sentence. Remind them that the subject 
performs the action in the sentence or is the main part of the sentence. The students 
will respond with your name. Next, ask them to identify the verb in the sentence. Let 
them identify the verb as ‘threw’.
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•	 Now pick up the duster and ask them to create another sentence telling what happened, 
but this time they must begin their sentence with, ‘the duster’. Expected reply might be, 
‘The duster was thrown on the floor by the teacher.’ Write this sentence on the board. 
Point out that now the subject of the sentence is the duster. Ask them to identify the verb 
in the sentence. Give them several chances to reply till they respond with ‘was thrown.’

•	 Point out the difference between the two sentences written on the board:
 1. The teacher threw the duster on the floor.
 2. The duster was thrown on the floor by the teacher.
In the first sentence the teacher is the subject (underline the subject once) performing the 
verb or action (underline the verb twice). Now ask if the subject in the first sentence is 
actively performing a task. Let them respond in a ‘yes’. State that the first sentence is written 
in the active voice. For the second sentence ask if the subject of the sentence ‘the duster’ 
(underline it once) did something. They will respond negatively. Point out that the subject 
was passive; it just sat there passively letting someone else do the action ‘was thrown’ 
(underline the verb twice). State that the second sentence is written in the passive voice.
•	 Active and passive voice continued: Write the following sentences on the board and 

ask the students to change them to the passive voice.
 1. The teacher taught her students how to write poems.
 2. The children planted a tree.
 3. The clerk wrote the letter.
 4. My mother praised my work.
 5. The workers build a tree-house in the large oak tree.
Write the following sentences on the board and ask the students to change them to the 
active voice.
 1. The children were fed by their nurse.
 2. Songs were sung by the choir.
 3. The roads were badly damaged by the storm.
 4. The people on the boat were trapped by the tide.
 5. The lengthy assignment was completed by only half of the class.
•	 Writing time (Page 81):  Ask students to complete exercise D.
•	 Countable and uncountable nouns: Ask students if they have ever bought anything 

for their mothers from the grocery store. Tell them to create an imaginary shopping list 
which you can write on the board.

 Shopping list
 1. butter   4. cereal   7. milk    10. orange juice
 2. cheese   5. oranges   8. pineapple  11. eggs
 3. ketchup   6. apples    9. bananas  12. bread
Tell the students that all the things mentioned in the list are nouns. Now ask them whether 
they are countable or uncountable nouns. Explain that things that can be counted are 
countable nouns. e.g. bus, brother, ant, glass, teacher, etc. Things that cannot be divided 
or counted are uncountable nouns. e.g. water, furniture, advice, sugar, etc. Let students 
classify the nouns as countable or uncountable.
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•		 Countable and uncountable nouns continued: Read the following sentences. Write 
whether the underline words are countable or uncountable.

 1. We saw a car at the showroom.
 2. He does not like to eat meat.
 3. Do you like to play golf?
 4. We waited for twenty minutes before leaving.
 5. Just tell me one thing.
 6. We should not waste energy.
 7. I’m taking a photo.
 8. Would you like to eat a mango?
•	 Writing time (Pages 81 and 82): Ask students to complete exercises E, F, and G. 
•	 Discussion time (Page 82): Ask students to work in pairs and think of a story in 

which a big animal helps a smaller animal. Let them write and share their story with 
the rest of the class.

•	 Activity time (Page 82): Ask students to work in groups to collect information about ants. 
They can display their information and paste pictures on a chart and talk about it in class.

•	 Ants galore (Page 83): Ask students if they have seen ants. What kind of a life do 
these tiny insects lead? Ask students to imagine what kind of a life they might lead if 
they were ants. Would they be hard working and organized? Would they be brave? 
Would it be an exciting or a dull life? Would it be filled with adventure everyday as 
they explore new territory in search of food? Encourage responses by holding a lively 
class discussion before reading aloud the poem, ‘Ants Galore.’

•	 Writing time (Page 83): Ask students to work in pairs and complete exercises H, I, and J.

SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (7 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students discuss what is a fable, a folk tale, a 
myth, and a legend. 10 min

2. Reading time: Students read the story, The ant and the dove, on 
page 80 and discuss it. 20 min

3. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises A and 
B on pages 80 and 81. 10 min

2
4. Story elements: Students discuss the story elements and then 

complete the Resource Sheet. 20 min

5. My own fable: Students follow some simple steps and write their 
own fable. 20 min

3 6. Active and passive voice: Students learn to distinguish between 
active and passive voice and complete exercise D on page 81. 40 min

4 7.
Countable and uncountable nouns: Students learn to 
differentiate between countable and uncountable nouns and then 
complete exercises E, F, and G on page 82.

40 min
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5 8. Discussion time: Students work in pairs to create and share 
their own stories. 40 min

6 9. Activity time: Students collect information on ants and complete 
the task given on page 82. 40 min

7
10. Ant galore: Students read and discuss the poem. 20 min

11. Writing time: Students complete exercises H, I, and J on page 83. 20 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITIES

•	 Ask students to complete Worksheet 12
•	 Fables: This task can be done in groups of four. Select some interesting fables. Give 

any two fables to each group. Ask the students to read these fables and then compare 
them. What is similar about them? What is different? Which story did they like best? 
Why? After they have finished discussing ask each group to make a presentation 
about their discussion in front of the class.

Resource sheet 1

The ant and the dove

Events: Ending:

Characters: Setting:

Moral:
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Unit 13Unit 13

OBJECTIVES 

•	 Learn about different festivals around the world
•	 Read and understand text and answer questions
•	 Change the number of regular and irregular nouns
•	 Write a simple paragraph on any given topic 
•	 Use transitional devices in speech and writing

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 realize the importance of festivals in any culture;
•	 revise concept of opposite words;
•	 change singular nouns to plural and vice versa;
•	 use transitional devices to link and organize their ideas in a simple paragraph.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 pictures cut from newspapers and magazines showing some important festivals and 
celebrations around the world

•	 copies of Worksheet 13

METHOD 

•	 Introduction: Begin the lesson with a discussion on festivals. What are some of the 
festivals that the students celebrate? Use students’ responses to create a list of 
festivals on the board. (Ramadan, Eid-ul-Fitr, Eid-ul-Azha, Eid-e-Milad-un-Nabi, 
Independence Day, Defence Day, Basant, Shab-e-Barat, etc.) Discuss how they 
celebrate these festivals. Let them talk about the rituals observed, the clothes they 
prefer to wear on these days, and the food they eat. Next, discuss why people 
celebrate these festivals.

•	 Ask students to think of different festivals that are celebrated in other countries and 
what they have in common with our festivals. Point out that some festivals honour 
religious beliefs, while others celebrate cultural beliefs. Every festival has its own 
tradition and rituals. 

Festivals
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•	 Reading time (Page 84): Tell the students they would now read about festivals 
celebrated in China. Select volunteers to read the text and then ask simple questions 
related to the passage.

•	 Writing time (Pages 85 and 86):  Ask students to complete exercises A and B.
•	 Opposites (Page 84): Tell students they are going to write a paragraph describing 

two girls, Amy and Joan. Explain that Amy and Joan are sisters. However, they are 
completely opposite of each other. Write a short paragraph on the board describing 
Amy. Then ask the students to write a paragraph describing Joan.

 Amy: Amy is a young student who is hard-working and polite. She achieves high 
grades and does well in her studies. She has dark eyes and short hair. She is thin 
and tall for her age. She loves wearing brightly coloured clothes. Her cheerful voice 
rings out loud when she sings her favourite songs. She has many friends.

 Then, with the help of the students describe Joan.
	 Ask the students to give the opposites of these words - old, right, far, black, cold, buy, 

clean, small, begin, full, fat, short, hard, light.
•	 Writing time (Page 86): Ask students to complete exercise C.
•	 Singular and plural nouns: Review the concept of nouns, explaining that singular 

nouns name one thing and plural nouns name more than one thing. There are rules 
for changing singular nouns to plural nouns and vice versa.

•	 Ask students to name some objects found in the classroom. They may suggest, board, 
book, pencil, bag, student etc. Next ask them to change these to plural nouns. Ask 
them to point out the rules used to change singular to plural nouns.

•	 Some basic rules:
1. Most nouns can be changed into the plural form simply by adding ‘s’ at the end. For 

example: books, boards, teachers, pens, pencils, etc.
2. For words that end in –ch, -sh, -s, -x, and –z, add ‘-es’ at the end. For example 

matches, wishes, gases, boxes, etc.
3. For words that end in –f and –fe , delete the f and add –ves. For example: knife 

– knives, loaf – loaves, wife – wives, etc.
4. For word that end in -o, add –es. For example: heroes, tomatoes, potatoes, etc. 

However, there are some words that do not follow this rule, such as pianos and 
kangaroos.

5. For words that end in a vowel followed by a -y, add an –s at the end of the noun to 
make it plural, as in boys, jays, keys, etc. If a noun ends in a consonant and -y, drop 
the y, and add -ies, as in butterfly/butterflies, cry/cries, etc.
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6. Some nouns do not change when they become plural, as in moose, deer, sheep, etc.
7. Some nouns do not follow any rules. For example: goose/geese, mouse/mice, child/

children, man/men, cactus/cacti, etc.
•	 Go through these rules more than once asking students to give different examples for 

each rule.
•	 For further reinforcement write these words on the board and ask students to write the 

correct singular or plural form.

    Singular    Plural       Singular     Plural
 1. strawberry  strawberries    15. fly    flies
 2. handkerchief handkerchiefs   16. branch   branches
 3. day    days     17. loaf    loaves
 4. child   children     18. volcano   volcanoes
 5. kilo    kilos     19. daisy   daisies
 6. wish   wishes     20. life    lives
 7. logo   logos     21. wife    wives
 8. mouse   mice     22. goose   geese
 9. ox    oxen     23. trolley   trolleys
 10. club    clubs     24. tornado   tornadoes
 11. bush   bushes     25. fax    faxes
 12. ball    balls     26. echo   echoes
 13. hero   heroes     27. puppy   puppies
 14. dish    dishes     28. match   matches
•	 Writing time (Page 86): Ask students to complete exercises D and E. 
•	 Activity time(Page 86): Tell the students about these festivals that are celebrated 

around the world. If available, show some pictures related to these festivals.
 Christmas: Christmas is a Chriatian festival celebrated on 25th December, to mark the 

birth of Jesus Christ. Children enthusiastically keep their socks near the fireplace 
hoping to receive presents in them, the next morning. People decorate real or artificial 
fir trees with ornaments and lights.

 Diwali: Diwali, also called the Festival of Light, is one of the most important festivals 
celebrated in the Hindu religion. Clay diyas are lit throughout the house. The streets of 
India and countries where Hindu communities live, come alive with parades, lights, 
and food stands.

 May Day: Each year, the children in England celebrate the arrival of spring on May 
1st. A huge, striped maypole is decorated with flowers and streamers. Children hold 
the streamers as they dance around the pole. A group of dancers arrange themselves 
in two lines and wave handkerchiefs or sticks as they dance by each other and a May 
Queen presides over the celebration. May Day has been celebrated since ancient 
times, when Romans honored Flora, the goddess of spring.
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  Singular    Plural       Singular    Plural
1. strawberry  strawberries    15. fly    flies
2. handkerchief handkerchiefs   16. branch   branches
3. day    days     17. loaf    loaves
4. child   children     18. volcano   volcanoes
5. kilo    kilos     19. daisy   daisies
6. wish   wishes     20. life    lives
7. logo   logos     21. wife    wives
8. mouse   mice     22. goose   geese
9. ox    oxen     23. trolley   trolleys
10. club    clubs     24. tornado   tornadoes
11. bush   bushes     25. fax    faxes
12. ball    balls     26. echo   echoes
13. hero   heroes     27. puppy   puppies
14. dish    dishes     28. match   matches
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 Show a few pictures of these festivals. Next, divide students into groups of four and 
ask them to choose a festival and find out more about it. They can find out about the 
background of the festival, how and why it is celebrated, the clothes, rituals, and foods 
involved, and then present this information in class.

•	 Paper chains (Pages 87 and 88): Tell the students that they will learn how to make 
paper chains to decorate their classroom. Ask them to bring in some coloured or white 
paper sheets, glue, scissors, and ruler. Ask any student to read and explain the  
instructions and then allow students to create their own paper chains and use them to 
decorate their classroom.

•	 Writing time (Page 88): Ask students to complete exercises F and G.
•	 Transitional devices: Write the word ‘Transitional devices’ on the board and explain 

that transition refers to a word, phrase, sentence, or series of sentences that connect 
the ideas in a paragraph. Tell the students that they will be learning how to organize 
and connect ideas using transitional words and phrases.

Write the following paragraph on the board:

Saba wished her stuffed pony was real. She uttered some magic words. A fluffy, white 
coat grew on her pony. Then it shook its long, silky tail and danced impatiently on its 
hoofs. Then it trotted around the room as if showing off its silky white hair.

•	 Read the story and mark the places where transitional words could clarify the order of 
time. Rewrite using some  transition words to show the order of events. You might have 
to add or delete words and combine ideas.

•	 Give the following transitional words:
 before, after, now, previously, last, next, first, when, immediately, later, formerly, 

initially, presently, meanwhile, ultimately.
•	 Allow students to re-write and read their paragraph, connecting the ideas within it and 

improving its organization. Let some students share their passage with other students 
in the class.

Saba wished her stuffed pony was real and the moment Saba uttered the magic words 
she had learned, her stuffed pony transformed into a real one. First, a fluffy, white coat 
sprung on her pony. Then, the pony shook its silky, white tail, danced impatiently on its 
hoofs, and trotted around the room showing off its silky, white hair.

•	 Writing time (Page 88): Ask students to work in pairs to complete exercise H.
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Saba wished her stuffed pony was real. She uttered some magic words. A fluffy, white 
coat grew on her pony. Then it shook its long, silky tail and danced impatiently on its 
hoofs. Then it trotted around the room as if showing off its silky white hair.

Saba wished her stuffed pony was real and the moment Saba uttered the magic words 
she had learned, her stuffed pony transformed into a real one. First, a fluffy, white coat 
sprung on her pony. Then, the pony shook its silky, white tail, danced impatiently on its 
hoofs, and trotted around the room showing off its silky, white hair.

before, after, now, previously, last, next, first, when, immediately, later, formerly, 
initially, presently, meanwhile, ultimately.
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SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (6 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Students discuss different festivals. 10 min

2. Reading time: Students find out more about the festivals 
celebrated in China by reading pages 84 and 85. 20 min

3. Writing time: Students complete exercises A and B on pages 85 
and 86. 10 min

2 4.
Opposites: Students learn more about opposites. They practice 
using opposites by writing a descriptive passage. They complete 
exercise C on page 86. 

40 min

3. 5.
Singular and plural nouns: Students review the rules for 
changing singular nouns to plural and vice versa. For further 
practice they complete exercises D and E on page 86.

40 min

4. 6. Activity time: Students work in groups to find out more about 
the festivals celebrated around the world. 40 min

5.
7. Paper chains: Students learn how to make paper chains by 

following the instructions given on pages 87 and 88. 25 min

8. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercises F 
and G on page 88. 15 min

6.
9. Transitional devices: Students learn how to use transitional 

words and phrases to link and organize their ideas. 20 min

10. Writing time: Students work in pairs to complete exercise H on 
page 88. 20 min
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Unit 14Unit 14

OBJECTIVES

•	 Read and understand text and answer questions
•	 Understand and use adjectives
•	 Use compound prepositions
•	 Comprehend the role of compound words in vocabulary building, and create 

compound words

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of this lesson, students will be able to:
•	 analyze text and read and answer questions;
•	 define and use adjectives;
•	 identify and use compound prepositions;
•	 create and use compound words.

RESOURCES REQUIRED (TEACHING AIDS)

•	 graph and table showing growth of human population over the past 500 years

METHOD

•	 Introduction (Page 89): Read and discuss the first two paragraphs. Then, ask the 
students how many family members live in their house. What would happen if ten 
more people came to live in their house? Next, ask students to work in pairs and 
discuss the meanings of the following words: population, overpopulation, immigration, 
birth rate, worry, strain on resources, public services. As a whole class activity, ask 
each pair to explain the meaning of any one word and use it in a sentence. Next, 
discuss how the world population has changed over time and show the given table 
and graph, that show the increase in world population over the years.

The story of population
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Year Population
1500 500,000,000
1600 545,000,000
1700 610,000,000
1800 1,000,000,000
1900 1,600,000,000
1930 2,000,000,000
1960 3,000,000,000
1975 4,000,000,000
1987 5,000,000,000
1999 6,000,000,000
2011 7,000,000,000
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•	 Reading time (Pages 89 and 90): Select students to read the text and then discuss 
the read information. Ask students to once again describe how the population has 
changed in the past and present and how it might change in the future. Next, tell them 
to discuss the reasons why they believe the population has increased so drastically 
over the past few decades.

•	 Writing time (Page 90): Ask students to work in pairs and complete exercises A and B.
•	 Adjectives: Review that adjectives are describing words, they give more information 

about nouns and pronouns. Write the following sentences on the board, asking 
students to spot the adjectives.
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Year Population
1500 500,000,000
1600 545,000,000
1700 610,000,000
1800 1,000,000,000
1900 1,600,000,000
1930 2,000,000,000
1960 3,000,000,000
1975 4,000,000,000
1987 5,000,000,000
1999 6,000,000,000
2011 7,000,000,000
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1. The bell-shaped balloon floated over our heads.
2. Mrs. Salman covered her drawing room walls with beautiful wall paper.
3. The small boat sailed on the dark sea.
4. The coal mines are dangerous and deep.
5. Many stores have begun to play loud and annoying music.
6. An old radio box sat on the dark mahogany table.
7. The store room was filled with old, yellowed newspapers.
•	 Writing time (Page 91): Ask students to complete exercises C and D.
•	 Reading time (Pages 91 and 92): Ask volunteers to read the text, ‘The story of 

population’. As reading progresses discuss the given information. Ask why has population 
increased even further after World War I and World War II. Why is there a difference in 
population growth between the rich and poor countries?. How does the increasing 
population affect the economy of the country? How will it affect the standard of living of 
the people? Will it cause more pollution? Will there be less food available?

•	 Discussion time (Page 92): Ask students to discuss the reasons for high and low 
population growth.

•	 Writing time (Pages 92 and 93): Ask students to complete exercises E, F, and G.
•	 Compound prepositions: Ask the students to define prepositions. Remind them that 

a preposition is a word that connects a noun or pronoun to the other words in the 
sentence. Prepositions show four things:

 1. Location  2. Direction 3. Time 4. Relationship
•	 With the help of the students list some prepositions on the board. (at, on, from, in, by, 

to, for, of, with, etc).
•	 Ask students to make sentences using these prepositions and share their sentences 

with the rest of the class.
•	 Now explain that compound prepositions are made up of two or more words that are 

used exactly like a single preposition. For example: according to, in case of, along 
with, out of, except for, because of, up to, apart from, due to, in agreement with, etc.
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 Write the following sentences on the board and ask the students to underline the 
compound prepositions in each sentence.

 1. According to our history teacher, this is an inaccurate answer.
 2. The little puppy jumped out of the litter box.
 3.  According to the history text book, the great Mughal emperor Aurangzeb was born 

on the 4th of November 1618.
 4. ‘What is that kitten up to?’ exclaimed Sara.
 5. Jasmine’s geography book fell out of her backpack.
 6. Everyone was present at the picnic except for Samina and Alia.
 7. Because of the stormy weather, our flight was delayed.
 8. Our cousins came along with us to the beach.
 9. When Kiran opened the cupboard, a little lizard scurried out of the shelf.
•	 Ask the the students to write their own sentences using any five compound prepositions.
•	 Writing time (Page 93): Ask students to complete exercise H.
•	 Compound words: Review the use of compound words explaining that compound 

words are made up of two smaller words that join together to create a completely new 
word. Ask students to give compound words using the following root words.

 Root word   Answer
 1. sun    sunshine
 2. camp   campfire
 3. back   backpack
 4. base   baseball 
 5. horse   horseback
 6. skate   skateboard
 7. butter   butterfly
 8. foot    footprints
 9. water   watermelon
 10. blue   blueberry
 Ask the students to use any five compound words in sentences.
•	 Writing time (Page 93): Ask students to complete exercises I and J.
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 1. According to our history teacher, this is an inaccurate answer.
 2. The little puppy jumped out of the litter box.
 3.  According to the history text book, the great Mughal emperor Aurangzeb was born 

on the 4th of November 1618.
 4. ‘What is that kitten up to?’ exclaimed Sara.
 5. Jasmine’s geography book fell out of her backpack.
 6. Everyone was present at the picnic except for Samina and Alia.
 7. Because of the stormy weather, our flight was delayed.
 8. Our cousins came along with us to the beach.
 9. When Kiran opened the cupboard, a little lizard scurried out of the shelf.

 Root word   Answer
 1. sun    sunshine
 2. camp   campfire
 3. back   backpack
 4. base   baseball 
 5. horse   horseback
 6. skate   skateboard
 7. butter   butterfly
 8. foot    footprints
 9. water   watermelon
 10. blue   blueberry
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SUGGESTED LESSON OUTLINE (5 class periods)

Period S. No. TASK TIME

1

1. Introduction: Discuss causes and effects of population growth 
and over-population. 15 min

2. Reading time: Students read the text on pages 89 and 90 and 
discuss it. 10 min

3. Writing time: Students complete exercises A and B on page 90. 15 min

2 4.
Adjectives: Students review adjectives and identify them. They 
practice using adjectives by completing exercises C and D on 
page 91.

40 min

3
5. Reading time: Students read the text on pages 91 and 92. 30 min

6. Discussion time: Students discuss the reasons for high and low 
population. 10 min

4

7. Writing time: Students complete exercises E, F, and G on pages 
92 and 93. 40 min

8.
Compound prepositions: Students learn how to use compound 
prepositions. They make sentences and then complete exercise H 
on page 93.

20 min

5 9.
Compound Words: Students make  a list of compound words 
and use them in sentences of their own. Next, they complete 
exercises I and J on page 93.

40 min

EXTENDED ACTIVITY

•	 Looking ahead: Predictions state that by 2050 the world population will reach the 9-10 
billion mark. Think about the changes that might occur. How would life change when 
the population grows to be 9 or 10 billion? Share your thoughts with other students.
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Worksheet 1

Verbs
A. Underline the action word in each sentence. Then on the line next 

to it, state whether the verb is in the past, present, or future tense.

 Ali played cricket yesterday.    past tense
  He plays cricket everyday.    present tense
  We will go to watch the next match. future tense

 1. Sara will choose a new dress for herself. 

 2. He takes the award. 

 3. The batsman hit the ball towards the boundary line.

 4. Ali will work in the evening. 

 5. The crowd applauded loudly. 

 6. We usually visit this park in the evening. 

 7. All of us love to play cricket. 

 8. Danial will be the captain of the team. 

 9. The lady screamed in horror. 

 10. His teammates encouraged him. 

B. Write each of the following verbs in the correct column.

stamp   visited   stay   cleaned   danced   laughed   ask   need   wash
rained   painted   learn

    Past tense      Present tense 
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C. Choose the correct answer from the brackets for each of the 
following sentences.

 1. You (needn’t/don’t need) to worry about picking me up today.
 2. (Could/Were you able to) find the key that you misplaced?
 3.  I (didn’t have to/mustn’t have to) show my identity card to enter the 

exam hall.
   4. Had I been ready, they (would/may be) have given me a ride.
  5. (May/Can) you tell me where the library is?
 6.  The vase you gave me is beautiful but you (needn’t have worried/

didn’t  need to worry)!
   7. If you see a sign saying ‘No Talking’, you (mustn’t/needn’t) talk.
 8. He (can’t/may) be our new teacher. I am not sure though.
 9. Try calling the booking agent. There (can/might) be some tickets left.
 10. (Should/Would) we invite more people to the wedding?
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Worksheet 2

Active and passive voice
A. State whether each of the following sentences are in active or 

passive voice.
 1. Wheat is grown in Sindh.  

 2. The deer was killed by the tiger. 

 3. The party began very early. 

 4. The car slowed down. 

 5. The deadline has been extended. 

 6. The police didn’t find the thief. 

 7.  The first restaurants were opened in the city in 1939. 

 8. The flight is late again. 

 9. The search will be continued.  

 10. I look forward to seeing you. 

B. Change the form of these sentences from passive to active voice. 

 1. The cat was fed by Sarah.
  
 2. The theatre will be built by us in six months.
  
 3. The match was won by the green team.
  
 4. The fire was extinguished by the fire fighters.
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C. Change the form of these sentences from active to passive voice.

 1. Sarah answered the question.
  
 2. We learned the song well.
  
 3. Sana wrote the letter.
  
 4. Saad cleaned the car.
  

D. Write one sentence using the active voice, and one using the 
passive voice.

 Active: 

 Passive:  
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Worksheet 3

Direct speech
A. These sentences do not have speech marks. Re-write them using 

speech marks around the exact words that have been spoken.

 1. Would you like another brownie? asked Mrs. Hasan.

 2. This bread is not fresh, complained the customer.

 3. Is this the way to the bookshop? asked Zara.

 4. Look out! shouted the worker.

 5. I am the best player in the team, boasted Ali.

 6. What is the time? asked mother.

 7. His grandmother asked, Where is your bag?

 8. My friend exclaimed, What a nice car!

 9. The little girl cried, I have hurt my foot!

 10. The carpenter asked, Have you seen my tools?

B. After each sentence, write whether it is written in direct or indirect 
speech.

 1. ‘Where is your assignment?’ asked the teacher. 

 2. The doctor said that the little girl had injured her toe. 

 3. Mr. Mustafa noted that it was a good day to go fishing. 

 4.  ‘Please help me clean the kitchen,’ requested Mrs. Kasim. 

 5. ‘Send for the ambulance!’ the man cried out. 

 6.  Shazia said that she will not be able to come to the meeting.

 7. Alia said, ‘I will wait for you.’ 

 8. ‘It’s too hot today,’ complained Farah. 
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C. Write at least eight words that can be used instead of the reporting 
word ‘said’. 

  

  

D. Rewrite the following sentences in direct speech.

 1. The nurse told them to wait for their turn.

 

 2. Sara asked whether she could go shopping with Kiran.

 

 3. Eman said that she had already done her homework.

 

 4.  Sana apologised for being rude the other day.

 

 5. The policeman requested them to show their identity cards.

 

E. Write a short dialogue using direct speech on any one of the 
following situations. Make sure that you use the punctuation marks 
accurately.

 • Two friends discussing their favourite movie star.
 • A person interested in buying a car/dress from a salesman.
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Worksheet 4

Indirect speech
A. Change the following sentences from direct to indirect speech.

 1. ‘When did you finish your assignment?’ asked Alina.
  
 2.  The interviewer asked him, ‘Do you plan to act in any new films this 

year?’ 
  
 3. ‘Did you like the cake I baked?’ asked my friend.
  
 4. ‘Have you cut your hair?’ inquired Tania.
  
 5. ‘Pink is my favourite colour,’ said Nilofer.
  
 6.  Saima told us, ‘Karachi is a wonderful city.’

 7. My mother inquired, ‘Are you going to the grocery store?’ 
  
 8. Anne told her friends, ‘I have a collection of rare stamps at home.’
  
 9. ‘Can you play badminton?’ asked the sports teacher.
  

10. Sameer said, ‘I am looking forward to the party tomorrow.’
  

B. Discuss the following questions in pairs.

 1. How important is it to save money? 
 2.  In which three professions can a person earn the most money? 

Why?
 3. Which profession do you plan to choose? Why? 
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C. Report back to the class your friend’s responses using indirect 
speech for each of the questions from exercise B. Begin as 
follows:

 My partner believes that 
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Worksheet 5

Punctuation marks
A. Add the correct punctuation mark at the end of the following 

sentences. (full stop, exclamation mark, or question mark)

 1. When you go to the grocery store, please buy some flour for me
 2. How do you turn this machine on
 3. Don’t speak so loudly
 4. Stop 
 5. I will not be coming today
 6. Please wait 
 7. Can Sarah go with us
 8. The jar is on the bottom shelf
 9. I’ll have a brownie please
 10. Where are you going

B.  Add commas where necessary, in the following sentences.

 1.  Ms. Alina the new teacher said you have all performed quite well in 
the last test.

 2. ‘I think we should leave now’ said Junaid.
 3. Naima has a dog two cats six fish and a cute little pony.
 4. Leena asked ‘When will they arrive?’
 5.  We brought some eggs milk butter flour and sugar for the 

doughnuts.

C.  Add a colon where required, in the following sentences.

 1.  Ingredients for Chocolate Biscuits 250 grams butter, 2 eggs, 5 
tablespoons sugar, some ground cumin, some chopped walnuts, 1 
cup self-raising flour, melted chocolate.

 2.  The grocery store has stocked new items, juice, biscuits, chocolate 
ice cream, and sweets.
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D. Place parenthesis where appropriate, in the following sentences.

 1. The car a brand new model drove away after the accident.
 2.  The new park previously a lonely marshland was crowded for the 

first time.
 3.  Laiba extremely tired dragged herself to the bed and collapsed. 
 4.  Atif a tall, strong man had been working as a security guard for the 

past three years.
 5. Kiran 5, Romana 6, and Jehanara 4 all were on the same team.

E. Add hyphens to the following words.

 sisterinlaw  thirtytwo  heavyhanded
 anticrime  nonprofit  selfemployed

F. Add dashes where appropriate.

 1. ‘I can hear a noise, wait did you hear that?’
 2.  The owner of the car a woman in her early thirties was standing 

next to the car.
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Worksheet 6

Personal and possessive pronouns 
A. Identify the subject, object, and possessive pronouns in each of 

the following sentences. The first one has been done for you.

 Example: I need my bag. Can you please give it back to me?
  I — subject pronoun
  you — subject pronoun
  it — object pronoun 
  me — object pronoun

 1.  When will she be arriving with my assignments? She will be arriving 
with them tomorrow.

  
  
 2.  The Khursheed family bought a new dog whose name is Happy. 

They are very excited to have him. It has gray eyes and its hair is 
brown.

  
  
  
  

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct subject pronoun. (I, you, we, 
they, it, she, or he)

 1.  My sister and her friend went shopping.  went 
shopping. 

 2. Khurram is not feeling well.  is not feeling well. 
 3.  Does your mother know you failed the test? Does  

know you failed the test? 
 4. The cupboard is locked.  is locked.
 5.  My friend Leena and I are going for a walk.  are 

going for a walk. 
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C. Fill in the blanks with the correct object pronouns. (her, them, him, 
me, it, you)

 1. My sister Sana loves to read books. This book is for .
 2. My friends like to watch movies. The video is for .
 3. My cousin Mansoor collects rare stamps. These stamps are for   

 .
 4. My parents like sweets. The cake is for .
 5. I like new clothes. This dress is for .
 6. My niece likes dolls. This doll is for .
 

D. Fill in the blanks with the correct possessive pronoun.

 Example: That book belongs to me. That book is mine.
 1. That car belongs to them. That car is .
 2. That box belongs to me. That box is .
 3. This cat belongs to us. This cat is .
 4. This bag belongs to him. This bag is .
 5.  This bike belongs to me and my cousin. This bike is .
 6. That house belongs to that man. That house is .
 7.  These assignments belong to those students. These assignments 

are .
 8. This necklace belongs to you. This necklace is .
 9.  This painting belongs to my aunt. This painting is .
 10. These hats belong to those boys. These hats are .
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Worksheet 7

Interrogative and indefinite pronouns 
A. Fill in the blanks with the correct interrogative pronoun.

 1.   one of you has been selected as the captain of the 
basketball team?

 2.  is the caretaker here?

 3.  is the history of cricket?

 4.  have you been?

 5.  are you talking about?

B. Write five sentences using any five interrogative pronouns.

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

C. Fill in the blanks with an indefinite pronoun. Do not repeat the 
indefinite pronouns.

 1.  knew the correct answer.

 2. Has  seen my sweater?

 3.  lives next door.

 4.  went back.

 5. I felt  on my skin.
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Worksheet 8

Prepositions
A. Circle the preposition in each sentence.

 1. Danial walked across the street.
 2. Ali wandered into the pet store.
 3. Maliha left before I could say anything.
 4. Jamal’s office is over here.
 5. Anila fell asleep during class.
 6. Ali drove around the city looking for an apartment.
 7. Under a warm, fuzzy blanket, I read a book.
 8. Sameer sat on his new sofa.

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct preposition from the box.

  to  towards  on  up  across  along

 1. The little mouse crept  the cheese.
 2. The girl read the book  her friend.
 3. The boat sailed  the river.
 4. Ali ran  the stairs.
 5. Sana walked  the beach.
 6. The boy ran  the ice cream man.
 7. The car drove  the road.
 8. The train travelled  the tracks.

C. Now make your own sentences using the prepositions given in the 
box above.

 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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Worksheet 9

Absolute adjectives
A. Circle the absolute adjectives.

alive ridiculous weak superb high

big young warm tall unknown

black huge furious rich long

correct deep impossible terrible whole

cold fast unique busy excellent

dead gigantic good ridiculous strong

happy perfect terrified boiling important

enormous hot important friendly white

B. Fill in the blanks with an appropriate absolute adjective.

 1.  crowd

 2.  insect

 3.  experience

 4.  customer

 5.  meal
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Worksheet 10

Paragraph Writing
A. Write a paragraph using the following steps:

Step 1: Topic - School 
Step 2:  Brainstorming — Think of the main idea, a topic  sentence, and 

three or four supporting details.

Supporting 
details

Supporting 
details

Supporting 
details

Supporting 
details

Main
idea

Supporting 
details

Step 3:  Write a paragraph using the details you have written above. Do not 
forget to use correct capitalization and punctuation. Give a title to 
your paragraph and end it with a concluding sentence.
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Worksheet 11

Compound words
Use the words given below to create as many compound words as you 
can and then illustrate the compound words you have made.

coat, ball, water, tree, air, paper, foot, box, rain, living, sand, hall, house, 
plane, news, room, flower, sun, melon, way

Compound words
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Worksheet 12

Countable and uncountable nouns
A. Write countable or uncountable besides each noun.

 1. water 

 2.  flour 

 3. coconut 

 4. bread 

 5. meat 

 6. ball 

 7. dress 

 8. glasses 

 8. pen 

 10. milk 

 11. chair 

 12. gasoline 

 13. table 

 14. cream 

 15. money 

 16. oil 

 17. insect 

 18. sofa 

 19. yogurt 

 20. school 

 21. bus 

 22. food 

 23. chocolate 

 24. ship 
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Unit 1

Pages 2, 3, and 4: Writing time

A. 1. false 3. true 5. true
 2. true  4. false

B. 1. answer 3. student 5. surprising
 2. display of anger  4. made known 

C. 1. Helen was nineteen months old when she fell ill.
 2. Helen screamed and smashed dishes and toys when she was bad-tempered.
 3. The friend advised the family to ask a school for the blind for help.
 4.  Anne placed Helen’s hand under the water and on her hand she spelled the word 

‘Water”.

D. 1. Wilma was only four pounds when she was born.
  2. She suffered from polio when she was four.
  3. She was taken to a doctor for treatment.
  4. When she was eight she wore special shoes to move around.
  5. She joined the baseball and basket ball teams in school.
 6. She learnt to sprint faster than her competitors.
  7. She won three gold medals!

E. 1.  Helen Keller was a healthy baby but when she was nineteen months old she fell ill 
with fever.

 2. The illness had left the little girl blind and deaf.
 3. In her early childhood, she proved to be a very difficult child.
 4. Then Anne was appointed as Helen’s companion and teacher.
 5. Helen’s progress was slow in the beginning and her behavior got worse.
 6. However, with time Anne gained Helen’s trust and affection.
 7  One day Anne placed Helen’s hand under water and she traced the word WATER 

on her other hand.
 8. Helen finally understood what Anne was trying to teach her.
 9. After this Helen progressed well and learned to read braille and type.
 10.  One 28th June 1904, Helen became the first deaf and blind person to earn a 

Bachelor of Arts degree.

F.  Column 1    Column 2
 1. pneumonia  a serious illness affecting the lungs
 2. refused   say no to something
 3. damaged  injured
 4. treatment  medical care
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 5. courage   bravery
 6. sprint   to run a short distance very fast
 7. polio   a disease that results in inability to move
 8. track   races run on a field

Page 4: Activity time

1. Naseem Hameed emerged as the fastest woman of South Asia by clocking 11.81 
seconds in the 100 meter sprint at the south Asian Gams at the Banganabdhu 
National Stadium in Dhaka in 2010. She is the first Pakistani woman athlete to have 
achieved a gold medal in the 26 year long history of the South Asian Games. 
Naseem, a 23 year old, achieved this amazing feat, despite considerable adversity.

2. The Pakistan Hockey team won gold medals at the Olympics in 1960, 1968, and 1984.
3. The Summer Olympics will be held in London, England in 2012. The Winter Olympics 

will be held in 2014, in Sochi, Russia.

Pages 5, 6, and 7: Writing time

G. 1. washes   3. teaches   5. causes   7. flies
 2. walk   4. opens   6. fall    8. like

H. 1. Salman threw the ball.
 2. Sara refused to answer.
 3. Mr. Ali taught Geography.
 4. They put the books on the table.
 5. Sheila looked everywhere for her lost earring.

I. 1. change   6. place   11. tell    16. order
 2. recover   7. try    12. scream   17. suffer
 3. go   8. travel   13. call    18. decide
 4. fall   9. break   14 cry    19. feel
 5. send  10. throw   15. shout   20. think

J. Noreen woke up one morning and found the sky dark outside. She got up, changed 
her clothes, had her breakfast, and hurried to school. She took an umbrella with her. 
On the way she met her friend Durriya. It started to rain heavily and they stood under 
a tree, shivering in the cold wind. Suddenly, they heard a sound and saw four kittens 
moving in the bushes.

 (Students can give their own ending to the narrative. Check that it is written in the past 
tense.)

L. 1. carefully   4. soon   7. usually   10. loudly
 2. yesterday  5. nicely   8. neatly
 3. angrily   6. patiently   9. happily
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Page 8: Discussion time

1. The girl cannot run around, play, and have fun like all the other children. She seems 
quite lonely, sitting in her wheelchair, and it is difficult for her to make friends.

2. The other children can try to be more attentive towards her. They can try to converse 
with her and involve her in their play so that she does not feel lonely and friendless 
anymore.

Unit 2

Pages 10 and 11: Writing time

A. 1. In olden times books were written by hand.
 2.  Since books were rare and valuable, they were only available to priests. The 

common man could not dream of accessing them. Therefore people had to 
depend on priests for knowledge.

 3.  The priests said that the Earth was the centre of the universe and the Sun and all 
the other planets revolved around it.

 4.  The printing press was invented by a German inventor named Johann Gutenberg. 
 5.  The word Renaissance means re-birth of learning.

B. 1. technology   the use of scientific knowledge to design new machines 
 2. limited    restricted in size, amount, or extent; a few, small, or short
 3. revolutionary  causing a drastic change or revolution
 4. access    to get at, make use of
 5. economical    using the minimum required; not wasteful of time, effort, or  

resources

D. 1. scanner    3. typewriter    5. vehicle
 2. food processor  4. refrigerator    6. air conditioner

Pages 13, 14, and 15: Writing time

F. 1.  The Wright brothers earned their living by opening a small bicycle manufacturing shop.
 2. They both dreamt of building a flying machine capable of carrying people.
 3.   The key to building a successful machine was to make sure that the pilot had 

some degree of control over his craft.
 4.  The first Wright Flyer, a small bi-plane, was a fabric-covered wooden frame driven 

by a small engine connected to two rotating propellers by means of belts.
 5.  The first successful flight was made on 17th December, 1903.

G. 1. attractive offer    4. laborious effort
 2. glorious achievement  5. efficient transportation
 3. successful experiment  6. hilly peninsula

H. 1. passive      3. passive     5. passive
 2. active      4. active
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I. 1. The farmer’s fields were ploughed by a tractor.
 2. The scientist conducted a successful experiment.
 3. The carriages in the train were pulled by a steam engine.
 4. Electrical power can be produced by generators.
 5. Musicians use an amplifier to make sounds louder.

J. 1. An incinerator is used to burn the trash. Statement
 2. Why have you left the refrigerator door open? Question
 3. Use a shovel to dig up the soil. Command
 4. Leave your mobile phones outside. Command 
 5. What an amazing discovery! Exclamation
 6. Don’t you find the noise of the generator irritating? Question
 7. The telescope helps us to explore the wonders of space. Statement
 8. Can you tell me how to connect these wires? Question 
 9. It is incredible! Exclamation
 10. The printing press led to widespread distribution of knowledge. Statement

Unit 3

Pages 18 and 19: Writing time

A. 1. squint     to look at someone or something with one or both eyes partly 
closed in an attempt to see more clearly

 2. fuzzy    unclear
 3. pretend     to behave in a manner so as to make other people believe 

that something is not true
 4. spectacles   eyeglasses
 5. complimented  praised politely
 6. suspicious   feeling that somebody has done something wrong
 7. apprehensive  worried that something bad or unpleasant may happen
 8. miserable   very unhappy or uncomfortable

B. 1. Sara had to squint or sit closer to the blackboard in order to see clearly.
 2. Sara’s mother took her to an eye specialist to get her eyesight checked.
 3.  Doctor Asifa checked Sara’s eyesight with a vision test. She asked Sara to read, 

with both eyes, each line on a chart across the room. Then she instructed her to 
cover one eye with a card and read each line again. After Sara had finished 
reading the alphabet chart the doctor asked her to look through different lenses 
and the doctor kept on changing the lenses until Sara told the doctor which lenses 
made her read the letters clearly.

 4.  The doctor advised Sara to take care of her eyes and wear her spectacles all the time.
 5. Sara’s friends complimented her and told her the spectacles looked great on her.
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C. 1. Dr. Asifa diagnosed Sara’s problem by doing a vision test.
 2. Sara’s friends appreciated her eyeglasses.
 3. She worries about other people’s opinion.

D. 1  ‘I am sorry I cannot join the parade,’ said Mr Ali.
 2. ‘Did you buy it at the discount sale?’ asked mother.
 3. ‘The girl told us, ‘I cannot come today.’
 4. ‘Excellent result!’ exclaimed the teacher.
 5. ‘The school will be closed for two days,’ announced the Principal.
 6. ‘I have lost my pen,’ says Sheeba.
 7. I said, ‘I want a cup of coffee.’
 8. ‘What are you doing?’ asked the teacher.

Page 21: Writing time

G. 

proteins

carbohydrates

Keep your self clean

Drink lots of water

fats

dairy products

vegetables

exercise keeps you fit

exercising pumps blood 
around your body

fruits

eat a bit of

eat a
balanced
diet

ways to keep 
healthy

exercise three to 
four times a week

Sleep well at night 
for at least six to 
seven hours

do not eat junk food

Unit 4

Page 24: Writing time

A. alphabetical order: arrived, famine, response, spare, starving
 arrived   reach a place at the end of a journey or a place in a journey
 famine   shortage of food
 response  a written or spoken answer
 spare   extra
 starving   suffer severely due to hunger

B. 1.  capital, choicest, finest, first-class, first-rate, foremost, greatest, highest, 
incomparable, leading, matchless, outstanding, perfect, super, supreme, terrific, 
unequaled, unparalleled, unrivaled, unsurpassed
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 2.   debatable, disputable, doubtable, dubious, fishy, questionable, shady, shaky, 
suspect

 3.  bliss, blissfulness, gladness, joy
 4.  allot, apportion, designate, give, set aside
 5. flavorful, flavorsome, mouthwatering, scrumptious, tasteful, tasty, yummy

C. 1. The people of the village had less food because of the famine.
 2. The soldiers taught the villagers to share with each other.
 3. The stone soup made the villagers happy.

D. 1.  The villagers were suspicious of the soldiers and did not want to share their food 
with them.

 2.  The soldiers put salt, pepper, carrots, cabbage, some meat, potatoes, rice, onions, 
tomatoes, barley, and some milk to make the stone soup.

 3. The soldiers slept in the village chief’s house.
 4.  The author wants to deliver the message that by working together and sharing a 

greater good can be achieved.

Pages 27 and 28: Writing time

E. 2. She complained that she was unwell.
 3. I said that I would be late.
 4. He told me I had to go with him.
 5. She suggested that I could try again.
 6. He replied that she is a good girl.
 7. She explained that they had invited them.
 8. They said that he would complete the task.
 9. Ahmed asked me if I would be going.
 10. Sara apologized that she could not do it.

F. Reporting verbs: thought, said, replied, asked, lied, called out, added

H. 1. My friend asked, ‘Are you coming?”
 2. Meera asked, ‘Is Ali at home?”
 3. He asked, ‘Is it cold outside?”
 4. He asked, ‘Are they in Lahore?”
 5. Ahmed asked, ‘Is the milk fresh?”

I. Characters
 Villagers—They are ordinary people who have suffered due to a famine and thus 

grown suspicious and selfish. They do not seem to be very generous or hospitable at 
the beginning of the story. Some of them even resort to lying and rudeness to get rid 
of the three soldiers.

 Soldiers—They are ordinary travelers in search of food and shelter. They are hungry 
and desperate for help at the beginning of the story. They then, use the idea of 
making stone soup to trick the villagers into providing them food and shelter, and to 
teach them a lesson.
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Setting

A small village in the countryside

Events 

•	 Once three soldiers were travelling through a country.
•	 There was a great famine and people were starving, therefore they had started 

hoarding up food for themselves.
•	 The soldiers reached a small village. They were tired and hungry and so they asked 

the villagers for help.
•	 Everyone refused to help the soldiers.
•	 The soldiers thought of a plan. They said that they were going to make some delicious 

stone soup and share it with everyone in the village.
•	 They asked for a big iron pot, water to fill it, and a fire to heat it. Then the soldiers 

dropped three big stones into the pot.
•	 They asked for some salt, pepper, carrots, cabbage, meat, potatoes, rice, onions, 

tomatoes, barley, and some milk from the villagers. Everyone brought something or 
the other to add to the stone soup.

•	 Everyone enjoyed the stone soup and the happy villagers gave the soldiers the best 
beds in the village.

•	 The next morning the villagers thanked the soldiers for teaching them the secret of 
making such delicious stone soup.

•	 The soldiers told them that there were no magic stones and that only by sharing can 
they prosper. 

•	 The soldiers then continued on with their journey.

Theme

 By working together and sharing, a greater good can be achieved.

Ending

 The villagers learn that they can prosper only by sharing things with others. The 
soldiers leave after teaching them a lesson.

Page 29: Writing time

J. 1. nod   lower or raise the head to greet someone
 2. deed  a noble act
 3.  vain   useless
 4. fellow  person
 5. weary  very tired

K. Those who help others never live in vain.

L. The poet wants to comfort others through a smile, a nod, kind words or deeds.
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M. The poet wants to help others. He/She wants to comfort others in whatever way he/
she can. He/She wants to make things easier for other people, cheer them up, and 
change their frowns to smiles.

Unit 5

Pages 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, and 37: Writing time

A. 1. remind    to help somebody to remember someone or something
 2. massive    large
 3. rise     move from a lower position to a higher one
 4. delighted   feeling or showing great pleasure
 5. inform    give someone facts or information about something
 6. interpret    explain the meaning of information, words, or actions
 7. advertisement    a notice or announcement telling others about a product,   

service, or event or publicizing a job vacancy
 8. import     to bring goods or services into a country from another 

country
 9. export    to send goods or services to another country 
 10. commodities   raw material or any product that can be bought and sold

B. 1. delighted  3. exports   5. massive
 2. remind   4. interprets

C. 1.  The four main functions of a newspaper are: to inform, to interpret, to provide 
service, and to entertain.

 2.  Students can select any three sections from page 31 and explain them in their 
own words.

 3. •	 Classified advertisements  •	 City news
	 	 •	 Entertainment     •	 City news
	 	 •	 General news     •	 Entertainment/Leisure
	 	 •	 Sports       •	 Editorial page

D. The cricket match was held in Karachi. Fact
 Karachi is the most exciting place to visit. Opinion
 Ali stood first in the exams. Fact
 Ahmed is a great friend. Opinion
 This rope is five metres long. Fact
 Gulliver’s Travels is an interesting book. Opinion
 I have two brothers and one sister. Fact
 I like to get up early in the morning. Opinion

E. 1. headline  3. nameplate
 2. byline  4. cutline
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G. 1. Does Jim like to play games? / Jim does like to play games.
 2. Do I have to practice guitar?
 3. Disney is our favourite show.
 4. Swimming in the pool was fun.
 5. My friend won the dance contest.

H. 1. Glass, clay, metal, and paper butterflies were sold at the handicraft shop.
 2. My mother sent two cakes, ice cream, milk, biscuits, and fruit to her sister.
 3. Esha, Tuba, or Saba will paint, draw, and participate in an art competition.
 4. This year Asim will visit Lahore, Karachi, Murree, or Islamabad.
 5. Paper clips, pins, and erasers are useful but simple inventions.
 6. Anum said, ‘It’s hot.’
 7. Ali said, ‘I have done my homework.’
 8. My teacher said, ‘I will give you a book.’

I. 1.  Sara plans on bringing several items to the picnic: cold drinks, napkins, plates, 
and forks.

 2.  The reporter interviewed the following people: students, teachers, head teachers, 
and the principal.

 3. You will need all these ingredients: milk, sugar, flour, and eggs.
 4. I have invited some friends to my party: Kiran, Anum, and Kaleem.
 5. During summer vacations I visited several cities: Lahore, Karachi, and Hyderabad.
 6. My mother bought many things from the store: stationery, chocolates, and dresses.

Review Test 1

A. 1. They complained that they would not allow that.
 2. We explained that we needed to buy some clothes.
 3. She said to him that he could go.
 4. They said that he did not have the necessary qualifications.
 5. I said that I would go with him/her to the market.

B. 1. He replied that he is living in London.
 2. Sara exclaimed that she bought a car.
 3. Taha said that he was walking along the street.
 4. Asad replied that he hadn’t seen Ahmed.
 5. The student answered that he had taken English lessons previously. 
 6. Father said that he would see me later.
 7. The servant said that he would be helping me.
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C. 1. Ali asked me when would I complete the work.
 2. Sara inquired if the dinner was ready.
 3. He asked if he could come with me.
 4. He asked if it was raining outside.
 5. Mother queried when I had to pay the fees.

D. 1. We planted flowers in the garden.
 2. When did you play at the park?
 3. We are going to the market./ Are we going to the market?
 4. What is your favourite game?
 5. Who is coming to see us?
 6. This flower is very beautiful.

E. 1. A glass of milk, a cup of tea, or a mug of coffee will be fine for me.
 2. The boy asked, ‘Where do you live?’
 3. You can buy some stamps, envelopes, or some paper.
 4. Amir asked, ‘Do you like chocolates?’
 5. The teacher told us, ‘Do not shout!’
 6. Eating too many potato chips, candies, and drinking sodas all make us fat.
 7. Ali said, ‘I have sixty-four, blue marbles and Taha has thirty-six, red marbles.’
 8. The cricket game has been popular for years.
 9. Mr. Kamal, who owns the circus, gave us free tickets.
 10. The clock on my table, a gift from my mother, is shaped like a leaf.

F. 1. The ball was kicked by the player.
 2. Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone.
 3. The servant did the work.
 4. The door was left open by Tom.
 5. The room was decorated by the students.
 6. Some milk was given to me by Mr. Kamal.
 7. The ticket was bought by the driver.
 8. Samra closed the door.
 9. The cake was baked by Hina.
 10. The book was torn by the small boy.

Unit 6

Page 42 : Discussion time

1. travelogue    a movie, book, or any writing about any travel experiences 
encountered by a traveler

2. humid     moist, marked by a relatively high level of water vapor in the 
atmosphere
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3. construction    the process of building something like roads, buildings, bridges, etc.
4. accommodate  to provide lodging or space
5. remained   continued to exist
6. considered    think carefully about (something) especially before making a 

decision
7. surrounded   to be all around someone or something
8. architecture    the art or practice of designing and constructing buildings; the 

style of a building with regard to a specific period, place, or culture
9. destination    the place to which someone or something is going or being sent
10. terrace    a level paved area or platform next to a building 

Pages 43, 44, 45, and 46: Writing time

A. 1. The Badshahi Masjid was built in 1673.
 2. The Badshahi Masjid was built by the sixth Mughal emperor, Aurangzeb Alamgir.
 3. The mosque was built opposite the Lahore Fort.
 4. The Badshahi Masjid can accommodate over 55,000 worshippers at one time.
 5.  Each minaret of the Badshahi Masjid is 54 metres high and has a circumference 

of 20 metres.
 6. The Shalimar Gardens were built by the Mughal emperor Shah Jahan.
 7. Shalimar Gardens are located near Baghbanpura.
 8.  The construction of these gardens started in 1641 and was completed in one year.

B. 1.  The walls and roofs of the Badshahi Mosque are decorated with Islamic 
calligraphy and traditional Persian tile work. Marble is mainly used in the 
construction of the mosque.

 2.  The relics of Hazrat Muhammad (PBUH) and his daughter Hazrat Fatima Zahra 
(RA) are kept in the museum of the Badshahi masjid.

 4. A water cascade is a kind of waterfall in which water falls in steps.

D. 1. we 2. he  3. she  4. it  5. they

E. 1. She 2. They 3. them 4. her 5. It 6. We 7. Their 8. us

F. 1. his 3. ours 5. yours 7. hers 9. theirs
 2. theirs  4. mine  6. his  8. yours 10. ours

G. 1. We went to the shop to buy an atlas.
 2. Saima will bake a cake for the party.
 3. I lived in a/the new house for two years.
 4. Maha reads the newspaper every day.
 5. They may go to Lahore during the holidays.
 6. We all watched the match on a/the sports channel.
 7. 14th August 1947 is an important day in our history.
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 8. Will you do your homework in the afternoon?
 9. Sana walked into the room after an hour.
 10. We saw a swan and an ostrich at the zoo

Page 47: Writing time

H. 1.  The poem is an optimistic little song. The poet seems to be very hopeful about 
traveling on towards a bright, new day.

 2. The poet sees mountains, valleys, rivers, seas, green fields, and trees below him.
 4. a.above   c. dark   e. old
  b. warm   d. dusk

Unit 7

Pages 50, 51, 52, 53, and 54: Writing time

A. 1. traditional  with tradition
 2. carnival   a festival
 3. emperor   king
 4. immediately  without delay
 5. nutritious  providing nourishment
 6. meal   the food served and eaten in one sitting
 7. bow    to bend downward
 8. spot   to find or to locate

2.  i. The capital of Japan is Tokyo.
 ii. Japan is also called Nippon.
  iii. School in Japanese is called gakkou.
   iv. In Japanese sensei means teacher.
  v. The traditional Japanese dress is called kimono.

3. 

Archery is a game of shooting arrows with the help of a bow.

Judo is a sport and method of physical training similar to 
wrestling in which players grip and try to throw each other down.

Karate is Japanese self-defence training in which blows and 
kicks are used.

Kendo is the method of sword fighting used by the Japanese 
soldiers in old times.

B. 1.  The Japanese usually eat their traditional breakfast which is mainly rice and 
seafood.

 2. Kazuki celebrates the Emperor’s birthday, New Year’s Day, and Constitution Day.
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 3. Kazuki’s favourite festival is Boy’s Day which is on the 5th of May.
 4.  A carp kite is a kite shaped like a carp fish and it symbolizes strength, energy, 

and long life.

C. 1. Kashif and Mustafa did the project all by themselves.
 2. I wondered about that myself.
 3. Ahmed hurt himself playing hockey.
 4. The calculator will turn itself off when it is not being used.
 5. Make sure you clean yourself up before the party starts.
 6. Aliya cleaned the plates herself.
 7. You and I have to ask ourselves that question.
 8. Do you boys think you can handle this yourselves?

D. 1. Who wants to go to the park?
 2. Whom did you invite to your birthday party?
 3. She asked what do I like, tea or coffee?
 4. About whom are you speaking?
 5. Who stood first in the exams?
 6. What do you want to do?
 7. Which bag should I take?
 8. I don’t know who said these words.
 9. Which of these books will you take?
 10. What did he come here for?

E. 1. Would someone help me move this table to the centre of the room?
 2. Each of the cakes is labelled with a student’s name.
 3. Somebody told me that there are ghosts in that old house.
 4. Is everyone ready to see the next game?
 5. The others have already gone home to eat.
 6. Many have a habit of chewing gum while working.
 7. They belong to a rare breed of horses.
 8. Everybody has arrived here.
 9. Does anyone know where my bag is?
 10. Is everything ready for the party?

F. 1. Each of the boys takes care of his own room.
 2. Anyone can join our group if he is really interested.
 3. The team can’t play their best when it’s too hot.
 4. Everyone should do his best work on the project.

Unit 8

Page 57: Discussion time

 • regulatory  serving or intended to control something
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 • warning     a statement or event that talks about possible danger, problem, 
or other unpleasant situation

 •  mandatory  compulsory

 •  prohibitory  to stop something from being done  

 •  hazard   a danger or risk

 •  restrictive   imposing restrictions or limitations on someone’s activities or   
freedom

Pages 57, 58, 59, and 60: Writing time

A. Yellow: When the signal light turns yellow, cars should slow down and prepare to stop.
 Green: When the signal light turns green, cars can go.
 Red: When the signal light turns red, cars have to stop.

B. 1. 

Signs Regulatory Warning Information

Shape Circular equilateral triangle

They can be 
in a square, or 
rectangle, or as an 
arrow.

Colour

may use blue 
symbols on a white 
background with 
blue border or black 
symbols on a white 
background with a 
red border

a white background 
and a thick red 
border.

These signs can 
be in blue, yellow, 
and green or 
sometimes, in other 
colours. 

Write any one 
message for this 
sign

STOP/ No U turn/ 
Right turn not 
allowed

Zebra crossing 
ahead/ Road bends

Lahore 145 km/ 
Parking area

2.

Prohibitive Warning Mandatory Warning
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Mandatory Warning Information Information

D. 1. The toy shop is at the end of the street.
 2. When will you arrive at the office?
 3. Do you work in an office?
 4. Jupiter is a planet in the Solar System.
 5. The author’s name is on the cover of the book.
 6. I parked my bike between two motorbikes.
 7. My house is situated near/on/behind the hill.
 8. I placed the plants closer to the door.
 9. People are sitting by the river.
 10. I’m going to the museum on Monday.
 11. The meeting is on the third of June.
 12. The course starts in autumn.
 13. I’m going away after/before Eid.
 15. She was born in 2002

E. Direction: to, at, along, through, over, around
 Position: around, under, near, beside, in, along, over
 Time: on, after

Unit 9

Pages 62, 63, and 64: Writing time

A. 1.  The dodo bird is extinct because all the dodo birds were caught and eaten by 
people who came to the island of Mauritius and settled there.

 2.  Animals that are on the endangered list: Asian lion, markhor, green sea turtle, 
giant panda, cheetah, red wolf, and the blue whale. 

 3. Endangered animals are in danger of becoming extinct because:
  i.  forests are being cut down and the land is being used for farming or building 

–this affects animal populations as they have nowhere to live and nothing to 
eat. 

  ii.  pollution in lakes, rivers, and seas destroys marine life and also reduces wild life.
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  iii.  birds and animals are captured and sold to shops and zoos all over the world.
  iv.  many animals are killed for their skins and furs. The skins of snakes and 

crocodiles are used in the making of shoes, purses, belts, etc.
  v.  some animals are killed for their tusks, horns, or teeth. Elephant tusks are 

used for making jewellery and ornaments.
 4.  There are various societies and organizations like the WWF (World Wide Fund for 

Nature which was previously known as World Wildlife Fund), Turtle Foundation, 
Wildlife Action Group, White Leopard Trust, and many others that are playing an 
important role in protecting the endangered species.

 5.  Marine Turtle Conservation Project: The Sindh Wildlife Department started this 
project in 1980 to protect the turtles that come to nest on Karachi’s beaches. The 
staff regularly collects turtle eggs from the beaches and shifts them into secure 
enclosures. The hatchlings are then counted, weighed and measured, and 
released into the sea. The project has managed to release 430,000 hatchlings into 
the sea and tagged 2000 mother turtles.

B. 1. There are about 3200 tigers left in the wild.
 2. The tigers of Bali and Java in Indonesia are extinct.
 3. Mountain gorillas live in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Uganda in Africa.
 4. The largest animal that has ever lived on Earth is the blue whale.

C. 1. domestic  to do with home or family
 2. endangered  will soon be extinct
 3. forbidding  not giving permission
 4. ornaments  decorative items
 5. extinct   plants and animals that do not exist anymore
 6. pollution   the process of making air, water, soil dirty
 7. wildlife   untamed birds and animals found in forests
 8. sport   activity done for pleasure, needing effort or skill
 9. environment  the natural world in which people, animals, plants live
 10. capture   to catch an animal and keep in a cage

D. 1. It 2. she 3. they 4. he 5. We, we, them

E. 1. an 2. a 3. an 4. a 5. an

F. 1. huge 2. big 3. little 4. beautiful 5. dark

G. 5. totally 6. nearly 7. delicious 8. humiliating 9. impossible
 10. unique 11. terrified 12. boiling 13. astonished 15. freezing

Page 66: Writing time

H. 1. freedom  the state of being able to do what you want to do
 2. stare   to look fixedly at somebody or something for a long time
 3. lonely  cut off from others; alone
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 4.  valley   an area of low land between hills or mountains
 5. captive  taken and held as a prisoner  
 6. peaks  the pointed tops of a hills or mountains 
 7. stream  a small narrow river
 8. roam  to walk or wander slowly

I. 1.  The snow leopard is helpless as he is being held captive in a small cage where 
he is locked up and forgotten.

 2.  The snow leopard wants to be free.
 3.  The snow leopard lives in the snow capped mountains, filled with valleys of rocks 

and trees, flowing with beautiful streams and rivulets.

Unit 10

Pages 68 and 69: Writing time

A. 1. occasion a special event or ceremony; celebration
 2. ancient  very old; having existed for many years
 3. process  a series of things that are done or followed to get an end product
 4. civilization the culture and characteristic of a particular time or place
 5. excavate to find something by digging in the ground

B.  ancient,  civilization,  excavate,  occasion,  process

C. 1.  The ajrak is part of the dress of both men and women and is worn by people from 
all sections of society, rich or poor, in everyday life as well as on festive occasions 
like weddings and Eid. Men use it as a turban or as a chadar; women wear it as a 
dupatta or a shawl and sometimes use it as a swing for little babies. Ajrak can 
also be used as a bed sheet or a tablecloth, as a cover for a bullock carts, and in 
the making of the traditional patchwork quilt.

 2.  The art of ajrak is very old and can be traced back to the ancient civilization of the 
Indus Valley around 2500 BC–1500 BC.

 3.  The centers of ajrak-making in Sindh are Hala, Bhit Shah, Sukkur, and Hyderabad.
 4.  Wooden blocks are used in the printing process.
 5. The paste for printing is made of rice, acacia gum, and lime.

D. 1. The printer dips his block in the paste.
 2. The statue of the king priest was excavated at Moen-jo-Daro.
 3. The colours in the ajrak are indigo, red, black, and white.
 4. The material is washed in the river.

E. Rhymes with BLACK: back, clack, crack, hack, jack, knack, lack, pack, quack, rack, 
sack, shack slack,smack, snack, stack, track, whack

 Rhymes with PINK: blink, brink, chink, clink, drink, ink, link, mink, shrink, sink, slink, 
stink, think, wink
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Page 70: Writing time

F. 1. kiln   a large oven or a furnace that is used for baking clay and bricks 
 2. ancient  very old; having had an existence of many years
 3. decorative serving to decorate, especially to make things attractive
 4. artisan  a worker who practices a trade or handicraft; craftsperson
 5. ceramics  a pot or any object made  from a non-metallic mineral (e.g. clay) by 

firing at a high temperature

G. 1.  All over the world pottery making follows the same basic technique starting with 
preparing the raw clay to the finished product. First, the clay is prepared by kneading 
it and then it is shaped by various techniques, such as hand shaping, potter’s wheel, 
moulds, etc. Once it is shaped, it is dried and glaze-fired in a kiln at a very high 
temperature. Pottery may be decorated before or after it has been glazed.

 2. Hala in Sindh is famous for pottery making.
 3.  Besides pottery, Hala’s artisans manufacture fine wooden handicrafts, textiles, 

paintings, handmade paper products, etc.

Pages 72 and 73: Writing time

H. 1.  TS—Last Saturday I went to the fun fair.
    SD—I won a stuffed toy at one of the stalls.
 2. SD—Now he can make chicken roast, tomato sauce, and rice.
    TS—Salman’s mother is teaching him how to cook.
 3. SD—First, make sure that you are wearing comfortable shoes.
    TS—Going on a hike can be fun if you are prepared.
 4. TS—Books tell us all kinds of interesting things.
    SD—Some of them describe how people live in other lands.
 5. SD—In fact, they are dry and smooth.
    TS—Snakes are not slimy creatures.
 6. TS—I was so excited when Mom bought me a new sewing machine.
    SD—The first thing I’m going to make is a blouse.
 7. SD—I can do the back stroke, the butterfly stroke, and the Australian crawl.
    TS—After years of lessons, I can finally swim very well.

I. 2.  Hawaii: Hawaii is in the Pacific Ocean.
 3.  Hovercrafts: Hovercrafts are kind of machines that can travel on both water and land.
 4. Bananas: Bananas are nutritious and can be prepared in many delicious ways.
 5. Bees: There are about ten thousand kinds of bees.

K. Topic Sentence: Birthdays are important events at my house.
 Topic: Birthdays
 Sentence that does not belong in the paragraph: Eid-ul-Fitr is fun too.

L. Sleep/Sleeping/Sleeping places
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Review Test 2

A. 1. We   3. us    5. They   7. their  9. It
 2. Their  4. him   6. them  8. She   10. We

B. 1. mine  2. hers  3. theirs  4. his   5. ours

C. 1. who   3. whom  5. Which
 2. What  4. whom  6. Which
D. 1. everybody  4. nobody   7. somebody   10. anyone
 2. anybody   5. few    8. few
 3. both, others  6. many   9. anything

E. 1. on    4. over   7. besides    10. during
 2. on    5. near/behind  8. by
 3. between   6. to    9. on

F. Direction: to, in, out, at
 Position: near, in, on, near
 Time: on, after, for

Unit 11

Pages 77: Writing time

A. 1.  People are living in a relief camp because their homes have been washed away 
by the floods.

 2. Kausar and Shazia were rescued by an army boat.
 3.  Kulsoom teaches in the camp school. She wants to study in a college and have 

her own school one day.
 4.  Patchwork quilts, bed sheets, and tablecloths with beautiful embroidered patterns, 

and crochet laces for shawls and dresses are made in the craft center. They are 
sold to a center in Multan at a good price.

B. 1. ‘I miss my pet goat,’ says Kausar.
 2. ‘There was water everywhere. I was very scared,’ said Sakina.
 3. ‘I am so happy that at least I have my family,’ says Sharifan.
 4. ‘We have no land nor any crops,’ said Amina Bibi.
 5. ‘We all will be happy again one day,’ says Kulsoom.
C. Proper nouns: Amina Bibi, Sharifan, Allan Ditta, Sakina, Kausar
 Common nouns: school, books, villages, women, girl, water, college, cloth, town, 

student, quilt, etc.
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E. 1. everywhere 2. hardship 3. classroom 4. patchwork  5. themselves

F. 1.  The storm in the poem seems quite frightening. There is thunder and lightning, the 
rain is pouring down, and the wind is blowing loudly. Trees fall and crash and it 
gets quite dark even during the day.

 2.  The person in the poem wants to hide as he/she is scared of the storm.
 3.  The person wants to block his/her ears so that he can’t hear the noise of the 

storm.
 4. The person is asking God to stop the storm and send only the rain.

G. 1. bright 2. fight 3. height 4. light  5. might

H. sight, right

I. ride: tide, glide, side, wide, lied, hide, slide, side, mind, bide, tide, wide, cried, died, 
fried, guide, hide, pride

Unit 12

Pages 80, 81, and 82: Writing time

A. 1.  The ants were busy gathering food. They had found some biscuits in the meadow 
that had been left there by a family who had come for a picnic. The ants marched 
in a long line to the picnic spot. Each of them in turn broke off a tiny piece of the 
biscuits and carried it back to their nest. They worked hard for many hours.

 2. Tan was not working as he was not feeling well.
 3.  His aunt told him to go and sit near the stream where the fresh water and 

sunshine would revive him.
 4.  Tan saw a twig and thought that the twig looked like a spring, he climbed on it and 

bounced up and down on it. Tan climbed up the twig, and the twig began to bend. It 
bent closer and closer to the water. It swung up and down, and from side to side. 
Then suddenly the twig broke, and Tan fell into the running water of the stream.

 5. A large dove helped Tan.

D. 1. The children ate the biscuits.
 2. The grass was dropped by the dove.
 3. The maid washed the clothes.
 4. Some books were bought by Ali.
 5. Tan was helped by the dove.

E. Countable nouns: stream, meadow, ant, brothers, sisters, biscuits, picnic, nest, 
hours, day, home, aunt, twig, dove

 Uncountable nouns: air, sunshine, advice, water, sky, bank, grass, reeds

F.  1.  Characters: Tan: a hardworking ant who was not feeling well. Like all other 
young ants, Tan is a bit adventurous and mischievous. He loves to have fun and 
explore the environment around him.
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   Aunt Anny: A large and kindly black aunt who advices Tan to rest near the 
stream in the sunshine.

  Dove: A large, white dove who rescues Tan from the stream.
  Tan’s brothers and sisters: Hardworking ants, who are busy gathering food.
   Setting: The story takes place one bright, sunny morning near a stream that 

flowed through a green meadow.
   Events: A young ant falls into a stream while playing and is rescued by a large, 

white dove.
  Theme: We must always help those in need.
   Ending: Tan was rescued by a white dove. He climbed on to a grass blade 

dropped by the dove and reached safely on to the bank of the stream.

G. 1. countable   5. uncountable    9. countable
 2. uncountable   6. countable    10. uncountable
 3. countable   7. uncountable
 4. countable   8. countable

Page 83: Writing time

H. 1. Ants like to eat cakes.
 3. Ants stock food for wintry months.
 4. We learn that we should be hard working and organized.

J. rhymes with ant: pant, rant, scant, 
 rhymes with cake: bake, fake, lake, make, rake, take, sake, wake
 rhymes with away: bay, hay, jay, lay, array, say, pay, day, may, ray, stay, slay, sway, 

way, clay, play

Unit 13
Pages 85, 86, and 88: Writing time

A. 1.  The Chinese New Year begins on the first day of the first month of the Chinese 
calendar and lasts for fifteen days.

 2.  Children receive red envelopes filled with money and sweets from their parents 
and grandparents.

 3.  Children carry paper lanterns to school to light their way to a bright and happy future.
 4.  The Chang Er legend says that long, long ago the goddess Chang Er, flew to the 

moon, where she has lived ever since and can be seen dancing on the moon, 
during the Moon Festival.

 5.  In the egg balancing custom people try to stand an egg on its end at exactly 
12:00 noon. It is believed that the next year will be a lucky one for the person who 
is able to balance the egg.

 6.  The Chinese Moon Festival is celebrated on the fifteenth of the eighth month of the 
Chinese calendar; it is also known as the Mid-Autumn Festival. The Moon Festival is 
full of legendary stories. The Chang Er legend is the story behind the moon festival.
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B. 1. Spring Festival or the Lunar New Year  4. Dragon Boat Festival
 2. red colour         5. evil, diseases
 3. Lantern Festival

C. 1. happy – sad   3. light – dark    5. lucky – unlucky
 2. day – night   4. forward – backward

D. 1. The boats raced to the finish line.
 2. Mei Lin ate moon cakes and sang moon poems.
 3. Malls, parks, shops, homes, and offices were decorated with lanterns.
 4. He ate boiled eggs for breakfast.
 5. Maha likes to read evening newspapers.

E. 1. A festival is a happy occasion.    4. She drinks fresh fruit juice.
 2. Chu Chin hung a lantern on the door.   5. The child ran to the classroom.
 3. The boat is shaped like a dragon.

G. chain: brain, cane, drain, gain, grain, main, obtain, pain, rain, train, etc.

Unit 14

Pages 90, 91, 92, and 93: Writing time

A. 1. Some suggested questions:
	 	 •	 How many males and females are there in the family?
	 	 •	 The health problems if any faced by different family members.
	 	 •	 The total income of the family.
 2. The first census in the world was held in China 3000 years ago.
 3.  The most densely populated countries in the world are India and China. The 

current population of India is estimated to be 1.22 billion. The population of China 
is more than 1.3 billion.

 4.  In the twentieth century there was better health care and cures for many diseases 
had been discovered; therefore more children survived and did not die as quickly. 
Many of them grew up and had families of their own, so population grew faster. 
People became healthier and the death rate also decreased.

B. 1. frequently       5. fast-moving
 2. announce       6. imagine
 3. demographers, questionnaires  7. progress
 4. twinkling of an eye     8. pleasant

C. nouns: money; questionnaire; population; China; diseases; children; people; 
Government.

 adjectives: exhausted; pleasant; comfortable; horrified; advanced; rich; healthy.

E. 1. defeat   to lose in sports or war
 2. advanced  made progress
 3. explosion  sudden loud noise like a bomb
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 4. illiterate   not educated
 5. support   give help

F. poor, different, advanced, other, developed, rich, these

H. 1. in front of  3. in front of  5. along with
 2. next to   4. far from

I. 2. footprint   4. teapot   6. backbone   8. mailman
 3. newspaper  5. birthday   7. raincoat

Review Test 3

A. 1. countable  3. countable  5. uncountable  7. countable
 2. uncountable  4. countable  6. countable  8. uncountable

B. 1. about   3. by    5. of
 2. on, off   4. from   6. by

C. 1. grandmother  4. earthquake  7. butterfly   10. upstairs
 2. passport   5. football   8. postman
 3. moonlight   6. daylight   9. sunshine

D. 1. They said that they would not go to the market.
 2. Ali complained that it was very hot that day.
 3. Huma told Alia that she could go with her to the market.
 4. The teacher exclaimed that he had done very well.
 5. I said that I would eat my dinner at eight o’clock.

E. 1.  The oil was spilled by the maid on the floor.
 2. The villagers made the soup.
 3. The banana was eaten by the monkey.
 4. The cart was pulled by the donkey.
 5. Graham Bell invented the telephone.
 6. The seeds were sowed by the gardener.
 7. Talha opened the door.
 8. The meal has been cooked by someone.
 9. Rehan bought the toy.
 10. The book was read by Alia.
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Worksheet 1

Verbs

A. Underline the action word in each sentence. Then on the line next to it, state 
whether the verb is in the past, present, or future tense.

 1. Sara will choose a new dress for herself. Future tense
 2. He takes the award. Present tense
 3. The batsman hit the ball towards the boundary line. Past tense
 4. Ali will work in the evening. Future tense
 5. The crowd applauded loudly. Past tense
 6. We usually visit this park in the evening. Present tense
 7. All of us love to play cricket. Present tense
 8. Danial will be the captain of the team. Future tense
 9. The lady screamed in horror. Past tense
 10. His teammates encouraged him. Past tense

B. Write each of the following verbs in the correct column.

  Past tense   Present tense
 visited     stamp
 cleaned    stay
  danced    ask
 laughed    need
 rained    wash
 painted    learn
 C. Choose the correct answer from the brackets for each of the following 

sentences.
 1. You don’t need to worry about picking me up today.
 2. Were you able to find the key that you misplaced?
 3. I didn’t have to show my identity card to enter the exam hall.
 4. Had I been ready, they would have given me a ride.
 5. Can you tell me where the library is?
  6. The vase you gave me is beautiful but you needn’t have worried!
  7. If you see a sign saying ‘No Talking’, you mustn’t talk.
  8. He may be our new teacher. I am not sure though.
  9. Try calling the booking agent. There might be some tickets left.
 10. Should we invite more people to the wedding? 
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Worksheet 2

Active and passive voice

A. State whether each of the following sentences are in active or passive voice:

 1. Passive  4. Active   7. Passive  10. Active
 2. Passive  5. Passive   8. Active
 3. Active  6. Active   9. Passive

B. Change the form of these sentences from passive to active voice.
 1. Sarah fed the cat.
 2. We will build the theatre in six months.
 3. The green team won the match.
 4. The fire fighters extinguished the fire.

C. Change the form of these sentences from active to passive voice. 

 1. The question was answered by Sarah.
 2. The song was learned well by us.
 3. The letter was written by Sana.
 4. The car was cleaned by Saad.

Worksheet 3

Direct speech

A. These sentences do not have speech marks. Re-write them using speech marks 
around the exact words that have been spoken.

 1. ‘Would you like another brownie?’ asked Mrs. Hasan.
 2. ‘This bread is not fresh,’ complained the customer.
 3. ‘Is this the way to the bookshop?’ asked Zara.
 4. ‘Look out!’ shouted the worker.
 5. ‘I am the best player in the team,’ boasted Ali.
 6. ‘What is the time?’ asked mother.
 7. His grandmother asked, ‘Where is your bag?’
 8. My friend exclaimed, ‘What a nice car!’
 9. The little girl cried, ‘I have hurt my foot!’
 10. The carpenter asked, ‘Have you seen my tools?’

B. After each sentence, write whether it is written in direct or indirect speech.

 1. Direct speech  4. Direct speech   7. Direct speech
 2. Indirect speech  5. Direct speech  8. Direct Speech
 3. Indirect speech  6. Indirect speech
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C. Write at least eight words that can be used instead of the reporting word ‘said’.
 accused, pointed out, acknowledged, snapped, added, commanded, praised, 

commented, hinted, prayed, complained, advised, promised, concluded, proposed, 
agreed, confessed, protested, answered, congratulated, approved, continued, 
informed, argued, convinced, inquired, spoke, asked, corrected, insisted, questioned, 
assured, cried, interrupted, joked, suggested, declared

D. Rewrite the following sentences in direct speech.

 1 The nurse told them, ‘Wait for your turn.’
 2. Sara asked, ‘Can I go shopping with Kiran?’
 3. Eman said, ‘I have already done my homework.’
 4. Sana apologized, ‘I am sorry for being rude the other day.’
 5. The policeman requested, ‘Please, show me your identity cards.’

Worksheet 4

Indirect speech

A. Change the following sentences from direct to indirect speech.

 1. Alina asked me when had I finished my assignment.
 2.  The interviewer asked him whether he planned to act in any new films this year.
 3. My friend wanted to know whether I liked the cake she had baked.
 4. Tania asked if I had cut my hair.
 5. Nilofer said that pink is her favourite colour.
 6. Saima told us that Karachi is a wonderful city.
 7. My mother inquired whether I was going to the grocery store.
 8.  Anne told her friends that she had a collection of rare stamps at home.
 9. The sports teacher asked me if I could play badminton.
 10 Sameer said that he was looking forward to the party the next day.
Worksheet 5
Punctuation marks

A. Add the correct punctuation mark at the end of the following sentences. (full 
stop, exclamation mark, or question mark)

 1. When you go to the grocery store, please buy some flour for me.
 2. How do you turn this machine on?
 3. Don’t speak so loudly!
 4. Stop!
 5. I will not be coming today.
 6. Please wait.
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 7. Can Sarah go with us?
 8. The jar is on the bottom shelf.
 9. I’ll have a brownie please.
 10. Where are you going?

B. Add commas where necessary, in the following sentences.

 1.  Ms. Alina, the new teacher, said we have all performed quite well in the last test.
 2. ‘I think we should leave now,’ said Junaid.
 3. Naima has a dog, two cats, six fish, and a cute little pony.
 4. Leena asked, ‘When will they arrive?’
 5.  We brought some eggs, milk, butter, flour, and sugar for the doughnuts.

C. Add colons where required, in the following sentences.
 1.  Ingredients for Chocolate Biscuits: 250 grams butter, 2 eggs, 5 tablespoons sugar, 

some ground cumin, some chopped walnuts, 1 cup self-raising flour, melted 
chocolate.

 2.  The grocery store has stocked new items: juice, biscuits, chocolate ice cream, and 
sweets.

D. Place parenthesis where appropriate, in the following sentences.
 1. The car (a brand new model) drove away after the accident.
 2.  The new park (previously a lonely marshland) was crowded for the first time.
 3. Laiba (extremely tired) dragged herself to the bed and collapsed. 
 4.  Atif (a tall, strong man) had been working as a security guard for the past three years.
 5. Kiran (5), Romana (6), and Jehanara (4) all were on the same team.

E. Add hyphens to the following words.
 sister-in-law  thirty-two  heavy-handed
 anti-crime  non-profit  self-employed

F. Add dashes where appropriate.
 1. ‘I can hear a noise, wait—did you hear that?’
 2.  The owner of the car—a woman in her early thirties—was standing next to the car.

Worksheet 6

Personal and possessive pronouns

A. Identify the subject, object, and possessive pronouns in each of the following 
sentences. The first one has been done for you.

1 When will she be arriving with my assignments? She will be arriving with them tomorrow.
  she – subject pronoun
  them – object pronoun
2. The Khursheed family bought a new dog whose name is Happy. They are very excited to 

have him. He has gray eyes and his hair is brown.
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 They – subject pronoun
 him – object pronoun
 he – subject pronoun
 his – possessive pronoun

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct subject pronoun. (I, you, we, they, it, she, or he)

 1. They    3. she   5. We
 2. He    4. It

C. Fill in the blanks with the correct object pronouns. (her, them, him, me, it, you)

 1. her     3. him   5. me
 2. them   4. them  6. her

D. Fill in the blanks with the correct possessive pronoun.

 1. theirs   4. his   7. theirs  10. theirs
 2. mine    5. ours  8. yours
 3. ours    6. his   9. hers

Worksheet 7

Interrogative and indefinite pronouns 

A. Fill in the blanks with the correct interrogative pronoun. 

 1. Which   3. What   5. Whom/What
 2. Who   4. Where

C. Fill in the blanks with an indefinite pronoun. Do not repeat the indefinite 
pronouns. 

 1. Nobody  3. Somebody   5. something
 2. anyone  4. Everybody

Worksheet 8

Prepositions

A. Circle the preposition in each sentence.

 1. across   3. before    5. during   7. under
 2. into    4. over    6. around   8. on

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct preposition.

 1. The little mouse crept towards the cheese.
 2. The girl read the book to her friend.
 3. The boat sailed across the river. 
 4. Ali ran up the stairs.
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 5. Sana walked along the beach.
 6. The boy ran towards the ice cream man.
 7. The car drove across to the road.
 8. The train travelled on the tracks.

Worksheet 9

Absolute adjectives

A. Circle the absolute adjectives. 

  alive, ridiculous, superb, unknown, black, huge, furious, correct, impossible, terrible, 
whole, unique, excellent, dead, gigantic, ridiculous, perfect, terrified, boiling, enormous, 
friendly, white

B. Fill in the blanks with an appropriate absolute adjective.

 1. huge   3. terrible   5. delicious
 2. tiny    4. furious

Worksheet 11

Suggested compound words:

 airplane, newspaper, football, sunflower, rainwater, watermelon, hallway, coatroom, 
ballroom, newsroom, livingroom, treehouse, waterway, sandbox

Worksheet 12

Countable and uncountable nouns

A. Identify countable and uncountable nouns in the following list:

1. uncountable
2. uncountable
3. countable
4. uncountable
5. uncountable
6. countable
7. countable
8.  countable
9. countable
10. uncountable
11. countable
12. uncountable

13. countable
14. uncountable
15. uncountable
16. uncountable
17. countable
18. countable
19. uncountable
20. countable
21. countable
22. uncountable
23. uncountable
24. countable
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